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P.E. PROJECT KITS MAGENTA
Full kits include pcb's, hardware, cases (unless

stated otherwise), IC sockets, wire, nuts & bolts.
Article reprints extra 70p each.

THIS MONTH'S KITS -
SA.E. OR PHONE FOR PRICES

PASSIVE INFRA -RED DETECTOR July 86 £38.46
ECHO REVERB UNIT July 86 E41.95
THERMOCOUPLE INTERFACE FOR DVM Jun 86

£15.98
NOTCHER EFFECTS UNIT May 86 £31.46

DIGITAL CAPACITANCE
METER

A superb instrument with a five digit 0.5 inch LED
display giving direct readout of pF, nF and uFfrorn
1pF to 1.000 uF.
Exceptionally easy to use. A crystal timebase
eliminates setting up procedures.
Ideal for schools. labs, and industry as well as
electronics enthusiasts from beginners to experts.
Complete kit - including PCB, case, all

components and hardware. E39.57 Reprints of
article 70p.

TTL LOGIC CHECKER May 86 00.95
SOUND ACTIVATED SWITCH Apr 86 f41.55
SCRATCH & RUMBLE FILTER
(Stereo) Apr 86 (18.89
PHOTOGRAPHIC TRIGGER UNIT Apr 86 E35.68
TEMPERATURE ANLOGUE INTERFACE
Apr 86 E43.87
SPECTRUM HARDWARE RESTART luncasedl
Mar 86 E28.49
AMSTRAD 10 Mar 86 E24.18

FIBREOPTIC AUDIO LINK Mar 86 E2765
FIBREOPTIC CABLE 80p/metre
LOGIC PROBE Feb 86 E14.15

COMPUTER MOVEMENT DETECTOR
Feb 86 E17.43

SPECTRUM SPEECH SYNTH & 8 -BIT I 0 PORT
Jan 86 29.58
HIGH PERFORMANCE STEPPING MOTOR DRIVER
Dec 85 122.98
EXTRAS. Transformer E5.98; Case E2.95; BBC lead
& plug E1.98; Moton1D35 E14.50; MD200 116.80.
COMMODORE USER PORT EXPANDER
Nov 85 E11.98

MODEL RAILWAY TRACK CONTROL
Nov 85 £44.98
'SQUINT' ROBOT EYES Nov 85 E9 55

TOUCH CONTROL PSU Oct 85 £31.22

MODULATED SYNDRUM Oct 85 £29.24
RS232 TO CENTRONICS CONVERTER
Sept 85 E4944
CAR BOOT ALARM Sept 85 E12 89

COMPUTER ENVELOPE SHAPER Aug 85 24 39

VOLTMETER MEMORY ADAPTOR July 85 E11.99
STYLUS KEYBOARD FOR COM 64 Jun 85 £10 .50

SYNTHESISER INTERFACE FOR COM 64
Jun 85 11726
AMSTRAD SYNTHESISER INTERFACE
May 85 07.90
CYLINDER THERMOSTAT May 85 03.95
BBC POWER CONTROL INTERFACE Apr 85 E22.98
GUITAR ACTIVE TONE CONTROL less case

11436
122.40
E41.54

E9 89
05.90

Sept 83
PROGRAM CONDITIONER June 83
AUTO TEST SET May 83
WIPER DELAY Apr B3 less relay
BATTERY TESTER Apr 83

EDUCATIONAL SETS

ADVENTURES
WITH

ELECTRONICS
An easy to folow book suitable for all ages.
Ideal for beginners. No soldering, uses an
S! Dec Breadboard. Gives clear instructions
with lots of pictures. 16 projects -
including three radios, siren metronome,
organ, inter -corn, timer, etc. Helps you
learn about electronic components and
how circuits work. Component pack
includes an S -Dec breadboard and all the
components for the projects.
Adventures with Electronics E3.58.
Component pack 120.98 less battery.

HIGH PERFORMANCE
STEPPING MOTOR DRIVER

As featured in December issue
Kit including PCB, I.C. & All Parts E22.98

Transformer 30V 18VA E5.98 extra
Case I houses PCB only) 0.95 extra

Lead & Connector for BBC Computer E1.98
Motors - 1D35 E14.50 - MD200 E16.80

TEA1012 also available separately E6.88. Data E1.99

STEPPING MOTORS
48 STEPS

I D35 f: 14.50

200 STEPS
MD200 £16.80

BBC STEPPER MODDR INTERFACE KR E13.99 PCB, driver IC,

components, connectors and leads included Demonstration
software, listings, circuit diagram, pcb layout and construction
details given. Requires unregulated 12Vdc power supply.
INTERFACE KIT (ref PEI 13.99
OPTIONAL POWER SUPPLY PARTS f4.67

'01

DC DC MOTOR SETS
MOTOR - GEARBOX ASSEMBLIES 1.5V -4.5V
Miniature precision made. Complete with quality electric motors.
Variable reductions ratios. Long 3mm dia output shafts.
Small unit - type MGS 13-2200rpm) E3.49
Large unit - type MGL 12-1150rpm) £3.98

PULLEY WHEELS - metal 3mm bore
10mm dia E1.75

20mm dia E1.84

30mm f1.99
METAL COLLAR WITH screw - 3mm bore
FLEXIBLE SPRINT COUPLING 3mm L31mm
FLEXIBLE METAL COUPLING 3mm

DC MOTOR 1.5V-4 5V RPM 4,400-8,700
Shah dia 2mm L10mm. Body 29x38mm
DC MOTOR TYPE - Dc28

24p
68p

E2 98

Et 98

FLEXIBLE STEEL SPRING DRIVING BELT 47p
17 long. Joins to itself or 2 more can be pined where long lengths
are needed.

MINI MODEL MOTORS 1.5-3V

TYPE
MM1

59p

TYPE
MM2
61p

DRY BATTERY CHARGER

AS FEATURED IN P.E.

We have produced a full kit of parts to build the Dry
Battery Charger featured in the August issue of P.E.
This is a designer approved full kit of parts complete
with Case, PCB, and a set of four special top quality
Battery Holders.
The metal case lid swings open so that the batteries
are fully enclosed during charging for complete safety.

Any number of batteries (up to 4) can be charged at
a time. The kit is supplied in 3 versions for AA cells,
C cells, or D cells. These differ only in the type of
battery holders and charging resistors supplied.
Conversion kits are available to change between types.

DY BATTERY CHARGER KITS

AA cells - E24.12
C cells - £25.27
D cells - £26.57

PE HOBBYbus
Kit including double sided pc.b. excluding DIN sockets EMAIL
DIN 41612 auc sockets 0.20 each or 10 for E18.

BBC HEART RATE
BBC Heart Rate Monitor -

Reedy Built E35.99

Practise relaxation or monitor fitness with this plug-in heart rate
monitor. Connects directly to the BBC computer. Programs give
continuous heart rate displays, bar charts, graphs etc. Supplied with
sensor, software & instructions - ready to plug in and use.

*******************************
KAYCOMP

-74'A., MICROPROCESSOR TRAINER
AND SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 68000
A new single board training and evaluation system for the 16 -bit 68000 Series

41( Microprocessor. A standard working system in kit form costs just £110.00 including VAT.
Programs are developed and written with the aid of an on -board monitor program. The
system is programmed and run via an RS232 link from either a standard terminal or a
BBC Computer programmed to act as a terminal (we supply the necessary software).
Optional extras include a line by line assembler, a peripheral 10 port and timer, and a
G64 bus interface. Full sets of technical literature, programming information and
manufacturers' data sheets are available to accompany the system.
AVAILABLE FROM STOCK NOW
PHONE OR WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS REF PE10

68705 MICROCONTROLLER
TRAINER

**************
*
*

yT
yT
Ty

4yT
yT
yT
yT
yT

8k x 16 RAM upgrade

68000 'Kaycomp' system
with montitor program,
8MHz system clock, 2k x 16
RAM, and RS232 duart
interface (in kit form need
+5, +12, -12V supplies)
68230 P.I.T. add-on
G64 bus interface add-on

£110.00
£11.97
f5.49
f9.24

Assembler disassembler program
£24.46

*******************************

v

A standalone unit with hexadecimal keyboard and 9 -
digit seven -segment display. Uses a control oriented
68705 microprocessor with a comprehensive monitor
system. A bank of 8 LEDs and switches allows 1.0
control programs to be run before connecting to 'real'
external circuits. An A D -D A board is also available
along with full support literature. An excellent
introduction to machine code programming right down
to 'bit' level. Used in many educational establishments.
A complete system costs under E50.
All in stock - Phone or write for details PE10

VERKON DC -DC CONVERTERS

These compact efficient voltage converters allow one
or two NICAD or ALKALINE cells to be used as the
power source for circuits requiring 6, 9, 12, 14 or 20
volts. The economy and reliability gains that come
from this arrangement are excellent - just compare
the cost of a single NICAD cell with that of a NICAD
PP3. This is only part of the story - we have a full
leaflet which shows how to calculate the savings
which can be made. Just send a stamped addressed
envelope for more information, performance curves
etc.

VERKON DC -DC CONVERTERS

V6 6 volts from 1 Nicd or Alk-Mn -0.28
V9a 9 volts from 1 Nicd -E7.28
V12 12v from 1 Alk-Mn -E728
Vt12 14v from 2 x Nicd -03.63
Vt 18 20v from 2 x Nicd -f8.63

CATALOGUE
Brief details of each kit, book contents, and illustrations and
descriptions of our rang eof tools and components are all included.
Robotics and Computing section included.
Our advert shows lust a selection of our products.
Up to date price list enclosed. Official orders welcome.
Catalogue& Price List- Send Et in stamps etc or add Et to your order.
Price list only 9x4 SAE.
Catalogue free to schoolskolleges requested on official letterhead

SHOP NOW OPEN
- CALLERS WELCOME

MAGNETA ELECTRONICS LTD.
PE2, 136 HUNTER ST.,
BURTON -ON -TRENT
STAFFS, DE14 2ST
0283 65435 Mon -Fri 9-5.
Shop Hours 9-5 Mon -Fri.
ADD 80P P&P TO ALL ORDERS.
PRICES INCLUDE VAT
SAE ALL ENQUIRIES.
OFFICIAL ORDER WELCOME.

Access/Barclaycard (Visa) by
phone or post.
24 hr Answerphone for credit card orders.

OVERSEAS: Payment must be starling
IRISH REPUBLIC and BFPO( UK PRICES.
EUROPE. UK PRICES plus 10%.
ELSEWHERE: write for quote.

PW'
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CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECTS
PE HI STAB by Mike Delaney 14
A power supply is essential to every electronics work
bench. This one is as good as any home -constructed
instrument and better than most.
THE PE 30 PLUS 30 PART ONE by Graham Nalty 42
Build a stereo hi-fi amplifier with exceptional sound
quality for less than any other amplifier of similar
specification. This is certainly one of the best hi-fi amps
ever to appear in PE.
ULTRASONIC RANGER by The Prof 24
Another great experimental electronics project which
uses ultrasonics for measurement purposes. This project
will be developed further next month.
PE PROMENADER Part Three by Mike Delaney 34
The final part in this multi -channel programmable display
unit.

SPECIAL FEATURES
DESIGN - LOW DROP -OUT POWER SUPPLIES by B.J. Frost 20
A look at how modern components can be used to make
a battery -powered supply for project testing and
development work.
TECHNOLOGY - LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS by R.A. Penfold 48
L.c.d.s are now used in many everyday (and not so
everyday) applications. This feature takes a look at some
of these applications and how they work.
TECHNOLOGY - MICROWAVES Part Two by Andrew Armstrong . 52
More applications of Microwave technology.
REVIEW - PE 30 PLUS 30 by R.A. Penfold 44
An independent review of the PE 30 plus 30 showed that
this project certainly lives up to our expectations and the
authors claims.
REVIEW - RED BOXES by Ray Stuart 40
The computer add-ons which can be used for a variety
of home -control applications, particularly those of
security.
STE Part Three by Richard Whitlock 28
Final details of the 8 -bit industry standard microprocessor
bus.

REGULAR FEATURES
EXPERIMENTAL ELECTRONICS by The Prof 24
This month the Prof looks at ultrasonics in measurement
applications.
MICROFORUM by J. Nolan 55
This month we take a look at a project which slows down
the Beeb.
NEWS AND MARKET PLACE 4
News, views and new products from the world of
electronics plus: countdown, catalogue casebook and
firm contact.
PCB SERVICE 60

BAZAAR 47
SPACEWATCH AND THE SKY THIS MONTH
by Dr. Patrick Moore OBE 46

THE LEADING EDGE by Barry Fox 8

INDUSTRY NOTEBOOK by Tom Ivall 57

THE SCIENCE MAGAZINE FOR SERIOUS ELECTRONICS ENTHUSIASTS
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NEWS AND MARKET PLACE

CATALOGUE
CASEBOOK
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During the last
month 14e have
received the
following
catalogues:
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The Enclosures Catalogue, Winter 1986/7 from West Hyde, costs
£2 which can be recovered using the discount vouchers. 104
pages dealing with a large range of enclosures, project boxes
and equipment housing. Details from: West Hyde Developments
Ltd., 9-10 Park Street, Industrial Estate, Aylesbury, Bucks
HP20 1ET.

A new series on Varistors, Thermistors and Sensors from
Mullard.

The ECIF handbook lists details of its member companies and
components they supply costs £3. Details from: ECIF, 7-8
Saville Row, London W1X 1AE

The STC Multicomponents Catalogue is a trade price list of
components. Details from: STC Components, Edinburgh Way,
Harlow, Essex.

A booklet from Castle Associates detailing their range of noise
and vibration measuring instruments. Details from Castle
Associates Ltd., Salter Road, Scarborough Y011 3UZ.

An 80 -page brochure from Hitachi summarising details of the
latest high technology products and technologies. Details from:
Hitachi Electronic Components Ltd., 21 Upton Road, Watford,
Herts.

A new 16 -page connector catalogue from Bulgin covers DIN
41612 and others. Details from: A.F. Bulgin & Company PLC,
Bypass Road, Barking, Essex IGH OAZ.

A free booklet from De Beers concerning the machining of
ceramics. Details from: De Beers Industrial Diamond Division.
Charters, Sunninghill, Ascot, Berks.

The 'Bigger Than Ever' Maplins Buyer's Guide To Electronic
Components is now available through many good high street
newsagents or direct from Maplin. Mail order.

Crofton Electronics monitors, cables and connector catalogue
available from Crofton Electronics.

I,oc-kit
Anew electronic lock kit is the

latest addition to TK
Electronics' range of high quality
kits. Supplied with high quality
p.c.b., all components including
piezo sounder and connectors,
the kit - XK121 in the new TK
catalogue - is priced at £15.95.
A set of keyboard switches is
available at £4.00.

Features of the lock kit
include: possible 5,000 4 -digit
combinations, open sequence
easily changed, alarm sounder
after three or nine incorrect
entries, choice of keyboard,
output driver to operate most
relays or theTK lock mechanism
which sells at £16.50.

The kit which operates from a
9V to 15V supply will find many
applications in the garage, home
)r v,i)rk.11()i)

('I) Cleaner
There is much discussion
within the CD industry about

the value of CD cleaners as many
would say that they are totally
unnecessary. However, Bibs new
style radial CD cleaner is playing
an important role in the launch
of the K -Tel CD range launch.
They are offering one free
(normally worth £9.95) with two
or more CDs bought from their
new CD range.

IR Head Phones
Agood idea from Kewmode
is their new 'spatial sound'

IR headphones. Simply plug in a
small transmitter to your TV or
hi-fi phono socket and you can
listen to the sound up to 40 feet
away. The idea is similar to the
PE IR Communicator and offers
a single audio channel. The
headphones convert the single
channel into pseudo -stereo, thus
the 'spatial sound' description.
We haven't actually tried them
yet, but suspect that they are
largely directional and therefore
might cause problems if you want
to walk and listen.

Portable Analyser
Anew logic analyser from
Thandar, the TA2000 can

capture data across 32 channels
at 25MHz and up to 100MHz for
eight channels. Other features
include multi -level triggering,
5ns glitch capture and glitch
triggering, high impedance input
pods with software controlled
variable thresholds, and three
external clocks.

IEEE and Centronics interface
are standard and disassemblers
for 8 -bit and 16 -bit
microprocessors are optional.

4 PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS FEBRUARY 1987



NEWS AND MARKET PLACE

Low Cost Programming
Anew programming system
from GP Industrial

Electronics can be connected to
an IBM or clone to provide a
range of programming functions.
It can be used to program bipolar
PROMS, single chip
microprocessors and PALs. The
system hardware, the XU620,
costs £395 and the software,
XUDRIVE, costs £245.

Cirkit's Circuits
Aplug in timer which gives
multi -programmable

switching for any electrical
appliance up to 3KW is now
available from Cirkit. Called the
Cirkit 2000, the device allows
any appliance to be switched on
or off up to six times a day. In
the event of power failure, the
battery back-up circuit included
will retain the program.
However, it cannot, obviously,
power any appliance should it be
needed on during this time.

Beeb Add-Ons

It is now possible to share a
single Winchester disc drive

between four BBC micros using
the new multiplexer from
Technomatic. This is the latest
addition to their extensive range
of computer hardware products.
The units are available in two
versions, the dual unit for two
micros and the quad unit for four
micros.

All computers used in the
system have to be fitted with the
ADFS but do not require any
additional software or hardware
modifications.'The system allows
the user to access common
software and transfer data
between computers.

Psion Book
There is now a useful book for
Psion Organiser owners.The

Psion organiser is a very popular
hand-held 'computer' and until
now has lacked the backup of an
independently written guide.

'Using and Programming the
Psion Organiser II' is written by
Mike Shaw and costs f9.95 and
is available from good book
shops and Psion stockists.

Matching Minis
Ahigh quality line isolation
for interfacing BT lines to

subscriber apparatus is now
available from Kenton Research
It meets various BS standards
and the BTTechnical Guide 26.
Vacuum -resin cast, the 01110 is
p.c.b. mounted and utilises a
standard 0.1 inch pitch.

P840 Thermowells
rr he P840 temperature
1

trans-
mitter, a field mounted, two

wire device, for the measurement
of low level d.c. signals,
manufactured by Kent Industrial
Measurements Limited, a Brown
Boveri Kent company, is now
offered with a complete range of
thermowells and accessories.

The thermowells, both 12mm
OD and 16mm OD, are available
in Inconel 600, as well as 316
stainless steel, with a selection of
standard process connections,
both screwed and flanged.
Alternative screwed and flanged
process connections may be
provided on application.

Short Finder
Abattery operated short
finder from OK Industries

is now available for £32.48 plus
VAT. It has two audible
thresholds for optimum
performance on p.c.b.s with
different trace width and lengths.
It is said to eliminate false
readings and errors due to
leakage currents or capacitor
resonance.

Static Shield
Arange of transparent metal-

lised static shielding bags
for storing or transporting
static -sensitive p.c.b.s and
assemblies is now available from
OK Industries. Known as MAG
bags they are of multi layer
construction made from an
aluminised layer coated with
polyester and polyethylene.

Also from OK Industries is a
new desoldering iron which is
claimed to combine the ease and
portability of a hand held manual
desolderer with the performance
of an industrial desoldering
station.
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NEWS AND MARKETPLACE

WHAT'S HAPPENING

More on Microwave technology ...

FIRM CONTACT
Further details of the products, services and companies
mentioned in the News pages of Practical Electronics may
be obtained from the following sources:

lektronix UK Ltd., Fourth Avenue, Globe Park,
Marlow, Bucks SL7 1YD.

TK Electronics, 11 Boston Road, London W7 2SJ.

lechnomatic Ltd., 17 Burnley Road, London NW10
1 ED.

Cirkit Distribution, Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts
EN10 7NQ.

Bib Audio/Video Products Ltd., Kelsey House, Wood
Lane End, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 4RQ.
OK Industries UK Ltd., Barton Farm Industrial Estate,
Chickenhall Lane, Eastleigh, Hants S05 5RR.
Kewmode Limited, Unit C, Faircharm Ind. Estate,
Evelyn Drive, Leicester LE3 2BU.

GP Industrial Electronics Ltd., Unit E, Huxley Close,
Newham Industrial Estate, Plymouth PL7 4JN.
Thandar Electronics Ltd., London Road, St. Ives,
Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE17 4HJ.

Kuma Computers Ltd., 12 Horseshoe Park,
Pangbourne, Berks RG8 7JW.

Kenton Research Ltd., Electronics Components and
Equipment, Unit 16, EuropaTrading Estate, Erith, Kent
DA8 1QL.

Maplin Electronic Supplies Ltd., PO Box 3, Rayleigh,
Essex SS6 8LR.

De Beers Industrial Diamond Division Ltd., Charters,
Sunninghill, Ascot, Berkshire SL5 9PX.

A.F. Bulgin & Company Plc, Bypass Road, Barking,
Essex IG11 OAZ.

Hitachi Electronic Components (UK) Ltd., 21 Upton
Road, Watford, Hertfordshire WD1 7TP.

Castle Associates Limited, Salter Road, Scarborough,
Yorkshire Y011 3UZ.

ECIF, 7/8 Saville Row, London W1X 1AE

Mullard Limited, Mullard House, Torrington Place,
London WCIE 7HD.

Key Communications Limited, 30 Upper High Street,
Thame, Oxon OX9 3EZ.

Norbain Technology Ltd., Norbain House, Boulton
Road, Reading, Berkshire RG2 OLT.

Rapid Recall Limited, Rapid House, Denmark Street,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP11 2ER.

Microwave tomorow
British Telecoms have now

entered the microwave
network business with a contract
worth £1.5m to design, integrate,
and supply radio terminals to be
used in a network linking British
Petroleum's (BP) new Southern
North Sea gas platforms with the
mainland.

BT will supply microwave
radio terminal equipment for
operation at 1.5 - 1.7GHz
including aerials, feeders,
transmitters, receivers,
multiplexors, supervisory
equipment and ancillary gear for
voice frequency telegraphy. It

will be built and tested in BT's
workshops in Islington, London,
and then delivered to BP's
fabrication site at Dimlington
ready for erection there and
offshore.

BT, of course, has plenty of
experience in the microwave
business - microwaves already
form a large part of its trunk
system and BT is continually
developing and improving
microwave technology. Next
year they plan to start
engineering trials of new
modulation equipment which
could increase capacity of its
digital microwave radio network

3
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Fig.l. Bistable amplifier chracteristic (theoretical).

OR -what?
Once again, conflicting

interests have prevented a
world wide accepted standard
becoming reality. Further to last
month's report on Inter/active
CD, we can now confirm that the

logical file structure for CD
ROM as drawn up by the High
Sierra group is indeed different,
albeit slightly, to that outlined in
the Philips Green Book. The
draft standard may become
officially accepted by the ECMA

(European Computer
Manufacturers Association) and
the ISO (International Standards
Organisation).

Furthermore, to add even
more potential confusion, at a
recent meeting of the High Sierra
Group an IBM representative
suggested that the standard
should not be referred to as CD
ROM but OROM (Optical Read
Only Memory). The reason for
this suggestion was, apparently,
that since the standard for CD
was based upon the Philips
Green Book which was only
available to licensees, an
international standard should
not refer to a non-public domain
product.

If this suggestion was accepted,
things would be even more
complicated as OROM generally
refers to only 51/4 inch read only
optical drives. Fortunately,
however, it is unlikely that, in
practice, even IBM will be able
to change the name as it is
already widely accepted.

by up to a third. The new
equipment operates in the lower
6GHz frequency band and uses
techniques known as 64 QAM -
quadrature amplitude
modulation. 64 QAM is the
latest method of making more
efficient use of the radio
spectrum and involves
modulating the phase and the
amplitude of the carrier. This
enables the existing
internationally recommended
frequency channel plan to be
re -utilised to produce a band
utilisation somewhat better than
the 1800 channel analogue
system currently used in the
band.

BT has a finger in most
telecommunications pies
including optical
communications. Recently they
successfully demonstrated the
world's first all -optical
regenerator which was developed
by two engineers at BT's research
labs at Martlesham Heath.
Although still in the experimental

6 PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS FEBRUARY 1987



NEWS AND MARKET PLACE

WHAT'S TO COME

and more on the future of CD ...
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F5g.2. Experimental all -optical regenerator

stage the regenerator is planned
for use in long distance optical
links and will also be produced
commercially by BT&D
Technology, the optoelectronics
company jointly owned by BT
and Du Pont.

The all -optical regenerator
functions as a decision gate
which retimes and restores the
levels of an optical data stream
with no intermediate electronic
stages.

It is based on the principle that
a Fabry-Perot semiconductor
laser has nonlinear output-
power/input-power
characteristics because its
effective refractive index varies
with optical power level. At some
wavelengths this nonlinearity
leads to bistability (Fig. 1).

To form a regenerator, an
optical clock waveform
consisting of a train of pulses
with peak power just below the
bistable threshold is combined
with the data stream and coupled
into the amplifier. When the data
is low, a slightly amplified clock
pulse appears at the output.
When the data is high, the
additional power is sufficient to
exceed the threshold and the
output jumps to a higher level,
which is insensitive to the data
power, and reverts to low only at
the end of the clock pulse. The
output is the regenerated data in
return -to -zero form, retimed
the clock.

The output is at the same
wavelength as the clock.
However, the input data can he
separated by multiples of the
amplifier node spacing which in
turn is determined by the length
of the laser cavity.

The amplifier in the
experimental system (Fig. 2) was
a double -channel planar buried-

heterostructure laser fabricated
at British Telecom's research
laboratories with facet
reflectivity reduced to 3%. The
wavelength and mean power of
the clock waveform were set to
1514nm and 61.LWin the amplifier
input fibre, just below the
bistable threshold. Small clock
pulses appeared at the output.

Data input was provided from
a distributed feed -back (DFB)
laser. As continuous power from
the DFB laser was gradually
increased, a threshold was
reached at which the output
pulses abruptly jumped to a
higher level.

When the DFB laser was
modulated with a 140Mbit/s,
return -to -zero pulse pattern,
producing an optical data stream
at 1526nm (Fig. 3), the
regenerated pattern appeared at
1514nm with a mean power in the
output fibre of 20uW (Fig. 4).
Error rates of three in 100 million
were obtained with a 210-1 bit
non -return -to -zero pseudo-
random data stream of mean
power 3uW.

NEWS ...

COUNTDOWN
If you are organising any electrical, computing,
electronic, radio or scientific event, big or small, drop
us a line. We shall be glad to include it here. Address
details to COUNTDOWN, Practical Electronics, 16
Garway Road, Bayswater, London W2 4NH.
PLEASE NOTE: Some of the exhibitions and events
mentioned here are trade only or may be restricted to
certain visitors. Also please check dates, times and any
other relevant details with the organisers before setting
out as we cannot guarantee the accuracy of the
information presented here.
British Electronics Week '87, April 28-30, Olympia
(incorporating All Electronics/ECIF show, Automatic
Test Equipment, CircuitTechnology, Electronic Product
Design, Fibre Optics and Satellite Communications).
(0799) 26699.
British Manufacturing Thchnology Week, June 2-5.
Olympia (incorporating CIM), 01-891 3426.
Oman Office Equipment and Computer Show, March
22-26, Muscat, 01-486, 3741.

CHIP COUNT
Over the last month we have received details of the
following:

The SCN8052, 8 -bit microcontroller from Mullard based upon
the popular 8051 circuit but with on -chip memory. Also from
Mullard is the 8X401 8 -bit controller using ECL technology,
the PLS168 and PLS179 field programmable logic sequencers
and a range of pyroelecsric IR detectors designated RPWseries.

M2064 logic cell array from Monolithic memories combines
user programmability with the density of VLSI. Available from
Rapid Silicon.

lino high speed FIFOs from Rapid, the C67L401D and
C67L402D are 'fall through'. FIFO memories organised 64
words by 4 bits and 64 words by 5 bits. Also from Rapid the
the IMS G175P-20 INMOS device which is a low-cost colour
look up table.

A new range of High Voltage Power MOSFETs designated the
IXTP, H, M series, designed for high voltage switching and
offering low on resistance, from Norbain Technologies.

1000 ICPS

#J

Flg.3. Input data stream at 1526 nm.

ICrS

F5g.4.. Regenerated data at 1514 nm.
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REGULAR FEATURE

POLAROID
now has the instant picture

photography market to itself, after
using its master patents on the basic
technology to push out Kodak. This is
good news for the UK. Polaroid re-
invests 10% of its sales income in
research and development at its
laboratories in Cambridge, Mass. The
result is a new camera called 'Image' now
being manufactured in the Vale of
Leven, Scotland, where Polaroid
employs 1200 people in the largest
camera factory in Western Europe and
the only one in the UK. By contrast
Kodak is cutting back drastically on its
British operation - even colour film is
now processed on the Continent. The
Vale of Leven factory also subcontracts
production of keyboards for the IBM
PC. Success for Image means job
security in Scotland. The Scottish
workforce should give thanks that
Polaroid reinvests so much of its sales
income in research and development.
Most Japanese electronics companies
spend less than 5%; only Sony invests
more than Philips of Holland which
ploughs back just under 7%.

The new Polaroid Image System, now
on sale in Britain and America (where
it is called Spectra) uses radically new
technology in both the camera and film.
There is some hairy chemistry in the
Image film and clever electronics in the
camera's automatic exposure and focus
control. Some will spin off into other
products. Polaroid plans eventually to
upgrade the film for its existing cameras
and may license its new autofocussing
system to other camera manufacturers.
Like other modern Polaroid cameras,
the new Image focusses its lens
automatically by sonar. The transducer
uses a single gold -coated Kapton
polyester foil diaphragm which serves
both as transmitter and receiver. When
the shutter button is pressed the
transducer emits a 1 milisecond pulse of
inaudible ultrasound in a tight beam
which covers 12% of the subject seen in
the view finder. At the same time a
crystal oscillator clock starts generating
timing signals. These continue until the
ultrasound echo returns. The counter
then logs the echo delay. The sonar
circuit outputs a control signal which

THE LEADING
EDGE

REPORT BY BARRY FOX

adjusts the camera focus.
Conventional cameras adjust focus by

moving several spherical lens members
closer together or further apart. Image
uses three lens elements, two fixed
lenses and one a kidney -shaped panel
which pivots between the other two like
the moving filling of a sandwich. The
central element is injection -moulded
from methyl methacrylate (Perspex) and
has a wavy contour like a rolling
landscape. As it moves the combined
optical effect of the sandwich changes
from a positive power convex lens, for
close up photography, through a neutral
lens for middle distance shots, to a
negative power concave lens for
focussing on distant objects or infinity.
The idea is old but made practical only
by modern computing power. The new
lens is called Quintic because there are
five levels of polynomials in the two page
formula and 88 mathematial coefficients
needed to describe the wavy contour.

The sonar divides distance into ten
focus zones, from a close up of 60cms
to a medium distance 7.6 metres. When
no echo is returned, it registers infinity.
The moving lens element is latched in
any one of ten positions, depending on
the focus signal generated by the sonar.
The ten focus zones overlap so there is
effectively continuous focussing over the
full range 60cms to infinity.

Exposure setting is also automatic; 13
integrated circuits make 30 decisions on
lens aperture, flash power and shutter
speed. The aim is to ensure that in
daylight the flash still contributes a fixed
25% of the light illuminating the scene.
This fills in shadows and eliminates what
Polaroid calls the 'Rembrandt effect' -
a flash -lit foreground subject with a pitch
black background.

Unlike conventional cameras, the
Image uses two, rather than one, photo
sensitive diodes to measure the amount
of light available for photographers.
One diode has a light green filter and
measures visible light reflected from the
scene to be photographed. The other
diode, with a dark red filter which blocks
visible light, measures only infra -red and
reads shades of grey. A combination of
the two sensor readings gives the best
average of the light reaching the film.
Only a few materials fool the system.
Cashmere wool for instance soaks up IR
like a sponge to give a false reading.

Light from the flash is controlled by
rapidly switching it off. The ICs juggle
lens aperture (between f41.8 and HO),
shutter speed (from 1/245 second to 2.8
seconds) and quench the flash after as

little as 20 millionths of a second.
The system works digitally. When light

strikes the dual photo diode, the
analogue signal output is chopped into
a train of digital pulses. The pulse
frequency is proportional to the light
brightness. When light levels are high,
the flash is fired, but quenched very fast
so that the photograph is taken with 75%
flash light.

The shutter release works in two
stages. Stage one sets focus, stage two
opens the lens and exposes the film.The
delay from pressing the button to
exposing the film is only around one
tenth of a second. Unused current for
the flash circuit is recycled, so that the
22 watt flash is always ready to fire again
in less than 1.2 seconds.

Image film uses new chemistry.
Conventional instant picture film has
three dye -developer layers, which are
sensitive to red, green and blue light.
The developers work by gating the
migration of yellow, cyan and magenta
dyes to a common layer where they mix
to form a coloured image. The snag is
that the dye -developer chemicals
interact. Green often appears too dark.

The new Image film has conventional
red and green dye -developer layers, but
the blue -sensitive layer works on a quite
different principle. It releases a yellow
thiazolidine compound. The dye -
developer and dye -release layers behave
independently. There is no chemical
cross -talk.

Film speed is high, 600 ASA, because
maximum aperture is f10. So beware
when taking Image film through
airports. Some X ray equipment,
especially in the USA, is only 'film -safe'
up to 400 ASA.

Be warned also; for the time being
only Image cameras will take Image
films.

The camera can be triggered by
remote control, using a 27MHz CB radio
transmitter. As a neat touch, the camera
can be set to retain the film after
exposure. Normally the motor in a
Polaroid camera noisily churns out the
print immediately after it has been
exposed. This can be embarrassing in
quiet surroundings, for instance a
church. So the new Image camera does
not eject the film until the shutter button
has been released.

Polaroid says it will consider licensing
some of the new technology, for instance
the novel focussing system, to other
manufacturers provided their products
are not in direct competition. Corporate
policy bars exclusive licensing, however.
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MY BIT AT THE BEGINNING -7
I was very pleasantly surprised by the response to our l.c.d.
competition announced in the November 1986 issue of PE. Both
the quantity and quality of the entries was exceptional. We
received hundreds of them from readers of all ages, levels of
experience and walks of life. Some of the ideas that were
proposed were extremely far-sighted and probably deserve more
appreciation and recognition than we are able to give. However,
at least one of the entrants will receive a pocket TV for the effort
- we will announce the winner next month.

In our news pages last month we mentioned a little about
education and the need for more suitably qualified people for
industry. It was suggested that not enough students were
attracted to science -based subjects and that the shortage of
suitable science graduates may become greater in the future.

This problem is particularly acute within the electronics
industry and in the short term this shortage may be true. I
suspect, however, that with the introduction of the new 0 and
A -level electronic syllabuses many more young students will
become interested in technology and engineering based
subjects. In a few years time, we will see far more people attracted
to electronics in higher education.

The practical aspect of the new electronic courses in schools is
encouraging students to be more self reliant, innovative and
generally more interested in their subject. The massive increase
in letters sent to PE by students asking for information about
various projects, electronic devices or services reflects this. No
doubt many people will disagree, but I doubt that students of
geography, history or English, for example, are encouraged and
motivated to the same extent.

This new found interest is good news for PE because we are
now seeing our UK readership increasing due in part to the
increase in electronics students in schools. I must point out
however to any student reading this that PE CANNOT carry out
your projects and rsearch for you. We do get a few letters from
students who want us to research a particular subject, suggest
a suitable design - in fact do everything short of building it for
them.

Come on, don't be lazy, use your imagination in conjunction
with PE and the library- it's much more rewarding in the long run.

OUR MARCH 1987 ISSUE WILL BE ON SALE FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6th 1987 (see page 30)

© Intrapress 1987. Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published in PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS is fully pro-
tected, and reproduction. or imitations in whole or part are expressly forbidden. All reasonable precautions are taken by
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS to ensure that the advice and data given to readers is reliable. We cannot, however, guarantee
it, and we cannot accept legal responsibility for it. Prices quoted are those current as we go to press.
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01-208 1177 TECHNOMATIC LTD 01-208 1177
BB Micro

BBC Master Series
AMB15 BBC MASTER Foundation

computer 128K £395 (a)
AMB12 BBC MASTER Econet computer

128K (only ANFS) £319 (a)
AMC06 Turbo (65C102) Expansion

Module £105 (b)
ADF13 Rom Cartridge £13 (d)
ADF10 Econet Module £43 (c)
ADJ22 Ref. Manual Part I £14.95 (c)
ADJ23 Ret. Manual Part II £14.95 (c)
ADJ24 Advanced Ref. Manual £19.50 (c)
ACORN ADD-ON PRODUCTS

6502 2nd Processor £179.
Torch ZEP 100 £229 (a)
Multiform Z80 2nd Processor . £299 (b)
Acorn Teletext Adaptor £125 (b)
Acorn IEEE Interface £269 (a)
BBC Master Compact
SYSTEM 1
128K. Single 640K Drive & bundled
software £399 (a)
SYSTEM 2
System 1 with a 12" Med -Res RGB
Monitor £469 (a)
SYSTEM 3
System 1 with a 14" Med Res RGB
Monitor £599 (a)

omputer System
E99 (0)Second Drive Kit

UPGRADE KITS
1770 DFS Upgrade for Model B £43.50 (d)

Basic II ROM £22.50 (d)
1.2 OS ROM £15 (d)
DNFS ROM £17.50 (d)
ADFS Rom (for B with 1770

DFS & B Plus) £26 (d)
64K Upgrade Kit for B Plus £35 (d)
ECONET ACCESSORIES
Econet Starter kit £85 (d)
Econet Socket Set £29 (C)
Econet Bridge £174 (b1
File Server Level II £120(b)
Printer Server Rom £41 (di
10 Stallion Lead set £26 (d)
Adv Econet User Guide £10 (d)
COMMUNICATIONS ROMS
Termulator £25 (d)
Communicator £49 (d)
Commstar £28 (d)
DATABEEB £24 (d)

BBC FIRMWARE 8 SOFTWARE
Database Management Systems, Word
Processors, Languages. Spreadsheets. Utilities
For full details on the wide range of above
packages please write to us

DISC DRIVES
These are fully cased and wired drives with slim line high quality
mechanisms. Drives supplied with cables manuals and formatting disc
suitable for the BBC computer. All 80 track drives are supplied with 40/80
track switching as standard. All drives can operate in single or dual den-

PRINTERS
EPSON
LX86NLQ (80 col) £229 (a)
FX85 (80co() NLQ 8K RAM .. £315 (a)
FX105 (136co1) £449(a)
LQ800 (80col) £459(a)
LQ1000 (136co1) £659 (a)
JX80 4 colour £420 (a)

TAXAN KP10 (80col) NLO£219 (a)
TAXAN KP91 (156co1) £389 (a)
NATIONAL PANASONIC KXP1080

(80col) £159 (a)
STAR NL10 (Parallel l'face) £239 (a)
STAR NL10 (Serial Tface) £279 (a)
JUKI 6100 Daisy £249 (a)
BROTHER HR15 Daisy Wheel £299 (a)
CANNON PJ1080A (Colour) £409 (a)
INTEGREX Inkjet Colour £549 (a)
EPSONH180 A4 Plotter £325 (a)
HITACHI 672 A3 Plotter £464 (a)

Paper
2000 Sheets Fanfold:
9.5" x 11" £13(b)
14.5" x 11" £18.50(b)
Labels: (per 1000)
3.5" x 17uts" Single row £5.25(d)
27/16" x 17/te" Triple row £5.00 (d)

ACCESSORIES
EPSON
FX plus sheet feeder C129.00 (b)
U(80 Sheet feeder 040.00 (b)
Paper Rol Holder 117.00 (d)
FXSO Tractor attachment /37.00 (c)
Interfaces: 8143 RS232 028.00 (c)

8148 RS232 + 2K 157.00 (Cl
8132 Apple 11 £80.00 lx)
8165 IEEE + cable 085.00 (c)

Serial 8 Parallel Interfaces with larger buffers available.
Ribbons: RX/FXMAX80 15.00 (d)

RX/FX/MX100 010.00(0)
UC80 18.00 (d)

Spare pens for H180 .17.50/set (d)
FX80 Tractor Attachment 137 (c)
KAGA TAXAN
RS232 Interface + 2K Buffer 185 (c)
Ribbon KP810/910 18.00 (0)
AOKI:
RS232 Interface IDS (c)
Spare Daisy Wheel 114.00 (0)
Ribbon 12.50 (d)
Sheet Feeder C182 (a)
Tractor Feed Attachment 11211(a)
BROTHER HR15:
Sheet Feeder 111111(a)
Tractor Feeder DIM (a)
Ribbons Carbon or Nylon 14.50 (d)
Red Correction Ribbon 12.00 (d)
WC Maas, Lead:
Parallel (42") 17.00 (dl
Sena! 17.00 (d)
Printer Leads can be supplied to any length

sity format.
PDP800P (2 . 400K/2 x 640K 40/801
DS) with built in monitor
stand £263 (a)
PD800 (2 x 400K/2 x 640K 40/807
DS) £245 (a)
TD800 (as PD800 but without
psu) £226 (a)
TS400 1 x 400K/1 x 640K 40/80T
DS £114 (b)

PS400 with psu 1 x 400K/1 x 640K
40/807 DS £129(b)
3.5" DRIVES
1 x 400Kii x 640K 80T DS TS35
1 £99 (b)
PS35 1 with psu £119 (b)
2 x 400K/1 x 640K 80T DS TD35
2 £170 (b)
PD35 2 with psu £187 (b)

3M FLOPPY DISCS
High quality discs that offer a reliable error free performance for life. Each
disc .s individually tested and guaranteed for life. Ten discs are supplied in
a sturdy cardboard box.

51/4" DISCS 31/2" DISCS
40T SS DD £10.50 (d) 40T DS DD £12.75 (d) 80T SS DD £20.00 (d)
80T SS DD £16.50 (d) 80T DS DD £16.50 (d) 80T DS DD £27.00 (d)

DISC ACCESSORIES
FLOPPICLENE Disc Head Cleaning Kit with 20 disposable oleaning discs ensures
continued optimum performance of the drives.... 31/2" £16 (d). 51.1'114.50 (d)
Singh) Disc Cable £8 (d) Dual Disc Cable £8.50 (d)
10 Disc Library Case C1.80(c) 30 Disc Case Of (c)

f 13 (c)18.50 IC) 100 Disc Lockable Box40 Disc Lockable Box

MODEMS
- All modems listed below are BT approved

MIRACLE 3000:
MIRACLE WS2000 V21/23 Manual.... £99(b)
MIRACLE WS4000 V21/23. (Hayes Compatible.
Intelligent, Auto Dial/Auto Answer) £149 (b)
MIRACLE WS3000 V21/V23 As WS4000 and
with BELL standards and battery pack up for
memory £275 (b)
MIRACLE WS3000 V22 As WS300 V21/V23 but
with 1200 baud full duplex £475 (a)
MIRACLE WS3000 V22 (Ns As V22 and 2400
baud full duplex £629 (a)
MIRACLE WS3022 As WS3000 but with only
1200/1200 £395 (a)
MIRACLE WS3024 As WS3000 but with only
2400/2400 £570(b)
DATA Cable for WS series/PC or XT . £10(d)

DATATALK Comma Package'If
purchased with any of the above modems'

£70(c)
PACER Nightingale Modem V21/V23
Manual £95(b)

MONITORS
All 14" monitors now available in plastic or metal cases, please specify.

MICROVITEC: 14" RGB
1431 Std Res £179 (a)
1451 med Res £225 (a)
1441 Hi Res £365(a)

14" RGB with PAL & Audio
1431 AP Std Res £195 (a)
1451 AP Med Res £260 (a)

Swivel Base for Plastic 14" Microvitecs £20 (c)
20" RGB with PAL & Audio

2030CS Std Res.. . . £380 (a) 2040CS Hi Res £685 (a)
TAXAN SUPERVISION II £279 (a)
TAXAN SUPERVISION III with amber/green option, BBC & IBM .. £325 (a)
MITSUBISHI XC1404 14" RGB Med Res IBM & BBC Compatible . £229 (a)

MONOCHROME MONITORS:
TAXAN KX1201G Hi Res 12" Etched Green Screen £90 (a)
TAXAN KX1202G Hi Res 12" Long Persistence (P39) E98 (a)
TAXAN KX1203A Hi Res 12" Etched Amber Screen 06 (a)
PHILIPS BM7502 12" Hi Res Green Screen £75 (a)
PHILIPS BM7522 '2" Hi Res Amber Screen £79(a)
HANTAREX HX12 £69 (a)
Swivel Base for Taxan Monochrome fitted with Digital Clock £21 (c)

SPECIAL OFFER
2764-25 £2.00
27128-25 £2.50
6264LP-15 £3.40

ATTENTION
All prices in this double page advertisement

are subject to change without notice.

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT
Please add carriage 50p unless

indicated as follows:
(a) £8 (b) £2.50 (c) £1.50 (d) £1.00

Serial Teat Cable
Serial Cable switchable at both ends allowing pin
options to be re-routed or knkecl at either end using a 10
way switch making it possible to produce almost any
cable configuration on site.
Available as M/M or M/F C24.75 (d)

Serial Mini Patch Boo
Avows an easy method to reconfigure pir functions
without revering the cable aSey.
Jumpers can be used and reused C22 Id)

Serial Mini Teat
Monitors RS232C and CCITT V24

Transmissions. indicating status with dual colour LEDs
on 7 most significant lines.
Connects in Line. It22.50 (d)

GANG OF EIGHT
INTELLIGENT FAST

EPROM COPIER
Copies up to eight eproms at a timeand acceptsall
single rail eproms up to 27256. Can reduce pro-
gramming time by 80% by using manufacturers
suggested algorithms Fixed Vpp of 21 & 25 volts
and variable Vpp factory set at 12.5 volts LCD
display with alpha moving message £395(b).

CONNECTOR SYSTEMS

SOFTY II
This low cost intelligent eprom programmer can
program 2716, 2516, 2532, 2732, and with an
adaptor, 2564 and 2764. Displays 512 byte page
on TV - has a serial and parallel VO routines Can
be used as an emulator, cassette interface
Softy II £195(b)
Adaptor for 2764/2564.£25.00(c)

UV ERASERS
MI erasers with built in safety switch and main:
indicator.
UV1 B erases up to 6 eproms at a time £47(c)
UV1 T as above but with a timer £59(c)
UV140 erases up to 14 eproms at a time. £88 b
UV141 as above but with a timer £88(b)

I.D. CONNECTORS

(SX:rfkTeNoof Recap- Edge
waysi,Plug facie

20 146p 126p 195p
26 175p 150p 240p
34 200p 160p 320p
40 220p 190p 340p
50 235p 200p 390p

D CONNECTORS
No of Ways

9 15 25 37
MALE:
Ang.Pins 120 180 230 350
Solder 60 85 125 170
IDC 175 275 325
FEMALE:
St Pin 100 140 210 380
Angpins 160 210 275 440
Solder 90 130 195 290
IDC 195 325 375
St Hood 90 95 100 120
Screw 130 150 175
LOCI(

EDGE CONNECTORS

2.- easy (commodore)
2 10 -way
2 x 12 -way (vic 20)
2 x 18 -way
2 x 23 -way (ZX81)
2 x 25 -way
2 x 28 -way (Spectrum)
2 x 36 -way
1 x 43 -way
2 x 22 -way
2 x 43 -way
1 x 77 way
2 x 50-way(S100conro

01

150p

175p
225p
200p
250p
260p
190p
395p
400p
500p

orb
300p

140
350pp

220p
2209

500p

AMPHENOL
CONNECTORS

Solder IDC
36 way plug 500p 475p
36 way skt
24 way plug

IEEE
24 way skt

IEEE

550p

475p

500p

500p

475p

500p
PCB big Skt Ang Pin

24 way 700p 36way 750p

RIBBON

10 -way
16 -way
20 -way
26 -way

,orey,melrel

40p 34 way
60p 40 way
85p 50 -way

120p 64 -way

160p
180p
200p
280p

EURO CONNECTORS
DIN 41612 Plug Socket
2 x 32 way St Pin 230p 275p
2 x 32 way Ang Pin 275p 320p
3 x 32 way St Pin 260p 300p
3 x 32 way Ang Pin 375p 400p
(DC Skt A + B 4000
IDC Skl A + C 400p
For 2 a 32 way please specify
spacing (A + 8, A + C).

GENDER CHANGERS
25 way D type

Male to Male £10
Male to Female £10
Female to Female £10

TEXTOOL ZIF
SOCKETS 24 pin 7.50
28 pin 01.00 40 pin 112

MISC CONNS
21 pin Scarf Connector200p
8 pin Video Connect or.200p

RS 232 JUMPERS
(25 way D)

24' Single end Male £5.00
24" Single end Female £5.25
24" Female Female £10.00
24" Male Male £9.50
24- Male Female £9.50

4 -way 90p 6 -way 105p
8 -way 1200 10 -way 140p

DIL HEADERS
Solder IDC

14 pin 40p 100p
16 pin 50p 110p
18 pin 60p -

20 pin 75p
24 pin 100p 150p
28 pin 160p 200p
40 pin 200p 225p

TECHNOLINE
VIEWDATA SYSTEM
Using 'Prestel' type protocols
for information and orders
phone 01-450 9764 24 hour
service, 7 days a week.
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74 SERIES

7400
7401
7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7409
7410
7411
7412
7413
7414
7416
7417
7420
7421
7422
7423
7425
7426
7427
7428
7430
7432
7433
7437
7438
7439
7440
7441
744 24
7443A
7444
7445
7446A
74474
7448
7450
7451
7453
7454
7460
7470
7472
7473
7474
7475
7476
7480
7481
74834
74844
7485
7486
7489
7490A
7491
74924
74934
7494
74954
7496
7497
74100
74107
74109
74110
74111
74116
74118
74119
74120
74121
74122
74123
74125
74126
74128
74132
74136
74141
74142
74143
74144
74145
74147
74148
74150
741514
74153
74154
74155
74156
74157,
7 4 1 59
74160
74161
74162
74163
74164
74165
74166
74167
74170
74172
74173
74174
74175
74176
74178
74179
74180

74181
74182

30p' 74184
aop i 741654

3°P1 7744119901

36p
30p
40p
4043

30p
30p
30p
30p
30p
SOp
?Op

36p
40p
309
sop
36p
369
40p
40p

409
43p
30p
36p
30p
30p
40p
40p
409
Sop
70p

1009
110p
70p
100p
104
120p
36p
15p
38p

31p
559
50p
557
559
sop
60p
45p
65p

180p
105p
125p
1109

429
210p

55p
70p
70p
55p

110p
110p

sop
290p
194
50p
759
759
55p

174
110p
174
1009
559
707
007
65p
55p
5Sp
75p
70p
94

254
274
270p
110p
170p
140p
1759
709
loOp

1409
809

1009
80p

225p
1109

90p
110p
1109
1209
110p
140p
400p
2009
4209
140p
110p
1059
1009
150p
180p
100p

74192
74193
74194
74195
74196
74197
74198
74199
74221
74251
74259
74265
74273
74276
74278
74279
74283
74285
74290
74293
74298
74351
743654
74366A
74364
743674
743684
74376
74390
743 93
74490

340p
1441p

1110p

140p
130p
1309
110p

74151624
74151834
7415164
74151654
741 51664
741S 168
741 169

115p 7415170
110p 74151734

410p 7415174
130p 7415175
1107 7415181
220p 74151E33
220p 7415190
110p 7415191
100p 741 192
150p 7415193
310p 174151944

741 5196 A
1441p 7415196
170p 7415197

90p 7415221
1057 7415240
320p 7415241

90p 7415242
90p 7415243

180p 74 L S 244
200p 74LS 245

90p
80p
a0p
74

160p
11013

112p
140p

741S SERIES

741_500
741_501

741 502
741 S03
741 504
741505
741 508
741509
741510
741511
741_512

741513
741_514

741515
741520
741_521

741522
741 S24
741526
741_ S27

741 528
741530
741 532
741 533
741 537
741538
741 540
741542
741 543
741 547
741 548
741 549
741 551
741 554
741555
741 S 734
7415744
741575
741 S 764
741_ 513,34

741_585

741S86
741590
741591
741592
741893
'411 5950
741 596
7415107
7415109
741 112
7415113
7415114
7415 122
741 5123
741_5124,

521/140p
741 5 125 54
7415126 50p
741 5132 659
741 133 507
7415136 45p
741S138 SS7
7415139 557
7415145 957
741_5147 175p
7415148 1407
741 5151 657
7415152 200p
741_5153 657
7415154 164
741 155 657
7415156 057
741_5157 5013

7415158 05p
741_5160A 757
74151614 759

24p
24p
247
249
249
249
24p

249
249
249
24p

349
50p

249
247
24p
249
507
249
247
24p
249
249
247
249
249
24p
507

190
00p
9033

104
249
249
24p
30p
35p
459
36p
lop
?bp
35p
48p
90p
559
549
757
90p
407
40p
459
457
459
709

909

7415248
7415 249
741 251
7415253
741 5256
741 52574
741 52584
741 5259
741 5260
7415261
7415266
741 273
741 279
741 280
741 283
741 290
74LS 290
7415293
7415295
74LS 297
7415298
7415 299
741S321
741S323
741S324
7415348
7415352
7415353
741 5356
741 5363
741 5364
741 5365
741 5366
741 5367
741_53686
74LS 373
74LS 374
7415375
741S377
741_5378
74LS 379
741 5381
741S385
741 5390
741 5393
741 53954
741_ S399

7415445
741 5465
741 5467
741 5490
74LS 540
741_5541

741 5608
74 L S 610
74LS 612
7415624
7415626
7415628
741 5629
741 5640
7415640-1

7415641
7415642-1

747 74508
757 74510
7543 745 11

1109 74520
1507 745 22
130p 74 530
1007 74532
1407
1007
759
757

200p
1940

75p
75p
/107

004
759
759
80p
Sop
/Op
841p

110p

SOp

909

74 537
74 538
74 540
74 551
74564
74S74
74S 85
74 586
745112
745113
745114
74 5124
745132
74 5133
74S138
74S 138
74 5139
74 140
745151

70p 745153
90p 74S157
110p 745 158
1107 74S163
11043 74S169
75p 745 174
757 745175
90p 745188
70p 74 5 189
709

1209
757

1209
1310

1259
709

1940
1107

610
£14
sop

1407
114
1007

220p
3707
300p
324
2007
1207
120p
2107
11309

1409
54
507
50p
507

70p
70p
75p

1309
059

1307
4509
3257

609
1004
1009
1407
1407
1207
124
150p
1007
1007
loop
£25
£25
3509
225p
2259
1259
2009

300p
SOp

3009
741 5643 250p
7415643-1

74L 5644
7415645
741 5645-

741 5 668
741 669
7415670
7415682
741S684
7415687
741 5688
74LS 783

3007
3509
2004

4007
907
90p

170p
2507
3507
3509
3507
i 1 6

748 SERIES

74500
74 5 02

745 04
74 505

507
507
50p
5410

74S 194
74S 195
74S 196
74 200
745201
74 5225
74 240
745241
74S 244
745 251
745257
745258
745260
745261
745 283
745287
745288
74S289
74S 299
745373
74S374
745 387

509 4063
80p 4066
76p 4067

11045 4068
509 4069
sop 4070
60p 4071
607 4072
040 4073
507 4075
45p 4076
45p 4077
70p 4078

5507 4081
1007 4082
1509 4085
120p 4086
120p 4089
100p 4093
100p 4094
sop 4095

1110p 4096
160p 4097
190p 4098
104 4099
1507 4501
1S0p 4502

054
40p

2309
25p
24p
249
244
249
249
249

659
257
25p
247
25p
609
757

120p
35p
9043

909
90p

270p
759
94
369
55p

2007 4503 36p
2007 4504 057
300p 4505 1604
550p 4506 904
300p 4507/4030
320p 357
1007 4508 120p
1007 4510 559
300p 4511 54P
3009 4512 557
3509 4513 150p
4507 4514 110p
3709 4515 1107
5209 4516 54P
400p 4517 220p
4007 4518 459

400p 4519 327
250p 4520 00p
2507 4521 1157
250p 4522 111343

100p 4526 707
3007 4527 807
274 4520 65p
225p 4529 100p
2007 4531 7Sp
2257 4532 elk

450p 4534 380p
4007 4536 250p
4009 4538 759
2257 4539 ?Sp

4541 909
4543 70p
4551 1009
4553 240p

20p 4555 3843

247 4556 30P
25p 4557 240p
74 4560 140p
25.7 4566 140p
604 4568 240p
454 4569 170p
007 4572 457
247 4583 90P
25p 4584 46p
15p 4585 60p
609 4724 1507
707 14411 750p
107 14412 7507
557 14416 3007
604 14419 2607
607 14490 4207
SOp 14495 450p
607 14500 650p
74 14599 2007
30p 22100 350p
467 22101 7004
24p 22102 700p
904 40014/4584
407 40106
607
754 40085
154 40097

1257 40098
104 40100
12543 40101
250p 40102

707 40103
707 40104

1107 40105
1007 40106
250p 40107

00p 40108
S59 40109
50p 40110
607 40114
604 40147

1007 40163
607 40173
607
55p 40174 1007
369 40175 1007
154 40192 1007
057 40244 150p
60p 40245 150p
607 40257 1109
607 40373 11107

607 40374 1110p

65p 80095 757
400p 80C97 757

7 80098 757

4000 SERIES

4000
4001
4002
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011
4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
4019
4020
4021
4022
4023
4024
4025
4026
4027
4028
4029
4030
4031
4032
4033
4034
4035
4036
4037
4038
4039
4040
4041
4042
4043
4044
4045
4046
4047
4048
4049
4050
4051
4052
4053
4504
4055
4056
4059
4060

489
120p
36p
40p

150p
125p
130p
200p
120p
150p
45p
55p

320p
20p

2259
22543

2509
100p

120P

407581
ApC061:41

4817910DC
AN103

1-5U50
415-3-1M0

4186912
CA30194
CA302134
CA3040
047069
043010
CA10034
041066
CAX4194
CA3041040
CA31336
CA31301
C.4.31406
CA31404
CA31604
0431011
CA31626
CA311396
CA32401
CA32031
07002
DAC140341
0400600
DAC0609
OG308

114.1366

L 7106

/C17611
ICL7660
017060
010035
04,47555
0117564.
LC7120
LC7130
1C7137
L1347
10361

10353
10365
1035621
10367
LUIOC
1143014
111307
1.14306C/4

LIA310
111311
111318
LIA319
L11324
1154334/

1.143352

1/4336
111339
L31348
1.33358P

L M377
LM3130N-13

14.13150

LM381N
L.4302
131363
1131304

1M31313N -I

L M367
414391

M392N
L143113

1143114CH

10700

LINEAR ICs

256 131710

111001 1117111.

nap 114725C21
imp 131733

450p4: 11.,(71474471

Nap L14773
mop 1141011

"Op 1111014

13p 1111901
3:449 L1441630

114.1M11110772109
507

sa. Lukas

P7iit° 1114433021 M291"er7

'96M39°'4496 11131051

300 L"i L111.934243G"11145

000p LIA3916
vop ...611411531310/334.

Sap
274 04615161

CS 1/83712

300p 60141316C13109

30045

3030 1401041

3029 11014461

904 MC1406
640030094737

039 31C3401
34(434037309
640100/42507

11650240Hap
009 141920

44 311022
X09 349.962214

1966553373" NU"Pmp

52031

Opp NE55:6

909
ppii, NE565

1 107 NE566
1407 NE567

"4' E5399 N5E57701

459 14E592

ISp NE55329
98.633.13513/39

1507 5E553449
11109 OP -07EP

P11024
1150 RC4136

330 701151
80056814109

00,"9 SFSAA19a°F96364
Ss.14,90.33.

:7SN 1 6"9"SN:6405300 7A20)p T::
7,,,pp*P 20 521114477222

1000 147310
1100 704231
3589 7134040

400p 11141110

54 1134820

14 1130120144 759
11119 7133920 2039
NO 15A960 209

400p 709100 309
lap TC4940 1739
729 I041010 2210
MP 7041022 4037
304 10.31024 1100

4039 70411706 3039
1503 1042002 320
5009 700003 1904
2104 1042004 240p
300 7042006 loop
007 7042020 Map
564 1042030 2109
4509 1042593 309
wep 100610 7500
107 1047000 3110p

409 7E41002 700
047 11.001CP 407

'09 11002 1100

3449 71064 907
3409 TL071 /1043

3440 11072
1549 71074 1100
2109 71001 307
4-907 11002 569
204 11063 759
170 11064 1007

7S9 11009 5664
00 U4759 2/8/9

MOP 1442240 1500
130 UCN58 01A 600o

2009 L/U920:04 74
769 ULN20044 709
Sap LAN20118 Rep

400p U3142002 144
Welp 41142803 lap
5004 U11421304 Mop
077 UPC575 2759
3034 UPC592H 2009
1200 UPC1156. 3009
194 uPC1165H 5007
215 08210 4007
407 CR2206 007

4009 972207 3757
109 X72211 5759
map X72216 0704
lop CR220 124
400p 24409 1130
3004 DM 4 alp

1107 2104191- 1759
1504 /494236 730
1009 224424E 130p
1209 Z14425E8 3509
ISOp Z/44260 3009

SOOp 2244270 400
soap 2344264 4309

ssp 21342941 220
2030 2214476 [1.30p

547 Z N44 8 7 5 Op

/14 DOAK 3007
NOP 2294504 7309
2009 73.4590P 304
Xe9 7N10346 2009
400 2200406 Nap
604 ZNA134H 023
MOP 22742340 9300
24

1409
1309
03p

1530

1509
1200

400
909
104

COMPUTER COMPONENTS
CPU CHARACTER

14°0 GENERATORS
000403 100 611596 1449
334255 027 81L S97 1407

10507
4509

811594 1407
.0425120 4 509

3600
200p
250,1p, AA/261531

3609 96366 1400

2500 11154500 £14 4,,A2,1032
1

966 963'

9637AP 1009
1930

21442568 3600414

5500

MEMORIES
3,0p 2804P/0

D:a3C130-C131 v 71/442861 4509

TI1459914 T14

=1" 07002

NOP

D344131 009, 21/44 IF 9500

DS3694 3609

ZA429C 2100

130

12op It442608 36427

1144271 0000

D58830 140pr ZOOCIC nap

3000
zZac.c8DAC7,C 1.7p gt1:332,

Illy ?SWART 149,
O50336 1500

3000 28040AR 7000
7250

£20 Z8°D." 7"° 111,14e4 60p240300.44 7110p

2806510-o/1/7
1103449
4.4C3446 2500

2038910 :40:3.8.34395790 '6.:4759
211013C7C

2800471 0100p
2500 MC34101 4407Emoncally pro -2909 A4C3486 2600gramynablo Ertl9900 3034137 21/49

150' 79.'..b416-30 PROMS
2

.....MC-4024 .4,00

0C16.8183 7E501 611p

1014412 nort,
gleam 754/

1115420044

2516457 /lap 759

2516-35 480p 1511112068 mop
2532 4609 u1.342002 1509

2532-30 Virap 01102002 loop

2700
£11 0132804 11092564

509

22217731126+35' .5557P35°P ;1:5101° l°°°6°P
4939 75110 Np

22 11 3n2 A :235 IMPE7 7511372 1"Ps/s

2764-25 2034 75114 i/sCp

27C64-25 £6 75115 1409
2712625 2507 75121 107

75122 1409

52716 300p :755,11:.54 '12772*P

75159 2209

CRT5027 CIO 71112'
cRT54337 412 75172
CRT6545 CB 75162
EF 9364 CO 75166
EF 9365 MI 75159
169366 GO 75365
159367 CM 75.450

A/MC0086624$55P loop
7545175

A106647 NW 75454
060p 15453

sE,F,9.93 6 9 10 1E112
15491

13459926 610 0411,26.

6796
0196

305513C3 770 0197
*05612 C20 8098

40

IA
5V
6V
tly

12V
15V
18V
24V
5V
8V

12V
15V

VOLTAGE REGULATORS

100mA
100474
100mA
1009414

FIXED PLASTIC

 ve
7805
7806
7808
7812
7815
7818
7824
781_05
78108
78112
78115

457
509
507
457
507
5033
509
307
307
309 79112 SOp
307 79115 SOp

/ea
7905
7906
7908
7912
7915
7918
7924
79105

OTHER REGULATORS

Pored Regulators
LM309K
LM323K
781-105K:
78H12

Variable Regulators
LM305AH
LM317T
LM317K
LM337T
LM350T
LM396K
LM723N
78HGKC
79HGKC
78G UIC
79GUIC
Switching Regulators
ICL 7660
SG3524
TL494
TL497
78S40

1A 5V
3A 5V
5A 5V
5A 12V

TO -220
T03
3A + VAR
5A+ VAR
10A + VAR

5A+ VAR
5A + VAR
1A+VAR
1A+ VAR

TECHNOMATIC LTD
MAIL ORDERS TO: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NW10 1ED

SHOPS AT: 17 BURNLEY ROAD. LONDON NW10
(Tel: 01 208 1177 ) Telex: 92280C Tel: 01-723 0233
305 EDGWARE ROAD. LONDON W2

SOp
509
50p
50p
50p
50p
50p
459

140p
250p
575p
750p

250p
1 20p
240p
225p
400p

£15
SOp
650

675p
2259
250p

250p
300p
300p
225p
2509

SUPPORT
DEVICES

2651
3242
3245
6520
6522
6522A
6532
65S 
6821
65821
6829
6640
69840
6850
MEMO
6852
6654
66854
6015
6154
8155
6156
4205
6212
4211
1224
8226
8228
8243

8250
42514
61253C -5

62554C-5

112
9009
0509
300p
360p
3400
4409
5609

180p
300p
:1250
3739
5007

1 8 Op
300p
25os
4509
0040
500o
1609
3409
1939
2259
2009
1509
300p
423p
530p
260p

£12
5259
Map

320
5256 C14

8257C-5 009
8259C-5 amp
6275 424

0279 480p
8282 300p
4244 4400
6267 300
92540 650p
67554 414

EPROM%

CRT
CONTROLLER

INTERFACE
ICs

6,tt
750p
4 0 Op
150p

lop
407

Map
504
SOP

SOP

709

709
I SOp

0-57

419
1209
70
24

1207
Oft

403p
500p
4000
150p

2500
4000
2000
3009
150p
300p
250p
3700
4500

4000
400p
4000
7000

3409
2609
2250
3300
2250
400
72.39

510115I97000

26122
24510
74500
,135.3031
/45184
145281
145288

53131

0523
825123

7209
2509
2007
2007
100,
2215
110p
22510

1500

DISC
CONTROLLER

IC*

002791
0,1691
01,2141

REAL TIME
CLOCK

MC6818P 400p
MM58174AN

990p
MSM5832RS

350p

TELETEXT
DECODER

SAA5020
SAA5030
SAA5041
SAA5050

600p
700p
616

900p

LIZ
013
120
520
520
122
E24

L27

E21;5

£12

RD3-32513
UC 850p
LC 850p

60050430
TNCOOER

V 5 WO 1111117
40922 1007
41,923 1009

BMW Am
019WIUTORS

011,14411 7100
8116 9130

028 7109ma=
9-3-10159

554
Ay -5-1013P

03446017 Seep
166402 484

UHF
MODULATORS
*Ott to* 3709
OM USK 4884
Mound E Kim
21010 tit

CMVIITAL8

32 768 AM
100.

1001162 flop
Fray En 101.
I 9432 2219
2 00 2564
2 0760 2004
25 2509
312110+ 470
100044112 1759
3 276
3 5796
400
4 194
443
4 600
4 9152
5 000
600
17 734

00

7 168
000
8867
1050
10 70
11 00
12 00
14 00
14 3151

14 756
15 00
1600
1800
16 432
19 969
2000
24 00

150p
1009
140p
160.
100p
22307

200p
1509
map
8/09
Map
1750
150
1759
2309
1579
3009
15439

757
100p
noe
2007
3000
1707
1507
Mop
1757
130p
1704

116 2000
7801000 (12

8 n pm SOp
14 pin 30p 24 pm 55p
16 pin 359 28 pin 65p
18 pin 40p 40 pin 90p
20 pin 45p

LOW 199101.11.ESOCK EIS BY TEXAS WIRE WRAP SOCKETS IST TEXAS
pin

14 pin
16 pin
10 pin

2C P,r'

39p 22 pal
109 24 on
117 28 pin
167 40 pn
1 ap

22p
249
26p
309

8 pin
14 pin
IS pin
18 pn
20 DIn

OPTO-ELECTRONICS

BP034
BPVV21
FND357
SAAN74/001704
SAAN71/D1707

711 32
71131A
711 100

300p
300p
100p
100p
100p

90p
120p
120p

MAN4640
MAN6610
6565881
711311
ORP12
COY 21
MAN8910 0 8

11L78
11181
SfH305

200p
200p
570p
650p
120p
300p
120p

-9730
v20p
100p

30p 22 pen
30p 24 pn
42p 28 pin
509 40 pin
Sap

DRIVER

9374

759
75p

100p
130p

COUNTERS

740925 650p
740926 1550p
740928 5507
2711040 8707

OPTO-ISOLATORS
IL 4 1309 fL111 7097
MC726 ,0043 711112 709
9441:52400 11641 TI1113 70p
A40C30 20 ._509 111116 70p
11074 =Op 13N130 1759

614137 360

1I1209 Red 1257
TIL21 1 Grew"
T I_212 Yellow

TEM MI .,?1
7 I '._226 Yellow

Bar Arrays
_Red 110)

Green 1101
RECT. LEDS

Red. Green. Yellow

12p
15p
20p
15p
lop
22p

225p
225p

30p

'Please note all
prices are subject
to change without

notice.'

We also stock a large
range of Transistors,
Diodes, Bridge Recti-
fiers, Triacs, Thyristors
and Zeners. Please
call for details.

PLEASE ADD 50p p&p & 15% VAT
(Export no VAT, p&p at Cost)

Orders from Government Depts. & Colleges etc. welcome.

5714 Detailed Price List on request.
Stock Items are normally by return of post (AL]
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27C64 8k . 8
27C256 32k . 8

2816A 2k . 8
2864A 8k. 8

KIT'S SO EASY
WHEN YOU CARE

I CARE BY DESIGNING WELL - WITH YOUR
CARE IN ASSEMBLY, YOU'LL LOVE THE
RESULTS FROM MY PUBLISHED KITS
(John Becker is a regular contributor of authoritative constructional
articles for PE and EE.)

BECKER'S TOP DOZEN - PLUS

CHIP TESTER IPE AUG 861 computer controlled logic and chip analyser lup to 24 pins) Set 258F
139.30
CHORUS FLANGER (PE JAN 84) Mono -Stereo. Superb dual. mode music enhancement. Set 235E59.99
CYBERVOX (EE APR 851 Amazing robot type voice unit. with ring -modulator and reverb. Set 228E44.76
DIGITAL 64K DELAY IPE JUN 85) Up to 65 secs delay. echo, reverb, re -pitch, multi & reverse track,
loop, etc plus microinterfaceE 19 inch rack. Set 234-RK E1917.50
DISCO -LIGHT CONTROL (PE NOV 851 3 chart sound to light, chasers. auto level. plus micro interface'
Set 245E 162.50
ECHO-REVERB (PE SEP 84) Mono -Stereo, 200rns echo (extendable) lengthy reverb Switchable
multitracking Set 218 E5786
MICROSCOPE IPE DEC 85) turns a computer into an oscilloscope Set 247 E44.50
MICRO -TUNER (EE AUG 86) Computer controlled music tuning aid Set 259 122.50
MIXER (PE JAN 86) 4 chans. separate gains, levels. filters. twin outputs Set 229M £44.45
MORSE DECODER (IEE JAN 87) Computer controlled morse coder -decoder. with variable rate and
level controls Set 269 £22.16
PHASER (PE OCT 84) Excellent phasing enhanced with modulated filtering. Set 226 E42.36
REVERB lEE OCT 85) Mono, with reverb to 4 secs. ech to 60ms Set 23212735
RING MODULATOR (PE NOV 84) Fabulous effects generation, with alc and multiwaveform vco Set
231 145.58
TEMPESTUOUS STORMS (PE JUN 861 Raw nature under panel controls wind and rain - Set 250W
£29.50 Thunder & Lightning - Set 2501 09.50
Computer progs available for BBC. C64 and PET
MANY MORE KITS in catalogue - over 70 of them,

PCB SERVICE. PCB's for all projects designed byJohn Becker and published in PE and EE are available
separately as in catalogue
CATALOGUE AND ENQUIRIES. Send 9 x 4 S.a.E. for free catalogue. and with all enquiries (Overseas
send El 00 or SIR C's
ORDERS AND POST. Mail order, CWO. Cho, PO. Access. Visa, add 15" VAT. Add P&P - Set 2348K
E3 50, UNIT TZ 272E2 50 Others ft 50 each Insurance 50p per E50 Overseas as P&P in catalogue.
Text photocopies - DDL 11.50. TZ.272 & 274 units El 00 Others 50p each Send large stamped
envelope

I also care by pri, ,+ 1.15 only.

LOW COST
GEIGER

COUNTERS
J. rice Chernobyl, owning a nuclear radiation detector has taken on a
new significance. Accidents should not happen - but they do, You
would be amazed at the Geiger quantities sold since Chernobyl.
Insurance is prudent

II you do not already own a Geiger. with today's debatably uncertain nuclear security. I believe that
you should seriously consider buying one. Mine, below, have been designed for the nonprofessional
user, unsure about the environment, but unwilling to pay several hundred pounds for strict commercial
units - John Becker.

READY -BUILT & KIT FORM
Technologically further developed versions of the radiation detectors published in PE & EE during
July 1986, with particular emphasis on low power consumption and functional ability. They are
equally suited to background and close up monitoring. Geiger tube ZP1310 is supplied as the sensitive
standard detector, but others more costly are available.

Case material (except Geiger-Mitel - mild steel covered in hard wearing plastic. White panel, light
blue top and sides. Battery operated (9v rechargeable or disposable) All units have separate outputs
for monitoring by computer or other digital anlyser.

AUDIO-VISUAL GEIGER IPE)
With extendable probe mounted on rear of unit, internal loudspeaker, meter for counts rate display.
computer output. battery and audio test switch. Can be used with high impedance (crystal)
headphones. Normal power consumption only 1ma May also be used with external 9V power supply.
Case size 197 x 108 x 90mm

READY -BUILT UNIT - TZ-272 175.50

KIT -FORM UNIT - SET 264-Mk2 E59.50

AUDIO GEIGER (EE)
With fixed probe mounted on front panel, internal loudspeaker, computer output, audio test switch.
May also be used with external speaker or headphones from 8 ohms upwards. Normal power
consumption less than 4ma Case size 150 x 83 x 67mm

READY -BUILT UNIT - 7Z -2724E65.00

KIT -FORM UNIT - SET 265-Mk2 E49.50

GEIGER -MITE
A pocket -sized geiger (plastic case 85 x 56 x 40mm) that uses a light emitting diode (led/ to display
radiation impact counts. Also has an oulpul socket for monitoring by computer or by high impedance
(crystal) headphones Kit -form only - Set 271 E39.50

All kits incl. pcbs, parts, black steel & all boxes unless stated, instructions, free wire and solder.
Further details in catalogue

BECKER-PHONOSONICS, DEPT PE72, 8 FINUCANE DRIVE, ORPINGTON, KENT BR5 4ED. TEL 0689 37821

BEST PRICE COMPONENTS SAME DAY DESPATCH
ALL THE LATEST FASTEST DEVICES AS USED BY INDUSTRY. DO NOT CONFUSE WITH SLOWER OLD STOCK OFFERED ELSEWHERE.

WE ONLY STOCK COMPONENTS PRODUCED BY ESTABLISHED MANUFACTURERS WHOSE PRODUCTS HAVE BEEN SUBJECTED TO
LONG-TERM U.K. TESTING, DATASHEETS AVAILABLE ON ALL ITEMS AT £1 EACH.

MEMORIES
DRAM 5v NMOS 150nS
(Not Texas)
4164 64k . 1 £0.90
41256 256k . 1 £2.20
4416 16k . 4 £2.80
41464 64k . 4 £5.90

SRAM 5v NMOS 150nS
2114LP 1k . 4 £1.50
2128LP 2k . 8 £2 50

SRAM 5v CMOS 150nS
6116LP 2k x 8 £1.30
6264LP 8k e 8 £2.30
52256LP 32k x 8 £25

EPROM 5v NMOS 250nS
2716 2k . 8 £2.70
2732 4kx 8 £2.90
2764 8k x 8 £1.95
27128 16k x 8 £2.70
27256 32k x 8 £3.50

EPROM 5v CMOS 250nS
£3 50

£10

£1350
£45

OUR EXTREMELY POPULAR
EX -EQUIPMENT MEMORIES

Guaranteed UV erased.
cleaned and tested

1000'5 sold to delighted
customers

4116 16k . 1 DRAM
2716 2k x 8 EPROM
2732 4kx 8 EPROM
2764 8k . 8 EPROM

60p
£1.50
£1.50
£1.50

100/o DISCOUNT
ON ALL ORDERS

OVER £25
REGARDLESS

OF MIX. ADD 15°/o
V.A.T. SENT POST

FREE.

OVERSEAS: -
EUROPE £2 P&P
ELSEWHERE £4 P&P

(NO V.A.T.)

GOLDSTAR TOP QUALITY
74 LS TTL LOGIC

74LS00 20p
74LS02 20p
74LSO4 20p
74LS05 20p
74LS/8 20p
74LS09 20p
74LS10 20p

20p
32p
20p
20p
20p
20p
20p
20p
20p
45p
60p

74LS125 40p
74LS138 40p
74LS139 40p
74LS153 45p
74LS154 85p
74LS157 40p
74LS158 40p
74LS161 55p
74LS163 55p
74LS164 55p

74HC HIGH SPEED
CMOS LOGIC

PHONE FOR
STANDARD CMOS

AND LINEAR PRICING

74LS165 60p 74HC00 25p 74HC123 55p 74HC241 79p
74LS166 60p 74HCO2 25p 74HC125 55p 74HC242 29p
74LS174 40p 74HC04 25p 74HC132 49p 74HC243 79p
74LS175 55p 74HCU04 25p 74HC138 49p 74HC244 89p
74LS193 60p 74HC08 25p 74HC139 49p 74F4CT244 95p
74LS194 50p 74HC10 25p 74HC151 59p 74HC245 95p
74LS240 65p 74HC11 25p 74HC153 59p 74HC257 55p

74LS11 74LS241 65p 74HC14 40p 74HC157 55p 74HC259 70p
74LS14 74LS244 65p 74HC20 29p 74HC158 55p 74HC273 89p
74LS20 74LS245 80p 74HC21 29p 74HC161 55p 74HC354 85p
74LS21 74LS257 50p 74HC27 27p 74HC163 55p 74HC365 59
74LS30 74LS273 65p 74HC32 35p 74HC164 55p 74HC367 55p
74LS32 74LS280 75p 74HC42 49p 74HC165 75p 74HC373 95p
74LS51 74LS365 40p 74HC51 25p 74HC166 60p 74HC374 95p
74LS74 74LS367 40p 74HC74 39p 74HC173 55p 74HC393 69p
74LS86 74LS373 65p 74HC85 59p 74HC174 55p 74HC4040 69p
74LS93 74LS374 65p 74HC86 49p 74HC175 55p 74HC4060 69p
74LS123 74LS393 60p 74HC107 49p 74HC193 75p 74HC573 £1.2C

74LS395 60p 74HC113 49p 74HC240 89p 74HC574 £1.20
74HC640 £1.25
74HC643 £1.25
74HC688 85p

EDUCATIONAL
ESTABLISHMENTS

GOVT DEPTS.
SEND OFFICIAL

ORDER FOR
INVOICED

DESPATCH

MICROKIT LIMITED
BLAKESLEY, TOWCESTER, NORTHANTS NN12 8RB

TELEPHONE
ORDERS

Phone between 8.0am & 12.00 noon
Bankers cheque card holders only

who are telephone subscribers.
COMPONENTS SENT SAME DAY

BY FIRST CLASS RECORDED POST
WITH 7 DAY INVOICE

El surcharge cover valldtIon & recorded post

TELEPHONE
0327 860130
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cRICECTI7ONICSIILIOOD

Its no secret...
that there is a real difference at Cncklewood Electronics

That's why you should never be without the FREE CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS
COMPONENTS CATALOGUE. for sheer variety. competitive prices and service

from the U K 's number one 100% component shop No gimmicks. no gadgets or
computers, lust components. millions of them, all easily available by man order.

calling or credit card telephone orders Just pick up the phone lor a pen) to get your
FREE cony now lno SAE required) You have nothing to lose

CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS LIMITED
40 Cricklewood Broadway, London NW2 3ET

Tel 01-450 0995/01-452 0161
Telex 91 4977
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1987 CATALOGUE
Out early November!! Reserve your copy
now!! Bigger and better than ever - 80
pages packed with components and
equipment, from humble resistors to high
tech scopes! Bargain List, Order Forms
and £1.50 Discount Vouchers all included
for just £1.00 inc. post.

POWER SUPPLIES
Z993 65 Watt switch mode multi -output

'NEWBRAIN' PANELS
2494 Motherboard microprocessor panel
265.155mm Complete PCB for com-
outer. 280, char EPROM etc. 68 chips
altogether + other associated compo-
nents, plugs, skts etc £5.50

2495 RAM panel. PCB 230x 78mm with
14 x MM5290-2 14116) 12 missing) giving
28k of memory. Also 8 LS chips. These
panels have not been soldered, so chips
can easily be removed if required f6.00

power supply. Astec Model AA12790. Of- 'NEWBRAIN' PSU
fered at around one-third normal price,
this has to be the Bargain of the Year!!

BRAND NEW Stabilized Supply in heavy
duty ABS case with rubber feet. Input

Compact unit 195.105x 50mm accepting 220/240V ac to heavy duty transformer
115/230V ac input. Outputs: via suppressor filter. Regulated DC out-

+ 5V 3A puts: 6.5V at 1.2A; 13.5V at 0.3A;
+12V 2.9A £29.95 -12V at 0.05A. All components readily
+18V 1.0A accessible for mods etc. Chunky heatsink
--5V 0.2A has 2 x TIP31A. Mains lead )fitted with

2 pin continental plug) is 2m long. 4 core
2488 Switched mode PSU by Europower,
model EP3008/MMS. Eurocard size

output lead 1.5m long fitted with 6 pole
skt on 0.1" pitch. Overall size 165.75.

160.100mm. 230V input, 5V at 3A and 72mm. (5.95 10 for f40
12V at Ya A output. Excellent value.E19.95

FLASH UNIT
Z488 Complete apart from case. Xenon

2482 Siliconix mains input, 4.5V DC tube, neon indicator, on/off switch, trig-
150mA output to 3.5mm jack plug on 2m ger wires. Requires 3V supply. 50 x 55 x

lead. Built-in continental 2 -pin plug. Size 30mm Brand new, with data .... £2.70
62 x 46 x 35 £1.60 REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES

A103 300mA switched 6-7.5-9V. Built in

2975 Power Supply Unit. As used in
'Teach in 86'. Built in 13A plug. Case

mains plug. Internal thermal fuse. Output
via spider lead .. (6.50

92 x 57 .45mm. Output 14V at 600mA AC
£3.50

Z973 P.S.U. kit. Mains input, output via i'

rigu.-x----,

;VLM317T regulator 10V - 20V at 1A (set by i IP
preset on panel). Kit consists of regulator
panel, already assembled, mains trans-
former, heat sink, V218 case, terminals.

I 111

'ars ;-. 37 -40.
Excellent value at F8.50 (-4111f - ........

Nora

Z483 NI -CAD Panel 177x144mm PCB
with one massive Varta Deac 57 x5Ornm A112 3A 0-24V fully variable. Overload

rated 7.2V 1000mAH and another Protection. Meter reads voltage or cur -
smaller Deac 32x35mm 21 rated 3.6V rent. Stability 0.2% 180.110.180mm
600mA. The price of these Ni-cad stacks
new is over £20. Also on the panel is a
mains input charger transformer with two
separate secondaries wired via bridge
rectifiers, smoothing capacitors and a
relay to the output tags. The panel

£59.50

A114 4A 5-15V. Overload protection.
Meter reads voltage or current. Stability
0.1%. 190 x132 .101mm £49.50

PHOTO ELECTRIC RELAY
weights lkgm All this for just £6.00 A401 Infra red pulsed beam system.

Burglar Alarm, automatic counting etc.

KEYBOARDS Effective distance 0.8 to 15m. Mains op-
erated. Output 12V. 150.95 x 75mm.

TATUNG VT1400 Video Terminal Key-
board Brand new cased unit

ES5.00

445 x 225 x 65/25mm 71 Alpha -numeric STROBE
and function keys, + separate 14 key L300 Housed in attractive wood grain
numeric keypad. ASCII output via curly cabinet 150 x150 x120mm with variable
cord and 6 way plug. Data and connexion speed control. Mains powered £22.95
sheet supplied. Now only f17.50 Strobe tubes also available; see cat for

details

CAMPUTERS LYNX keyboard 58 full ABS MULTIPURPOSE BOXES
travel keys size 334 x 112 mm Easily punched or drilled. The 6 larger
Brand new Reduced to (5.95 sizes have brass inserts into which screws

fit holding the lid in place. The 2 smaller
sizes uses self tappers. PCB slots. Black

Z470 COMPONENT UNIT. Panel V207 71 x 46 x 22mm 60p
130x165mm with 10 X 74 series IC's, all V208 107 x 53 x 18mm 80p
in sockets, R's, C's etc inc 100uF 16V V210 75 x 56 x 35mm 100p
tant. Also 5A DPCO relay and 6 brass V213 95 x 71 x 35mm 109p
pillars 60mm long supporting a steel V216 115 x 95x 37mm 135p
panel upon which is mounted a mains V217 145. 95 . 55mm 184p
transformer giving 5V and 12V output: V218 207 x 122 77,,111 345p
7805KC regulator and a screenec box V219 214 - 143 !,%.i"1, 295p
110.80.30mm with phono input con-
taining 76131 stereo pre -amp IC + as-
sociated components. Various plugs and
sockets. Amazing value - components
must be worth over E50.

HAVE A
3 DAY BREAK

Yours for just f 4 50 on
2475 TRIAC PANEL - 240 x 165mm. 14 GREENWELD!
triacs 2N6346, TXAL116B or sim. 200V FULL DETAILS
6-8A; 16 SCR's C106A1 4A 30V; 6 x 4099
in skts; 15 suppressors; 37 ZTX450; min

IN CATALOGUE

12V relay: R's C's plugs etc. Only f4.60

IMIlk All
MM
orders

prices include VAT; just add 936 PEW.
Access order (10. Officoal

from schools etc wel-
- min invoice charge E10.

shop has enormous stock of components and is ope,
GREENWELDcome

Our

ELECTRONIC 95.30 Mon -Sat Come and see us.

COMPONENTS 443C Millbrook Road Southampton
SO1 OHX Tel (0703) 772501 783740
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CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECT

THE PE HI -STAB
BY MIKE DELANEY

A lab quality power supply

If you have ever needed a good quality bench p.s.u. for powering precision circuits then you have probably
already realised the limitations of many basic units. This design offers an excellent specification superior to
many manufactured supplies.

IN
most labs the power supply is usually

the most used piece of test equipment,
and consequently one of the most
important. This supply is often a run-of-
the-mill variable output type, of modest
specification and price. It is not until it
is called upon to power a strain -gauge
or other precision bridge configuration
that the limit of its spec. becomes
glaringly evident. The type of supply
required to drive TTL chips at 5 volts,
+/- 500mV is not up to the precision
demanded by a bridge circuit.

It is at this stage that it becomes
evident that a much higher quality
supply is required, and the HI -stab will
suit most requirements.

As with any piece of test equipment,
the ultimate quality is decided by the
construction. The parts list calls for
several high -specification parts, e.g.
better than 1 per cent resistors. Where
these are called for, 'Better Than' must
be considered a necessary requirement,
rather than the designer's flight of fancy,
particularly if the unit's full spec. is to
be realised. The first fully built and
boxed version (as opposed to the usual
birds -best of the prototype) gave the
following results:
Warm up time to within 100µV of
nominal: 45 minutes.
Short-term run round (noise): +/
-20µV.
Drift from nominal (all ranges) over 24
hours: +/-100µV.
Recovery time to nominal +/-200
following short-circuit of 1 min, lOy
output: 15 seconds.
Recovery time as above, 1V output: I

minute.
Volt -drop under load conditions (3 metre
leads, resistive load, maximum current
limit 250mA): 10V output, 100mA Load:
-200uV; 200mA load: -850uV. IV
output, 100mA Load: -700uV; 200mA
load: -900uV.
These measurements were taken at the
termination point of test leads at 3m
distance from the instrument. The
output leads used were lightweight
hookup type 7/0.2.
These results were obtained by the use
of a premium 5W61/2 digit meter.

All the above figures were observed

with one specific power supply, and are
meant to be a guide only to the possible
results which can be obtained. They are
certainly not guaranteed to apply to any
other instrument, and should be treated
accordingly.

THE BLOCK DIAGRAM
Fig. 1 shows the complete diagram.
The mains supply is reduced to around

25V d.c. in a conventional bridge before
being reduced to 15V in a pre -regulator.
This supplies the majority of the circuit.
Output current sensing is taken off this
line before it is applied to the mains
series regulator. The reference voltage is
divided down before being selected by
an electronic switch. Control of this
switch is achieved either on the front
panel of the supply, or remotely via four
input lines to the rear of the box. The
divided down reference is taken to the
difference amp, which in turn drives the
output series regulator. The output is
monitored in two ways. First the output
current when in overload turns on an
I.e.d. warning of this fault, and second,
a hideously inaccurate moving coil meter
is included. This latter only acts as a
distant monitor, so you can see at a

glance whether IV or 5V has been
selected - it is certainly not there to assist
in calibration!

THE CIRCUIT
The mains supply is stepped down to

about 25V d.c. by TX1 and RECI.
Smoothing of this 'rough' d.c. is done
by Cl and C2.

'Power on' is indicated by D12, which
is powered by the a.c. low voltage side
of the transformer. Current limiting and
rectification is done by R36 and D10.
D10 is required because l.e.d.s don't like
being reverse -driven.

A pre -regulator, type 7815, then drops
this to the system 15V. C3 is required
since the regulator is mounted offboard,
and should be a tantalum type, for its
h.f. response. The circle with the '1' in
it denotes that this is a single -point
common. In this circuit there are two
such common points, one for the pre -
regulator and 'rough' supply, and one
for the reference and low -current error
amp circuit. Short circuit detection is
carried out by R1, VR1, R2, IC2 and its
associated components.

To monitor the current on the 15V1ine
the op amp must be powered by a voltage

RECTIFIER

DJG 1981

PRE -REGULATOR

PRECISION
REFERENCE

PRECISION
DIVIDER
NETWORK

SERIES
REGULATORREGULATOR

 OVERLOAD'

CURRENT D/,/
FNS NC,

ANALOGUE
SWITCH

ERROR
AMPLIFIER

OUTPUT Hi

H SFNSF

LOU

Lo SENSE

OUTPUT Lo

MI. Block diagram of the PE Hi -Stab
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PE HI-STAB
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Hg.2. Complete circuit diagram of the PE Hi -Stab

higher than 15V. Hence 1C2 is powered
off the 25Vline, placing the 15V1ine well
within the operating limits of the amp.
Sampling the output current at this
point, rather than after the main output
regulator allows the output impedance
to be independent of the sampling stage.

With the values shown, the output
short-circuit current may be adjusted
from zero to about 350mA. In overload
condition the output of IC2 goes high,
to about 25V, turning on TR1 and
lighting D14.

C5 charges and turns TR2 hard on via
D2 and R8, which switches off the series -
regulator, TR3. This is a standard
constant -current type of limiting, and
was designed in rather a fold -back style
so that the supply could be used as a
current -source as well as a voltage
source. Also, at the level of current used
here, the fold -back is not really worth
fitting. Removing the fault will

automatically allow the supply to
recover, but refer to the accompanying
tables. The heart of the power supply,
and the reason for its stability, is IC3,
an LM399 precision zener diode.

HOT STUFF
In order to achieve a very high degree

of stability the LM399 contains its own
oven. This operates at a temperature of
around 85°C, so the casing feels warm
to the touch. The manufacturers quote
a temperature coefficient spec. of
0.00003 per cent per degree centigrade,
and a stability figure, over 1000 hours,
of 20ppm. Provided high quality
components are used in the divider
section recalibration should not be
necessary very often.

TR4 andVR2 form a constant -current
drive for the reference zener.TR4 should
be selected to give a maximum D-S
current of about 12mA, which will allow

the pot to set the working current to
9mA; see below for setting -up details.

The zener voltage output from the 399
is nominally 7V. In the author's case it
is 7.1450. This is taken to a series of eight
divider networks, comprising R10 to
R23 and trimmers VR3 to VR11. The
values given for the fixed resistors apply
to the particular 399 used by the author,
as well as the output voltage required,
and provided the total current drain on
the reference is kept to less than lmA,
can be adjusted to suit individual needs.

The voltages from the dividers are
applied to IC5, an analogue switch.
Depending upon the BCD code on pins
9-11 this chip selects one of eight data
inputs, outputting the selected voltage
to pin 3. The BCD select code may be
input to the instrument either locally,
that is on the front panel via a switch,
or remotely with IC4.

IC4 is a 4076, four -bit latch with tri-
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state outputs. The address of the
required divider in BCD form is applied
to the three input pins 14, 13 and 12 on
the 4076, and may then be latched to
the output pins 3, 4, 5 by applying a
positive -going pulse to pin 7. Then, if
switch S2 is placed in the 'REM'
position, the selected voltage will be
output by the instrument.

From IC5 the selected reference is
filtered by R32, C8 and R33, before
being applied to the inverting input of
the error amp, IC6. This op amp is used
to sample and compare the output
voltage from the reference with a
proportion of the output from the
supply. In conjunction withTR2 it forms
a feedback error -correcting loop,
controlling the output voltage to the
load. This is once again a fairly standard
circuit, so I will not dwell upon it. If you
should have trouble in sorting out which
is what in the output, consider the
emitter of the Darlington, TR3, to be
connected directly to the top of R34,
and the bottom of R35 as being direct
to TP3, and you are left with a
conventional output stage.

The diode D9 blocks the output high
from D2 in event of a short circuit.

A very small amount of current is
picked off the reference voltage by R24,
a 1Mi2 metal film, and applied to the
25 -turn trimmer VR12. This is mounted
on the front of the p.c.b. and a hole is
drilled in the facia to facilitate tweaking
when the board is in position in the
instrument. This enables the offset
voltage to be adjusted while the
instrument is running.

The reason for adjusting the offset is
as follows: the four wire system
incorporated in this design is a very
simple one, and consequently suffers
one drawback, in that current flows
OUT of the lo sense output. In essence
there should be no current flowing in
the sense wires at all for it to work
correctly; however the effect that this
has is to make the voltage at the load
increase, albeit only by a few hundred
microvolts, when the length (resistance)
of the output leads is increased.

When doing bench tests on the
instrument, it was found that the voltage
increased by lmV when the leads were
changed from a short circuit on the front
of the instrument to a couple of 25 foot
twisted pairs of lightweight hook-up
wire. This change was found to be

identical on all ranges, hence the offset
tweak. Tweaking was done and the
instrument stability was checked. No
deterioration in operation was found.
D3 and D4 ensure that the supply is
maintained in a stable state when the
output load is disconnected. In the
prototype these diodes were replaced by
10f1 resistors; but these had a serious
effect upon the operation of the four
wire sensing, causing the load voltage to
fall by several hundred millivolts when
at only half the rated current.

Capacitors C6 and C7 prevent h.f.
oscillation in the event of long leads and
a noisy environment. At first sight the
value given for C10 seems wrong, with
several Os missing after the 1. Not so! In
most lab supplies the output current will
be generally much higher than the
modest 250mA spec. for this supply, and
clearly it will not need such a high
reservoir. The type of loads which are to
be driven are static and resistive, and it
will never be called upon to cope with
heavy surges. Another, and to me the
most important, factor is the problem
associated with large, fully charged
capacitors and delicate instruments,
prone to damage when asked to
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withstand heavy discharge currents. A
few minutes spent with a calculator
working out how many amps the
instantaneous current is when 10,000µF
is charged to 10V loop stability is such
that a ttF is quite sufficient. The roll -off
capacitor C9, round the error detector,
ensures that. Increasing C10 to 22µF
slowed the loop response to such an
extent that settling times at switch -on or
following a short-circuit were increased
considerably, and could take up to ten
minutes to get within 500µV of the
correct output.

In a lab environment it is always
possible to connect a lead to the wrong
place! To help safeguard the instrument,
three diodes have been fitted: diodes DI,
D5 and Dli will prevent all but the worst
type of accidental connection from
damaging the instrument. I cannot say
what might happen in the event of the
mains being connected to the output
leads, I should expect the result to be
none too pleasant, so don't be tempted
to try.

The prototype was fitted with eight
preset output voltages, and a lot of time
was spent twiddling one or the other to
obtain a different voltage. In the present
version, one channel (7) is connected to
variable pots on the front panel. These
two are both precision wire -wound
types: VR10 is a 250fl single turn, and
VR11 is a ten -turn, 5051. This
combination will allow the output to be
continuously varied between about
100mV and 14V, with a resolution of
100µV. The output voltage is sampled by
R34, VR13 and R35. I have specified
very good resistors here for obvious
reasons. The stability of the whole
depends upon the sampled voltage, and
if this is allowed by the resistors to drift
the instrument will never function
correctly. If 0.1 per cent resistors are not
available it will be necessary to match
them from a selection, otherwise the
value of the trimmer VR13 may need to
be changed.

The absolute values for R34 and R35
are not critical, but they must be
matched, of very low t.c. and of the same
type. Although the version shown uses
a preset control in the current setting
position, VR1, it is also quite possible to
replace this with a variable
potentiometer mounted on the front
panel, thus increasing the versatility of
the instrument.

CONSTRUCTION
The circuit is laid out on a single p.c.b.

which should not present any problems
to the constructor. If you should decide
to use a board of your own design
(shame on you!), make sure that the
commoning methods are adhered to,
otherwise you will be designing in offsets
which you may not be able to get rid of
later.

Regulator ICI and TR23 are not
mounted on the p.c.b. but on a false

bottom made of a heavy gauge piece of
aluminium mounted inside the case.This
chassis is a heat buffer, there only to act
as a temperature sponge. Temperature
differences across individual resistors
can cause offsets to be generated
(thermo-electric effect), so mounting
the 'hots' to a buffer helps even out the
effect of shorts on the output and so on.
The leads to both these components
should be kept short, and they should
be positioned an inch or so away from
the board The board consists of a 'hot'
side and a 'cold' side. The mains
transformer and switch should be
mounted to the hot side. The 'cold' side
is of course the side holding the
reference dividers. The 25 turn pots in
this divider have been mounted along
one side of the board. Should you wish,
it is possible to position the completed
board in the case so that these trimmers
can be turned from outside the case.

Use an i.c. socket for IC4, but mount
IC5 directly to the board. In the
prototype it was found that the socket
could cause the reference outlet to jitter
by an appreciable amount. Tracing the
cause to the socket took more than a
minute or two!

If you do not require the remote
facility, it is quite in order to leave out
IC4, in which case S2 can be left out,
with the BCD switch centre wiper wired
to +15V. D6, D7 and D8 can be replaced
by shorts of tinned copper, but the
resistor network must be fitted, in order
to pull the control lines low when the
switches are open.

Several test points have been included
to make subsequent fault-finding easier,
and should be formed from 22 s.w.g.
tinned copper wire and fitted where
indicated. Also included in the testing is
the Test Loop 1, adjacent to f.e.t. TR4.
This should be fitted and then cut, and
the two ends carefully separated. This
must be done before power is applied to
the circuit. Failure to do so can damage
the 399. See the setting up section below.

Diodes DI, D3, D4, D5 and Dll are
also mounted off -board. D1 and Dli are
carefully formed and soldered directly
to IC1 and TR3 respectiyely, while D3,
D4 and D5, along with C6 andC7 are
mounted to the rear of the output
terminals. The meter and its associated
trimmer are mounted separately also.

Resistor R1 is a 1/2W wire -wound, and
is fairly large. The holes in the p.c.b. are
spaced to accommodate this. The legs of
this resistor should be formed, and then
the whole mounted so as to leave about
a quarter inch clearance between the
resistor body and the surface of the
board.

To assist with setting up later it is
advisable to fit the links from the eight
dividers so that it is possible to clip on
a test lead.

TESTING
When assembly is complete, have a

COMPONENTS . . .

RESISTORS
R1 O.R22 1/2W, wire wound
R2 180k 1 W5`)/0
R3,R4,R5,R6 22k 1/4W5°/0 (4 off)
R7 2k2 1/4WP/0
R8 10k m.f. 1%
R9 3k3 V4WP/0
R10 to R23 inclusive: see separate
list below.
R24
R25-31

1Mm.f. 1%
RN 1, 7 x 10K resistor
network, in s.i.l.
package

R32,R33 5k6 m.f. 1% (2 off)
R34,R35 20k 0.1% VVireWound

(2 off)
R36 470R 1Wcarbon 5%

POTENTIOMETERS
VR1,VR2 lk cermet 1 -turn

trimmer (2 off)
VR3 toVR9 1k cermet 25 -turn
inclusive trimmer (6 off)
VR10 250RW/W(RS 173-18(1
VRI1 50k 10-turnW/W.

4013.13.m.
VR12 10k 20 -turn 3/4in cermet

trimmer
VR13 200R 1 -turn cermet

trimmer
VR14 Select to suit meter

CAPACITORS
Cl 2200p/40V
C2 100n metal polyester
C3,C6,C7,C10 1µ/35Vtant (4 off)
C4,C9 10n disc (2 off)
CS 10µ 16Vtant
C8 1µ polycarb

SEMICONDUCTORS
D1,D5,D10,D11 1N4001 (4 off)
D2 ,D3,D4,D6, 1N4148 (7 off)
D7,D8,D9
REC1
D12
D13
TR1,TR2
TR3
IC1
IC2,1C6
1C3
IC4

WO-Ol bridge
0.2in green l.e.d.
0.2in red l.e.d.
BC184
BD697 Darlington
78M15 regulator
CA3140 op amp (2 off)
LM399 precision zener
4076 quad latch

IC5 4051 analogue switch

MISCELLANEOUS
TI Transformer, 240V primary, 18Vat
20VA secondary; fuse, 20mm,
25thnA A/S with panel -mounting
holder; Sl, d.p.d.t. rated 250V a.c.
at 3A; S2, s.p.d.t. miniature; S3, S4,
S5., 1 off BCD edge switch, RS337,-
453 complete with pair of end cheeks;
output terminals to suit leads in use,
complete with solder tags; mounting
hardware for 1.e.d.s (2 off); collet
knob (2 off); IEC mains input socket
with lead; REM output socket to suit
equipment in use; case to suit (the
one illustrated is RS type 501-610);
p.c.b. ; hook-up wire, nuts, bolts, etc.
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close look on both sides of the board to
check for errors. Check that TL1 is cut
and the ends are not touching.

For the preliminary checks it might be
as easy to leave the regulators off the
chassis, but wrap a piece of tape round
each to prevent them shorting anything.

For these initial stages of testing use
a bench supply, set to 25V at 500mA,
and leave the transformer disconnected.
Connect the bench supply to the a.c.
input pins on the rear of the p.c.b. and
check the regulator is giving 15V, and it
is not getting sweaty.

Set VR1 to centre, and check the
overload l.e.d. is not lit. Connect a d.c.
milliampmeter from VR2 side of TL1 to
common 2, and carefully turn VR2 to
give a current of 9mA. Leave the probes
connected for a while and check that this
remains as :,et, and does not fluctuate.

When satisfied that this is working,
power down and solder the two ends of
TL1, and seal VR2 with a spot of paint.
Reconnect the supply and check the
reference voltage at TP5 with respect to
common 2. This needs to be done with
a high -resolution digital meter, and
should be measured to 100µV. Check
that this voltage is stable to within that
degree and does not run round. If it
should appear noisy, use a scope to try
to find the cause.

Gently touching the casing of the 399
should reveal it to be quite warm (not
hot!) to the touch. If it is not, and
provided the device is mounted
correctly, then it is probably faulty.

After about a minute the reference
voltage should be absolutely stable, and
should be noted.

Using this value, it is now possible to
calculate the values of the divider
resistors. These should be calculated so
as to give a total of 100µA in each leg,
and so 100mV across each preset, and
exactly half of the required output
voltage on the wiper when it is in the
centre. Easier said than done! I have a
couple of foolscap pages of jottings, and
it will prove to be a compromise in most
cases.

Accepting that an output of 1.0000V
is required, R10, VR3 and R11 are set
to give 0.5000V at pin 13 of IC5. With
S2 and S3 to S5, select LOC and 000.
Check that TP4 is also at 0.5000V. There
may be a slight discrepancy here, if so
adjust VR3 in order to give the correct
output at TP4. Looking now at the
output, ensure the sense inputs are
shorted to their respective force outputs,
using a short piece of wire.

Centre VR13 andVR12, and check the
output voltage is 1.0000V +/- 100mV.
If it is somewhere within striking
distance at this stage it is good enough.

Fit the remainder of the resistors in
the precision divider checking each leg
as you go. It will probably be necessary
to make series or parallel connections
to get the fixed resistors exactly right. 1
per cent metal film or better should be

used throughout, and metal films used
for trimming. Check that turning the
offset pot, VR12, gives a corresponding
change in output of around 200mV both
positive and negative with respect to
nominal. VR13 should also be checked.
Using wire links, check that IC4 works
in REM, if fitted. The output should
change only after the input code has
been strobed through the latches by
taking pin 7 high.

Slowly turn VR1 anti -clockwise, and
check the overload 1.e.d. comes on when
the pot is near or at the extremity of
travel. Connect the current meter, select
the lA range and slowly rotate the limit
pot clockwise until the output current is
set at 250mA. Do not keep it running
long though, the regulators are in free
air, and will soon get quite hot. When
all these preliminary tests have been
successfully carried out the p.c.b. can
be mounted into the box, using plastic
spacers and being careful not to short
any tracks. Both regulators can be bolted
down, with a smear of thermalpath on
each. The BD697 must be isolated from
the chassis with a mica washer and collar.

Connect the low voltage side of the
transformer to the board, and the power
on l.e.d. R36 and D10 are isolated to
one of the output tags on the low voltage
side of the transformer, and should be
isolated from chassis by slipping a piece
of insulating sleeving over them.

CALIBRATION
Switch on the instrument and allow it

to warm up for at least an hour, with the
lid on.

Start with the lowest voltage first, for

example 1.0000V. All calibration is done
with the output off load, and the force
and sense leads connected at the output
terminals.

Allowing as little air movement as
possible, connect a digital voltmeter to
common 2 and TP4. Adjust VR3 to give
a reading of 0.5000V. Leaving the leads
in place and replacing the lid of the
instrument, check that the voltage atTP4
remains within 100µV of this.

Repeat with VR9, setting TP4 to
5.0000V to give an output of 10.0000V.
Again, sit for a while and make sure the
voltage remains stable.

Recheck 0.5V, and then 5V after a few
minutes. Set VR12 to centre travel
through the hole in the front of the
instrument, and set VR13 to centre.

Select 10V output and connect the
meter to the output terminals. Adjust
VR13 to give exactly 10.0000V. Select
1.0000V output, and very carefully
adjust VR12 to give this voltage.

Reselect 10V and again adjust VR13.
Repeat these two steps until both are
reading correct to within 100uV. Having
got these two set correctly, adjust the
remaining trimmers in the divider to give
the required outputs. Should it be
necessary to trim any of the resistors by
soldering in another resistor, power
down first and allow enough time after
these adjustments for the components
to cool or to heat as necessary. With the
trimmer values used this should not be
quite as long-winded as may appear; it
hinges upon the quality of the
components used.

Remove the shorts from the output
terminals, so that the force and sense
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leads are allowed to float. The output
should increase by about 1.2V, that is
the forward drop of the two diodes, D3
and D4. Connect two pairs of output
leads of about 10 feet in length. The
output at the junction of these will now
be higher than the nominal by perhaps
about lmV. Check that this is so on all
ranges. If it is not, and tends to have a
linear offset to one end, return to setting
up VR12 and VR13 as above. If all is
well, the tweaking VR12 through the
front panel should bring all the voltages
back to their nominal settings, +/
-100µV. With long leads connected
check the four wire sensing is working
correctly as follows.

Select 10V output, connect the DVM
to the remote junctions of the leads, the
'load' point, connect a 500 resistor to
the output and check the voltage does
not drop by more than 100µV. Repeat,
this time with a 33µ, and check the
output limits and the overload I.e.d.
turns on. 'Scope the output in parallel
with the meter and check that it is stable,
and does not burst into oscillation at any
time. Check slow -recovery is working
following a shorted output. With the
'scope on 10mV/cm, a.c. coupled, and
sweep speed 100mS per cm, short the
output, and monitor what happens when
the short is suddenly removed. In order
to carry this check out properly it will
be necessary to trigger the 'scope off the
rising edge. There should be no
appreciable recovery overshoot; if there
is, check that R6 and C5 are correct,

since these are the components which
should prevent this fault.

This completes the calibration. How
often the instrument will need to be
recalibrated will depend upon the
components used. Perhaps the best
approach is to monitor the outputs
closely after an initial period of, say, a
month, after which time most of the
stresses put in at construction will have
disappeared, and the instrument will
have settled down. Noting each output
on a graph, with 100/AV divisions is a
successful approach used by the author.
It helps highlight any 'rogue' resistors in
the precision divider. I think the
'calibration' of the moving meter I can
safely leave to you to sort out.

I must stress that this is not suitable
in its present form for connecting
directly to the human body. This type of
power supply requires a different mains

transformer, and mains connection
methods. There are various regulations
governing this type of usage, and as a
first step I would recommend a visit to
your local reference library.

With a reference of 7.1450 volts atTP5,
WRTTP6, and in order to obtain output
voltages of IV, 2V, 3V, 4V, 5V, 7.5V and
10Vthe following values of resistors were
used:

R10 62k
R12 62k
R14 56k2
R16 47k
R18 39k
R20 33k
R22 22k

RI 4k7
R13 10k
R15 15k
R17 18k2
R19 21k
R21 36k5
R23 51k

In each case the trimmer (VR3 to
VR9) is a 25 -turn lk cermet. When
choosing values proceed as follows:

a) measure accurately Vref
b) decide on preset outputs required
c) calculate value for upper resistor

so that the voltage at the top of the
trimmer is:

Vpreset output + 50mV
2

when Itot = 100µA
The value for the lower resistor is then

easy to calculate. By using preferred
values for the top resistor, it is made
more difficult to arrive at an easy
solution for the bottom resistors, but this
is a compromise throughout. It is
important to use m.f. types, even for
trimming purposes.
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DESIGN FEATURE

LOW DROP -OUT PSUs
BY B.J. FROST

A good natured battery

A look at low-cost alternatives to mains powered bench power supplies. In this feature we show how, using
modern components, a battery powered supply with voltage and current limits can be designed.

MOST experimenters spend the early
stage of their hobby using a battery

for a power source, as it is a readily
obtained, reasonably stable source. At
some point the experimenter may build
or buy a bench power supply which
provides more flexibility and more
protection for the circuit. But even the
owner of a bench power supply returns
to consider the humble battery when a
small, perhaps low -powered, circuit is to
be tested away from the bench;
constructors of radio gear, for example,
will know the problems of operating such
circuitry with a bench supply in any case,
let alone when tests remote from the
bench and its mains outlets are required.

While a battery is a handy power
source, it is often expensive, usually runs
out when needed most and, if it is a
rechargeable type, can provide relatively
high short circuit currents sufficient to
damage circuitry that would be
protected by a current limited bench
supply.

This article describes a low voltage
drop, low consumption regulator circuit
which can be added to any type of
battery to provide an adjustable and
stable voltage with full current limiting
facilities of up to 20V at IA. Its current
limiting facilities will prove essential to
experimenters inclined towards the use
of lead -acid batteries!

For its ability to tame a potentially
dangerous battery current into a
convenient power source, the complete
unit may be termed 'the good natured
battery'.

Flg.l. Conventional form of regulator

O

VIN

TR4

0
IPE265M1

-1\1\/`-

O
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0

Fig.3. Low drop regulator with simple, stable error amplifier

VOLTAGE SOURCE
The ease with which a battery can be

a successful, general purpose voltage
source depends on the type of circuitry
being used. CMOS logic, with its wide
voltage tolerance and its low -power
consumption, is well supplied by almost
any common battery, as also are most
analogue and discrete circuits. Faster
logic circuitry such as LS, TTL or
HCMOS is more restrictive on the
supply rails, as well as being more
current -thirsty, so these circuits must
have their required supply voltage
maintained for varying current
demands, without the benefit of an
additional regulator.

Choice of battery type is often
arbitrary. Rechargeables are now readily
available in both Ni-Cad and Gel type
lead -acid styles. These are tempting, but
the user pays the penalty if a fault exists
in the circuitry, when the battery may
be able to supply several tens of amps
into the circuit with disastrous results.

It is soon clear that for many circuits
there is no ideal 'experimenter's' battery,
and in some cases there may be no
battery at all that can provide, say, 5V
within the permitted supply rail
variation without the use of an added
regulator to complicate it. It becomes
clear that there would be a use for a unit

Users of a good bench supply will
appreciate the benefit of a selectable
current limit control that allows a current
limit to be set from about 50mA
upwards. This permits an initial low
setting while the circuit operation is
checked before increasing the current
limit toward the normal operating point.
Under these conditions almost every
dangerous circuit fault will remain to be
observed without any damage. For the
stunt men of electronics who solder their
circuits with the power on, such a current
limited supply is about the only safety
net.

The quest is on, then, for a regulator
that allows its output voltage to be
adjusted easily, its output current to be

VIN - VOUT (MIN) <0.3V

el
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a
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VR1
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Fig.2. A typical low drop regulator
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PE 269.,

Flg.4. Adding an unregulation indicator

controlled, and which operates with a
minimum of voltage drop. These
requirements are not yet satisfied with
an i.c. regulator but a simple regulator
can be fabricated from components that
can be tailored to suit the user's
application.

REGULATORS
It may be of interest to describe

existing regulator techniques before
moving on to the low -drop types. The
most common type of voltage regulator
is the series dissipative version shown in
Fig. 1.

This uses an NPN series -pass transistor
(for +ve output) which is controlled by
an error amplifier (e.g. an op -amp)
which compares a portion of the output
voltage with a fixed reference voltage
Vref. Any difference between these two
results in the pass transistor following
the output of the error amplifier and
adjusting the output voltage accordingly.

TR2

yIN

1PE27041

Flg.5. Conventional current limiting

that combined the portability of the
battery with the flexibility and
protection of the bench power supply,
either to supplement an existing bench
power supply or provide one if no other
existed.

The simplest method of battery
conditioning is to add one of the readily
available fixed regulators such as the
7805 to provide a fixed 5V at about IA
max. These regulators provide a very
stable output voltage at any output
current up to the lA limit, at which the
regulator reduces the output voltage to

fix this IA current. This current limiting
is probably more important when used
on a potentially high -current battery
than the ability of the regulator to
stabilise the voltage. For applications
where a non-adjustable IA current limit
is satisfactory these regulators are ideal
and the only other characteristic to be
wary of is the minimum drop -out
voltage. All the common regulators
require at least 2V across them to ensure
that their internal circuitry will function.
The choice of battery will need to take
this increased voltage into account.

More recently one manufacturer
(National Semiconductor) has brought
out a small family of 'low -drop'
regulators which can operate with a
differential of under 0.5V. Use of these
devices is unfortunately restricted due
to the high value of output capacitance
required for stable operation, limiting
its use when testing delicate circuitry in
safety.

towards explaining why they require
around 2V for their operation. When the
regulator is supplying current, the base
of the pass transistor must be approx
0.7V above the output emitter. In
addition, the error amplifier output loses
some 0.3V in supplying the base current
required by the pass transistor. Add to
this the internal current limiting function
which uses a sensing transistor base -
emitter to detect the output current, and
the figure is already around 1.5V.
Implementation of the circuit on the i.c.
adds more transistors than described
making this 1.5V slightly optimistic.

One way of reducing this voltage drop
is to turn the pass transistor into a PNP
device as shown in Fig. 2. This enables
us to 'pull' base current down out of the
base of the transistor to turn it on. As
it turns on, its collector (the output) can
rise in voltage until it is within some 0.3V
max of the input emitter, despite the fact
that the base is already some 0.7V below
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LPE2716I I
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Ftg.6. Low voltage drop current limiting detection

This simple regulator works well in
practice and with relatively few
components since stability with this form
of circuit is quite easy to achieve.
Evidence of instability is an unwanted
oscillation on the output of the regulator
caused by its feedback voltage
undergoing too great a phase change as
it passes through the error amplifier, and
this occurs usually at frequencies in
excess of 100kHz (or even higher for
commercial regulators) as well as
varying with loading. The circuit of Fig.
1, however, tends to be stable without
any special precautions due to the fact
that the pass transistor is connected so
that it simply buffers the output of the
error amplifier and provides no voltage
gain, only current gain. This leads to the
frequency performance of the circuit
being governed largely by the error
amplifier alone, and since most general
purpose op -amps are inherently stable
for low closed -loop gains, the circuit as
a whole tends to be stable.

This principle is used in all the popular
'78' series regulators and goes some way

the input. In this way a low differential
has been achieved.

Note that the error amplifier has its
input terminals reversed. This is because
the pass transistor now inverts all actions
at its base and we must preserve negative
feedback.

Unfortunately, the circuit has a
stability problem. Since the pass
transistor is connected in common -
emitter mode (its emitter at the input
sees a low impedance to ground) it adds
its gain and phase shift to that of the
error amplifier in such a way that the
compensation internal in the error
amplifier is no longer adequate as it is
in Fig. I. This instability results in
oscillation at the output which varies
with loading and which must be removed
by one of two main techniques.

The first method is to cause the error
amplifier to roll -off its frequency
response even earlier than usual in an
attempt to make this the most dominant
effect on the closed loop gain. This result
of turning the amplifier into an
integrator by adding a capacitor to 'slug
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it' is a technique that can be used to
stabilise almost anything, but the price
to be paid is seen when a load change
occurs, say from.on-load to off-load.The
result of this is an overshoot at the
output that may be several volts before
the supply corrects itself. Such
performance is often described in the
data sheets as 'settling time', 'overshoot'
or 'undershoot'. The worst of these is
the overshoot in which the circuit under
test may be subjected to an overvoltage
pulse of a few milliseconds duration
significantly above its permitted supply
rail maximum.

The second method is to reduce the
overall power -supply gain at the
frequency of oscillation by the addition
of a load capacitor to create an a.c. load
that approaches zero impedance at high
frequencies. Since the common emitter
connection of the pass transistor
provides a gain directly dependant on
the load impedance, the lower the load
impedance the better. In fact, the
addition of such a capacitor provides not
only stabilisation of the circuit, but an
improvement in the transient response
of the regulator, since short duration
load changes that would otherwise
interact with the regulator's speed of
response are now dealt with by the
stored energy in the capacitor.
Unfortunately the capacitance required
is around 100p.F for the circuitry of Fig.
2, and while this solves the stability and
transient problem it now results in a poor
general purpose supply, as any circuit
fault that would otherwise cause the
current limit protection to operate will
now have to take the discharge of the
capacitor first. This problem is inherent,
since no series resistor can be added
without again running into stability
problems.

Clearly some kind of compromise is
required, and it is here that we can weigh
our requirements against the possible
tradeoffs. For a commercial low -drop
regulator these tradeoff decisions have
already been made for us, and they
specify the requirement for a 100µF
output capacitor to guarantee stability.
In return they offer a very stable voltage
due to the high internal error amplifier
gain and a current limit that is intended
as a safety feature rather than for routine
use. The transient and stability
performance is very good, but is due
almost entirely to this output capacitor.

For a general purpose bench supply
the current limit facility is much more
important and, if available, will
probably be used repeatedly. In this case
the stored energy at the output of the
supply must be kept to a minimum
requiring, say, a 0.1µF capacitor only for
h.f. decoupling. For this approach a
stability solution is to have less h.f. gain
internal to the regulator by using a circuit
as shown in Fig. 3. This is one of the
situations where discrete construction

can actually improve on the i.c.
equivalent.

In the circuit of Fig. 3 a long-tailed
differential pair comprising TRI and
TR2 compares a portion of the
regulator's output with the voltage
reference `Vref'. Any difference
between the two causes the pass
transistor base current to be varied via
the buffer stage TR3. This closed loop
has sufficient gain to keep the output
voltage constant for varying input
voltages and yet it provides a good
bandwidth. It is this bandwidth,
combined with moderate gain, which
makes for a stable closed loop. To ensure
stability with various loads a

compensation capacitor is fitted around
TR2.

This circuit has a limitation in that
output control is only adjustable down
to about 1V, but this has not been found
to be a problem.

For a bench supply there are other
desirable features. Having set out to
create a low -drop regulator for use ahead
of a discharging battery, we are going to
need some way of knowing whether our
regulator is actually operating or
whether we are demanding, say, 10V out
when the battery is already 9.8V. Fig. 4
shows how this is done. The pass
transistor base driving transistorTR3 has
a resistor inserted into its collector and
an additional indicator driver transistor
TR5 has its base -emitter across it with
an I.e.d. as its collector load. When the
regulator is operating with more than its
minimum differential, the pass transistor
base current throughTR3 will be 1/h.f.e.
of the regulator output current, i.e. a
maximum of about 20mA, assuming
h.f.e. of 50 and maximum output current
of 1A. If the regulator moves out of
control due to the input voltage being
inadequate, TR3 is immediately pulled
down to obtain the maximum base
current that can be obtained for the pass
transistor. This overdriving of the base
can easily be detected by R2 and TR5
to operate the l.e.d. to signal
`unregulation', usually a difficult facility
to provide.

What about the current limiting action
that I made so much of earlier? See Fig.
5. This shows the popular way of
obtaining current limiting in a very
simple and effective manner. A sensing
resistor (Rs) is inserted on the emitter
side of the pass transistor (TR2) and a
clamping transistor (TR1) shorts the
base emitter junction of the pass
transistor if the current exceeds llim x
Rs = 0.5V. This limit is slightly
temperature dependant but is fast in
operation and various values of Rs can
be switched in for various limits. If this
circuit is added to Fig. 4 it will however
add some 0.5V to the minimum drop
required when operating near the
current limit. This can be reduced by
accepting a current limit that is several

times higher than the operating current,
or by moving to the alternative method
shown by the circuit in Fig. 6.

This circuit is simple in operation but
a bit more difficult to understand since
it uses a 'current mirror' and senses the
current in the ground lead.

TR1 and TR2 are matched transistors
and part of the 3046 transistor array that
we are going to use. Connected as
shown, TR1 is a forward biased diode
passing a current determined by R2 up
to about 0.5mA. When drawing zero
current from the regulator, TR2's base -
emitter voltage will be the same as TR1,
and with matched transistors it is a

characteristic of the current mirror that
TR2's collector current will also be close
to 0.5mA, i.e. TR2's collector current
has 'mirrored' that of TR1. This bias
current develops a voltage across RI, the
base -emitter resistor of TR3 (the pass
transistor clamp) with insufficient
voltage to turn it on. When a current is
drawn from the regulator a voltage is
developed across Rs and this has the
effect of upsetting the unity mirror ratio
of the current mirror. A voltage of about
40mV across Rs is sufficient to change
the mirror ratio by one decade,
increasing TR2's collector current to
5mA, just enough to begin to turn TR3
on and the regulator off. This current
limit voltage threshold is a factor of ten
times lower than one base -emitter, used
as a comparator, can offer.

Another desirable feature of this
circuit is the indicator I.e.d. that shows
the state of the current limit. Used in
this fashion, the I.e.d. glows faintly at
zero current and brightens up quickly as
the current limit is approached.
Operation at or exceeding the current
limit is easily seen, because when TR3
starts to turn the regulator off, its action
forces the regulator out of voltage
regulation and so brings the
'unregulation' on as well.

THE CIRCUIT
Having described individual aspects of

the design, the complete circuit of the
regulator is shown in Fig. 7.

Five of the eight transistors are
provided from a 3046 transistor array, so
the ciruit is not as difficult to construct
as might be thought.

The voltage reference Z1 is ideally a
1.2V 'band -gap' reference. These are
effectively 1.2V zeners, but with a very
low change in voltage for any given
change in operating current (slope
resistance). The best device is the 9491
from R.S. Components, which operates
from 50µA, and this allows the quiescent
current of the entire unit to be only a
few milliamps. Other devices such as the
Ferranti ZN423 or even a low voltage
zener diode may be used as long as the
resistor is altered to provide a suitable
current and so any reference can be
applied to TR1 with the limitation that
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FIg.7. The complete circuit diagram

9491

+ LOW CURRENT BANDCAP.
CHOOSE R+ ACCORDINGLY,
OR LOW VOLTAGE ZENER
WITH REDUCED STABILITY
1 SEE TEXT I

SET

CURRENT
LIMIT

CAL
VOLTS

1

300mA

500mA

TR7

I 1E4000

2 20mA
RI2

SEE TABLE 8

VOUT

50mA

100mA

RI3

RI4

RI5

RI6

* FOR VALUES.

whatever the voltage, this will be the
minimum to which VR1 will reduce the
output voltage.

This reference is compared with a
portion of the output voltage divided by
VR1 (set output voltage) and the VR2
network as a trim adjustment which can
be used to set VR1 maximum to 15V.
VR1 can then be marked with the
desired voltages and its minimum setting
will be the reference voltage 1.2V. More
accurate voltage settings could use a
rotary switch instead of VR1, but I find
smooth voltage adjustment to be more
useful than absolute voltage accuracy,
which in any case can be checked with
a meter.

TR3 applies the base drive to the pass
transistor TR5 which is a plastic PNP
power transistor. TR3, TR5 and TR6 are

RESISTOR
0 BUT ALLOW FORVALUES ,

IL9IMmAl . SWITCH RESISTANCE

SWITCH CURRENT RESISTOR (SI
LIMIT

1 10mA 2+15 PARALLELED

2 20mA 2.2R2 SERIES

3 50mA 1R8

4 100mA 2.1R8 PARALLELED

5 200mA 0.33

6 500mA 3.0.33 PARALLELED

F CURRENTS ALL REQUIRE ADJUSTMENT TO

ACCURACY <10%, RI 1100) MAY BE VARIED
- LOWER TO INCREASE CURRENT.

I PE2 731.11

Table 1. Sense resistors

all PNP transistors and any general
purpose devices for TR3 and TR6 and a
power device for TR5 will be suitable.
The loop is stabilised by C2 around TR1
in a position which will be familiar to all
who have built audio power amplifiers
and there should be no problems with
the stability with reasonable layout, but
C2 could be increased if necessary.

TR4 and its l.e.d. load sense TR5's
base current to detect when the
regulator loses regulation, an abrupt
point found for example when VR1 is
set to a voltage within 0.2V of the input
voltage or when the supply discharges
to the point of unregulation.

The switch S1 switches one of six
sensing resistors into the current mirror
TR7 andTR8 offering fixed current limit
settings from 20mA to 1 A acting through
the current limit indicator I.e.d. Ll and
the clamp transistor TR6. These current
limit settings are not precise but could
be adjusted more closely by varying Rl.
Also if required other currents may be
chosen by altering the switch resistors
specified.

C3,R2,D1 is a network that improves
the transient response of the supply.
Output capacitors should be avoided to
ensure that no charge can be dumped
into the circut under test, but use of the
diode and resistor ensures that while C3
cannot discharge current pulses into a
fault, it acts as a clamp for short duration
voltage pulses created when the load
reduces its demand.

The unit as it stands is designed for
operation from around 15V, supplied by
two PP3 type NiCad batteries connected
in series. In its present state operation
from 12 to 18V should not require any
changes. The circuit, however, may be
modified say, to supply SVlogic systems.

When changing this resistor, the
'unregulation' sense resistor (currently
68) should be changed such that normal
operation of the regulator (i.e. a base
current of Iout/h.f.e.) provides around
300mV across it. This ensures that the
unregulation sense transistor is not yet
turned on and only becomes so when
the unregulation condition exists.

If other current limit setting , is

required it is only necessary to change
the resistors that perform the sensing.
Determination of the values is best done
by trial and error since the sensing
voltage of 90mV is not precise but will
change at significantly different input
voltages unless the 39k mirror bias
resistor is scaled to maintain the design
current of around 0.3mA.

Some typical current limit resistor
values are shown in Table 1 but to ensure
satisfactory operation at currents above
200mA it will be necessary to use a two
pole, six way switch with both poles
paralleled, since at these low resistance
values the switch resistance can become
significant. Attention to the method of
connecting the current sensing is also
important at these upper currents.
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ULTRASONIC RANGING
BY THE PROF

An electronic tape meausure!

This month The Prof describes a simple ultrasonic system which can be used in a number of applications.
Next month we will follow it up with a complete design for another excellent constructional project based
on the principles described in this article.

THE operating principle of echo
sounders, radar, bats' sonic

navigation, and other echo location
equipment is well known. A pulse of
energy is transmitted, and if a suitable
`target' object is present, some of the
energy is reflected back to the
transmitter. Here, suitable receiving
equipment can detect the reflected
signal, and logic circuits can measure the
time taken for the signal to make its
journey and calculate the distance to the
target. Although you might think that
any equipment of this type would be well
beyond the scope of even the most
enthusiastic of experimenters, devices
which use ultrasonic waves to measure
distances in air can be very much less
complex than one might imagine.
Furthermore, they do not require any
specialised components and can use
ordinary transducers of the type used in
ultrasonic remote control and burglar
alarm systems.

In this article we will consider a simple
system which produces a gate pulse that
has a duration which is proportional to
the distance to the target object. This is
suitable for use in a number of
applications, including alarms that
operate if a target object is detected
within a certain range, or if no target
object is detected within a certain range.

Ouput circuits for both these purposes
are included. It is not difficult to convert
the output pulses into either a digital or
an analogue distance readout, but these
topics will not be considered in detail in
the present article. However, a
constructional article describing a digital
rule with three digit I.e.d. display will
follow in a later issue of this magazine.

OPERATING PRINCIPLE
Rather than sending out just a single

pulse, most units of this type transmit
bursts of several pulses as this generally
gives better range and reliability. The
basic action of the unit is therefore to
transmit a certain number of cycles and
then provide a brief pulse to the
measurement logic circuit, while the
receiver must provide a signal pulse to
this circuit when it has received the same
number of pulses. The measurement
logic circuit must convert these two
signals into an output pulse having a
duration equal to the time between the
two pulses.

The block diagram provided in Fig. 1
shows the general arrangement used in
this ultrasonic ranging system. Taking
the transmitter first, the basic output
signal is generated by a 40kHz oscillator
which has its output coupled to a
standard ultrasonic transducer. The

types normally sold through retail
outlets have optimum efficiency at
40kHz, and it is for this reason that an
output frequency of 40kHz has been
selected.

The oscillator is a gated type, and it
is controlled by the output from a simple
S/R (set/reset) bistable or flip/flop
circuit. The 'set' input of the bistable is
fed from a pulse generator which has a
low operating frequency of just a few
Hertz. When set, the bistable gates the
oscillator on, and a series of output
pulses are produced. A form of divide
by six circuit counts the number of
output pulses, and resets the bistable as
the sixth pulse commences, giving a
burst of what is really five rather than
six output pulses. The transmitter thus
provides the desired action, with a burst
of five output cycles being provided
several times per second, and the divide
by six circuit giving a brief reset pulse
at the end of each signal burst.

In order to achieve reasonable range
the receiver requires a large amount of
amplification after the receiving
transducer. In this case a two stage
amplifier is used, with each stage
providing over 40dB of voltage gain. In
a remote control application ultrasonic
transducers normally provide a range of
about 13 metres or so, but such a large
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Flg.l. Block diagram of an ultrasonic ranger basic principles
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FIg.2. Ultrasonic ranger transmitter circuit diagram

range is probably impractical in the
present application. One problem is
simply that the signal has to travel to the
object to be measured, and then back
to the unit again, effectively halving the
range even if the target object reflects
all the received energy back to the
ranging unit. Of course, in practice,
considerably less than 100 per cent
efficiency is obtained, and some objects
are considerably better at reflecting
ultrasonic soundwaves than others.
Optimum range is obtained with
something large and flat like a wall or
door, and the prototype equipment
functioned at a maximum range of
around 4 to 5m with obliging objects of
this type. Smaller and less co-operative
objects will provide a substantially lower
maximum range though.

essentially the same as the one in the
transmitter, and which therefore
provides a reset pulse after each full
burst of five cycles has been received
from the transmitter.

All that is needed in order to convert
the two reset pulses into the required
single output pulse is another S/R flip/
flop circuit. This is set by the pulse from
the transmitter, and reset again by the
pulse from the receiver.

There are several ways in which the
output pulses can be used, but in this
case they are smoothed to provide an
output voltage that is proportional to the
range of the target object. Remember
that the frequency of the pulses is fixed
by the low frequency oscillator in the
transmitter, and that the duration is
proportional to the range of the target

article, and this subject will not be
pursued further here. It would be an
interesting line to pursue for anyone who
would like to experiment with the unit.

With the suggested circuits provided
here the output voltage is applied to a
trigger circuit which in turn activates an
audio alarm generator. Depending on
the type of trigger circuit selected, this
either causes the alarm to be sounded if
the target object is more than a certain
distance from the unit, or to be activated
if the target object comes within a
certain distance of the unit.

TRANSMITTER
Fig. 2 shows the circuit diagram for

the transmitter section of the unit. The
40kHz oscillator is a 555 astable (IC1)
with the gate signal applied to pin 4.

1k

Mic. 1

IC4  CA31.40£

ICS  4001BE

Fig.3. Ultrasonic ranger receiver circuit diagram

Although the system may seem to be
totally useless, with the weak reflected
signal almost certain to be swamped by
direct pick-up from one transducer to
the other, direct pick-up is not really a
major problem. Ultrasonic soundwaves
are highly directional, and with the two
transducers aimed in the same direction
there is remarkably little direct pick-up
between them. In fact they can be
mounted only 30 or 40mm apart without
any problems, and without even having
to bother to shield the two units from
one another in any way.

The second amplifier stage is followed
by a Schmitt trigger circuit which gives
a logic compatible output signal. This is
fed to a divided by six circuit which is

object. The average output voltage is
therefore proportional to the range of
the target object, and by smoothing the
pulses a d.c. signal equal to the average
output voltage is what is obtained.

This output voltage could be used to
drive a moving coil meter so as to give
an analogue display of distance, but
better accuracy and resolution would be
obtained using a digital display. It is
obviously not difficult to use the output
pulse as the gate pulse for a digital
counter circuit, and by using the
appropriate clock frequency a digital
readout in inches or centimetres can be
obtained. However, as explained
previously, a unit of this type will be
featured in a forthcoming constructional

VR1 is used to trim the operating
frequency for optimum range.

The bistable is a conventional CMOS
type formed from two two -input NOR
gates (IC2a and IC2b). The low
frequency pulse generator is formed
from the other two gates of IC2, which
are wired as simple inverters and used
in what is almost the standard CMOS
astable multivibrator configuration. The
circuit only deviates from the standard
arrangement in that D1 and R4 have
been added to shorten the time for which
the output of the circuit is high, so that
the output waveform is a series of brief
positive pulses rather than an almost
squarewave signal. This is important, as
the bistable is a simple type which will
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only work properly with brief set and
reset pulses which do not overlap..

IC3 is the divider circuit, and it is a
4017BE one -of -ten decoder circuit. This
has ten outputs (0 to 9) which go high
in sequence and for one clock cycle each.
In this circuit output 5 is connected to
the reset input, and as this output goes
high the device is immediately reset to
the state where output 0 is high. The
clock input of IC3 is fed with the 40kHz
output of IC1. Therefore, the sequence
of events is for the pulse generator to
set the bistable and enable the 40kHz
oscillator, and IC3 then counts the
required number of output cycles before
resetting the bistable and halting the
output of IC1. The 5 output of IC3
provides the brief output pulse at the
end of the signal burst which is needed
for timing purposes.

RECEIVER CIRCUIT
The receiver circuit is equally

straightforward, and is shown in Fig. 3.
The amplifiers are both high gain
common emitter types and have
capacitive coupling via C5. IC4 is the
trigger circuit, and this is a simple
operational amplifier type with a small
amount of hysteresis provided by R13.
The counter circuit is based on IC5, and
this is another 4017BE one -of -ten
decoder used in precisely the same
manner as IC3 in the receiver circuit. It
therefore provides a brief pulse at pin 1
each time a full set of pulses has been
received.

The bistable circuit which generates
the output pulse is another basic CMOS
S/R type formed from two two -input
NOR gates (IC6a and IC6b). This is fed
with the pulses from IC3 and IC5, and
it produces a positive output pulse at the
Q output (pin 4). If required, a negative
output pulse can be obtained from the
not Q output at pin 3.

ALARM CIRCUITS
Fig. 4 shows the output stage for an

alarm which activates if a target object
comes within a preset range. One
possible application for a unit of this type
is as a parking aid, where it sounds an
alarm if a car is taken within a certain
distance of (say) the rear wall of a
garage.

R14 and C5 form the smoothing
circuit, and the output from this circuit
is fed to a conventional operational
amplifier Schmitt trigger circuit based
on IC7. This has a small amount of
hysteresis introduced by R17 so that unit
triggers to the activated state reliably
and in a noise -free manner. As a result
of this hysteresis, the distance at which
the alarm switches off again is slightly
larger than the one at which it triggers.

The alarm signal is generated by an
astable circuit which utilizes the two
previously unused gates of IC6 in what
is a conventional CMOS oscillator
circuit. The operating frequency is about
3kHz, which gives good results with the
ceramic resonator (LS2) which is driven
from the output of the unit. The output
tone is reasonably loud, but obviously a
more powerful and sophisticted alarm
circuit could easily be fitted to the unit
if desired.

The oscillator is controlled by a signal
applied to one input of IC6d, and the
oscillator is enabled when this input is
taken low. The Schmitt trigger circuit is
a non -inverting type, and it is
consequently the range becoming too
low that causes its output to trigger to
the low state and activate the alarm
circuit.

In order to convert the unit to an
alarm of the type which is activated if
the target object is not within a certain
range it is merely necessary to use the
slightly revamped arrangement shown in
Fig. 5.This only differs from the original
in that the Schmitt trigger has been
changed to an inverting type. In both
circuits VR2 controls the trigger
potential of the Schmitt circuit, and
therefore controls the range at which the
alarm becomes activated.

CONSTRUCTION
In most respects the unit represents

few difficulties as far as construction is
concerned. One exception is the
amplifier in the receiver which has quite
high gain, wide bandwidth, and an input
and output that are in -phase. These are
all ideal for instability due to stray
feedback, and the amplifier needs to be
sensibly laid out with the input and
output well isolated from one another.
Obviously the layout should also be such
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Fig.4. Alarm staye output circuit diagram

COMPONENTS . . .

RESISTORS
R1,R4,R8
R2.R6
R3,R5
R7
R9
R10
R11,R12
R13

4k7 (3 off)
10k (2 off)
2M2 (2 off)
1M5
lk
3k3
22k (2 off)
33k

CAPACITORS
Cl 220µ 10Velect
C2 In polyester layer
C3 22n polyester layer
C4 22µ 16Velect
C5 4n7 polyester layer

SEMICONDUCTORS
DI, D2 1N4148 (2 off)
TR1,TR2 BC109C (2 off)
IC1 NE555
IC2,IC6 4001BE (2 off)
IC3,IC5 4017BE (2 off)
IC4 CA3140E

MISCELLANEOUS
Mic.1 and LS1, pair fo 40kHz
ultrasonic transducers; 9 volt power
source (e.g. PP9); d.i.l. i.c. sockets
(1 off 8 pin, 2 off 14 pin, 2 off 16 pin);
p.c.b.; wire; etc.

The unit will work with any normal
40kHz ultrasonic transducers, but
narrow beam types (such as the
TBN4OLB from Charland Elec-
tronics Ltd., P.O. Box 83, Cobham,
Surrey KT11 2QB) are the best type
for this application.

This list is for transmitter and
receiver circuits only.

hat there is no easy route for direct pick-
up from the transmitter to the receiver.

The two transducers must be mounted
side -by -side and aimed in the same
direction. In the interests of precision
and consistency they should be mounted
quite close together, but on the other
hand they should not be mounted so
close that direct pick-up from one to the
other prevents the unit from working
properly. Direct pick-up does not seem
to be a major problem though, and
40mm from the centre of one transducer
to the centre of the other seems to offer
good overall results. The unit should
work using any type of 40kHz ultrasonic
transducer, although in this application
modern highly directional types seem to
work better than the older, larger type.

Bear in mind that apart from IC1 all
the integrated circuits are MOS types
and accordingly require the usual
antistatic handling precautions to be
observed.

IMPROVEMENTS
The basic circuit works quite well, and

there is obviously not vast room for
improvement in this area. The obvious
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thing to try is to use higher gain in the
amplifier section, or higher output from
the transmitter. Increased gain at the
receiver could be ineffective with noise
and stability problems unless bandpass
filtering was to be incorporated in the
circuit. Greater transmitter output
power can be obtained by driving the
transducer from antiphase outputs, but
these must both be low impedance
outputs if this system is to be effective.
With either increased output or
increased gain there will be increased
vulnerability to objects in front of the
target object (but not necessarily
directly in front of it) being detected
instead of the desired target. What might
be a more worthwhile area for
experimentation would be to try
increasing the directivity of the
transducers with added 'horns'
(apparenty some bats have horn -like
ears and mouths which greatly improve
the effectiveness of their echo location
systems, and some modern ultrasonic
transducers have slightly domed
diaphragms which presumably aid
directivity and range).

Performance of the two suggested
output stages is less impressive, and
most applications would require
improved alarm generators, and adding
one of these does not represent a great
technical feat. The response time of the
circuits is quite long, due to the
necessarily long time constant in the
smoothing circuit. A multistage filter
would give a faster response time, but a
digital solution would probably be
better, with (say) the output pulse being
compared to a reference pulse from a
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47k
RI 5

10k

R16
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3

, f, VR2

T 2k2
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R17

334
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I C6c
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3n3
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RIB 47k

13 IC6c1
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Fig.5. Alternative triggering arrangement

monostable, and a flip/flop being
triggered if the output pulse is shorter
(or longer of course, depending on the
type of alarm required).This would give
a response time that would be mainly
limited by the number of tone bursts
used per second. This can of course be
increased by raising the operating
frequency of the L.F. pulse generator,
but the gap between signal burst must
obviously be long enough for the signal
to be reflected back from the target (a
maximum of about 30ms, as sound
travels at roughly 1m every 3ms at sea
level).

There should be plenty to occupy
experimentally minded readers with the
suggested circuits being used as a basis
for the experiments, or if you would
prefer a tried and tested constructional
project to copy, the digital rule project
will follow in a later issue and should fit
the bill.

ADJUSTMENT AND USE
The ideal way of adjusting VRI is to

use an oscilloscope or arc. millivoltmeter

to measure the strength of the received
signal, and to then simply adjust VR1
for maximum signal strength. This will
be much easier if IC2 is temporarily
unplugged from the unit and pin 4 of
IC] is tied to the positive supply rail so
that a continuous output signal is
produced. Also, the unit must be
positioned where a reasonably strong
(but not excessively strong) signal is
reflected back to the receiver. An
alternative method of setting up VR 1 is
to simply use trial and error to find a
setting that gives good range.

As explained previously, there will be
maximum reflected signal with a large
flat object, although this assumes that
the aim of the unit is reasonably
perpendicular to the object. Irregular
shaped objects tend to scatter the signal,
while small objects tend to reflect
relatively little signal in any direction.
Do not expect the unit to read your mind
- it will detect the nearest object that
reflects a sufficiently large amount of
signal, and it is up to you to ensure that
this. is the intended target object.

SECURITY Systems, Modules, Accessories
COMPLETE
SECURITY
SYSTEMS
START FROM

ONLY £39.95
. AT

CA 1250 £19.95 VAT

CONTROL
UNIT

US 5063 £13.95 VAT v IR 1470
DIGITAL ULTRASONIC CK 50E3 £37.00 - VAT

£25.61 - VATMOVEMENT DETECTOR SELF CONTAINED ULTRASONIC ALARM Kll
50 FOOT I.R.

Shown above is a small sample of our comprehensive range which includes. BEAM
Magnetic contacts * Vibration switches * Bell boxes SYSTEM

* P.A. switches * Cable * Door & window locks etc. etc.

FROM THE SECURITY SPECIALISTS RiSCOMP LT

Send for full
details or come
to our Showroom

and see the
units on

demonstration.
Monday to Friday

9am to 5pm
Closed Wednesday

Saturday 9am to 1 pm
Dept. PE 64, Add IS% VAT tbdil PnoH

D51 Poppy Road sdd 75p post andsweelting to all orders
Ponces Riaborough, Order by tiealtbone or Po.,

D. BUCKS HP17 908
Tel 1084 44) 6326

veer credit cord

TO ADVERTISE IN PE: TEL (01) 434 0689
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SPECIAL FEATURE

THE STE BUS STANDARD
PART THREE BY RICHARD WILCOX

The read -modify -write sequence

The STE Bus is vastly more flexible than any industry standard 8 -bit bus previously seen. Using a standard
set of 'building blocks', enables all but the most specialised and intractable problems of micro design to be
undertaken.

THE Read -Modify -Write (3) Sequence
(see Fig. 4). In its basic form covers

memory RMW and I/O RMW. It is not
to be confused with the read -modify -
write operations to be found in the
repertoire of most microprocessors.
Most microprocessors change or float
their address outputs in the middle of
such an operation, during the clock
cycles in which they operate on the data
just read in, before addressing the
original location again to return the
transformed data. To render this in a
form suitable for the STE bus it would
be necessary to latch the micro-
processor's address outputs during the
read part of the operation in order to
keep them constant through the modify
part. Providing this latching and
detecting when it was to be brought into
play would be a costly exercise since
most microprocessors do not give any
unique indication of a r -m -w operation.
Even the lock' signals of micro-
processors designed for multiprocessor
applications tend to be asserted during
multi -byte instruction fetches, 16 -bit
loads and stores etc. as well as r -m -w
operations. For this reason it is seldom
likely to be worth implementing this
capability unless your microprocessor is
a 'natural' for it. Generally, if default
masters are allowed to finish their
current instruction before being forced
off the bus, there is little call for the
form even in systems where bus requests
are derived from address decoding, since
the single bus request line can be latched
from op -code fetch to op -code fetch,
thus securing the integrity of all sensitive
data manipulations.

The one place where the read -modify -
write is useful is when an STE bus
interface has to be synthesised using a
number of I/O ports belonging to an
external computer, in order that the
computer may have direct access to STE
facilities. Then RMW, when appro-
priate, simplifies the software used to
drive the interface and speeds the
proceedings.

Essentially the sequence begins as a
conventional read and proceeds thus
until DATSTB* returns to the high state.
At that point ADSTB* is not allowed to
rise and the address lines do not change.
tH = 25 to 45nS should be observed.
Neither ADSTB* nor DATSTB* may be
tri-stated. Command line CMG changes
state to indicate a forthcoming write, the
master opens its data bus buffers for
output and when all is read DATACK*
high, command and data lines stable for
at least 35nS DATSTB* may go low and
we are into a conventional Write
Sequence.
4) The Burst Mode Transfer Sequence.
This basic form covers all types of
transaction except RMW i.e. it can be a
series of reads or a series of writes. All
accesses are directed to a single address.
Again it is difficult to imagine when it
would be worth implementing this
capability. It could be used to read a
sequence of bytes from a single slave I/O
port into memory within the master.
However it would again require
extensive latching to keep the address
presented to bus constant while the
incoming data was stowed in the internal
memory. The same problems arise when
a series of writes is considered. It is
clearly intended for exchanges between
very specalised logic blocks, not to be
used by conventional, microprocessor
based masters. It could be used by a
synthesised bus interface, to
communicate with an STE disc
controller, to great advantage in terms
of speed and simplicity.

The sequence starts as a conventional
Read (or Write) and proceeds thus until
DATSTB* returns high, when the
address lines, command lines and
ADSTB* remain constant. In the case
of a series of writes the master's data
buffers need not be tri-stated between
cycles, a point worth remembering to
further simplify the driving of a
synthesised bus. Any time after
DATACK* has returned high and at
least 35nS after the new data is stable

in the case of writes, DATSTB* can go
low again and a new cycle starts. The
final cycle of a series finishes exactly like
the corresponding single access. There
is no limit set to the number of bus cycles
in a series.

THE BUS VECTOR IDEA
We have mentioned the bus vector

fetch as a type of read sequence, but not
said just what it is for. The idea is that
there should be a slave out on the bus
whose function is to provide a byte or
bytes of vectoring information to a
master which has received an attention
request signal. The master performs this
special form of read with the lowest three
address lines set to a binary
representation of the number of the
attention request that it has received,
and the slave responds with the
appropriate vectoring information.

There is no corresponding bus vector
write, so, if the vector information were
to be changeable by software during an
application's initialisation sequence, the
vector slave would have to respond to
say a block of I/O addresses. This dual
addressing would make for a very
complicated bus interface. If the
vectoring were to be shared out amongst
the I/O Slaves, turning each into a sort
of super Z80 support device, the
problem would be multiplied since the
vector number that it responded to
would also have to be user
programmable.

Sensibly it is specified that any master
which is capable of vectoring by this
means should also be capable of polling
I/O slaves and/or using an internal
vectoring system.

THE STE SYSTEM ELECTRICAL
AND MECHANICAL
SPECIFICATION
1) The Backplane. The STE backplane
is a standard height to fit the 3U high
version of the 19 -inch rack system. This
same height is used even if double
eurocard sized boards are employed.The
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STE backplane is then fitted at the
bottom of the back of a 6U high 19 -inch
rack. This leaves the top half of the back
edge of the double eurocard available to
bring I/O connections out at the back of
the rack, and makes the system much
tidier in use. The recommended inter -
connector spacing along the backplane
is 0.8 inches from centre to centre. The
only other spacing that is allowed is 0.6
inches centre to centre for backplanes
bearing not more than fourteen
connectors. The recommended spacing
allows a maximum of 21 boards to be
accommodated within a 19 -inch rack.

The backplane is to be designed, using
transmission line principles, to have the
following characteristics:

(a)Maximum signal path length
500mm

(b)Characteristic resistance 6051 +/-
5%, including connectors, but
unloaded

(c)Constant width signal tracks to
keep this characteristic resistance
constant as 'seen' from each
connector and homogenous
throughout

(d)A ground plane on the component
(connector) side of the board
which is continuous except for
holes allowing individual
connector pins to pass through the
board without shorting, i.e. the
holes in the copper groundplane
should be slightly larger than the
drilled holes for the connector
pins. Slot shaped holes in the
copper groundplane surrounding
a number of pin holes are not
allowed.

(e)The ground plane should be
connected through the board to
the Ov supply tracks and to the
signal return/guard tracks at each
connector station.

(f) Signal tracks shall have an overall
resistance, end to end, of less than
Ifl when a DC voltage is applied.

(g)Power supply tracks shall have a
DC resistance of not more than
5mfl from the connection point to
the relevant pins of any connector.

Fig.4. The Read -
Modify -Write
sequence timing
diagrams showing
all the main signal
lines

2) TheTermination Networks.There are
two options, active and passive
termination.

(i) Active termination: Each signal
line, i.e. all bus lines on the
backplane except +5V, OV, +/
-12V and the signal return/guard
tracks, must be connected to a
2.8V, regulated supply via a 27051
resistor of +/-2% tolerance. The
2.8V supply must be capable of
supplying a 0.5A current to each
such set of resistors within a
voltage tolerance of +/-5%.

(ii)Passive termination: Each signal
line as defined above must be
connected to the +5V supply by a
47051 +/-2% resistor and to OV
by two 1k2 +/2% resistors in
parallel.

In addition to these 'biasing'
arrangements for all signal lines,
A DSTB* , DATSTB*, DATACK* and
SYSCLK should be 'diode clamped' to
minimise the extent to which they
undershoot logic low on a negative
transition. A suitable circuit for this
purpose is seen in Fig. 5.

ADSTB *
DATSTB *
DATACK *

OE

SYSCLK

SCHOTTKY
DIODE

SILICON
DIODE

OV

F1g.5. Diode clamp for strobe and clock
lines

On backplanes with five or less
connector stations, a single termination
network attached within 20mm of one
end of the bus lines, and a single set of
clamping diodes at the same point, is
sufficient. For backplanes with more
than five connector stations, two
complete termination/clamp networks
are required, connected one at either

end of the bus. In the case of active
termination a total of 1A must be
available from the 2.8V supply.

3) Power Supplies. Each board in a
system may draw up to 4A from the 5V
supply and up to 1A from each of the
auxiliary supplies. These figures,
together with the number of connector
stations on the backplane, allow the
designer to determine the capacity of the
power supplies required by the system.

The tolerances on the various supply
voltages are as follows:

+5V (Vcc) +5%, -2.5%
+12V (AUX +) +/-5%
-12V (AUX -) +1-5%

For all these supplies, ripple at
frequencies below 10MHz should not
exceed 50mV peak -to -peak. These
parameters should be checked for a
range of conditions from no load on any
socket to full permitted load on all
sockets, when setting up a power supply
module.
4) Suitable Bus Drivers and Bus Signal
Receivers. All bus drivers employed in
STE systems, whether tri-state, totem -
pole or open collector, (see Fig. 1 for
specific line requirements), must be
capable of sinking 24mA at a VOL of
0.5V and in the cases of tri-state and
totem -pole output buffers must be
capable of sourcing 6mA at a VOH of
2.4V. This is a series restriction and in
effect rules out all LSTTL, totem -pole
output, standard gates and high drive
buffer/interface gates. Totem -pole
outputs to the bus have to be achieved
by using permanently enabled tri-state
buffers. Amongst LSTTL tri-state
buffers themselves, only a small range
of types may be used. These are the
74LS240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, 540
and 541. No other 74LS type numbers
appear to have a sufficient current
sourcing capability. Problems will
inevitably arise in designing with this
limited range of buffers since smallest
number of outputs that can be enabled
or disabled together is four when using
the 74LS240, 241, 242, 243 and 244, or
eight when using the 74LS245, 540 and

AB -A19

Hon

ADSTB 11

C140 -CM2

DATSTB *

DO -D7

DATACK

10.13omI
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541. A good ploy on a master board is
to use a block of four buffer outputs
thus: two drive DASTB* and ADSTB*
and the other two receive DATACK*
and TFRERR*, which are not required
when the master is not in control of the
bus or during parts of a period of bus
control when it is convenient or
necessary to tri-state the master's own
strobes. The three pseudo-totempole
outputs, using permanently enabled tri-
state buffers, SYSCLK, BUSAKI* and
BUSAK2*, can easily be grouped
together if the system controller and the
bus arbiter share a board.

There is a requirement that inactive
outputs, tri-state off or open collector
off, should have a maximum leakage
current onto the bus lines of 50/2A with
the bus at high level and 100µ,A with the
bus at low level. This rules out the use
of any LSTTL open collector buffer as
those with a high enough sink current
capacity have leakages of up to 250µA.
Discrete NPN transistors should be used
to provide a final inverting open
collector stage for such signals. The
current limiting resistor between the last
gate output of i.c. logic and the base of
the transistor should be of such a value
as to allow a collector current of 24mA
to flow through the transistor when the
signal is active.

Bus receivers must react to a voltage
of 2.0V or higher as a logic high and to
voltage of 0.8V or lower as a logic low.
Receivers connected to the ADSTB*,
DATSTB*, DATACK* and SYSCLK

lines must further have Schmitt -trigger
action. Schmitt -trigger action is

desirable for all receivers, though not
mandatory. Any of the drivers
mentioned above can be used as

receivers and, in addition, the 74LS13,
14, 132, 273, 373, 374, 521, 533 and 688
all have the Schmitt -trigger
characteristic. Virtually any LSTTL part
may be used as a receiver, if it is decided
not to provide the Schmitt -trigger action
on lines where it is not mandatory.

5) Restrictions Affecting Board Design.
In addition to the overall current
consumption restrictions mentioned
above, individual board designs are
subject to a number of dimensional and
lay -out restrictions:

(a)Board thickness within 2.5mm of
top and bottom edges: 1.6mm.
This is to ensure that the board
will fit standard guide rails. In
addition the area of board under
the connector must be shaped or
of such a thickness as to ensure
that the connector is properly
aligned, in the case of a board of
non -uniform thickness.

(b)Component layout should follow
a 36 point by 60 point 0.1 inch
grid, on a single eurocard,
positioned in such a way that when
the connector is positioned
correctly on the back edge of the
board the first and third columns
of points coincide with the

connectors solder pins. The grid
should be symmetrically placed
about the long axis of the board
as should be the connector.

(c)For double -sided p.c.b. material
the maximum length of the p.c.b.
traces for the ADSTB*,
DATSTB* and DATACK* signals
should be 50mm measured from
the driver output to the connector
solder pin.

(dghe maximum capacitance that
any board traces and input or
output can present to the bus line
to which it is connected is 20pF.
Allow 5pF for the i.c. input or
output (TTL) and 3pFper inch for
fine traces and it should come out
within the limit.

CONCLUSION
And there you have it. STE is vastly

more flexible than any previous bus for
8 bit micros. The facilities that it provides
and the methods that it prescribes enable
all but the most specialised and
intractable problems of micro system
design to be undertaken using a standard
set of building blocks, which can be
fitted together with a very high chance
of immediate success on the hardware
front. Software will always take time and
cost money, but the STE concept gives
the system designer access to all the
stored up wealth of applications
programming that has been
accumulating on 8 bit micros over the
last decade and a half. E l
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MICRDNTIA®

"2295
[A'

,4*

High contrast LCD display with low -battery warning, audible
continuity -check, pushbutton function selection. Measures to
400V AC/DC, resistance to 2 megohms. Includes mini probes,
hard cover case and two button batteries. Measures:
41/4 x 21/4 x 3/8". Cat. No. 22-170

Clamp -On AC
AmmeterNoltmeter

£2995

g A versatile instrument that lets you measure energy
consumption of appliances and circuits with the maximum of
safety. Also useful in balancing loads when you install AC wiring
and breakers. Measures to 300 amperes AC and up to 600V AC.
Measures: 73/8 x 213/16 x 13/8". Cat. No. 22-161

e

For The Best In High Quality Electronics
Over 300 Tandy Stores And Dealerships Nationwide.
See Yellow Pages For Address Of Store Nearest You
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P.C. BOARDS
Printed circuit boards for certain PE constructional projects
are now available from the PE PCB Service, see list. They are
fully drilled and roller tinned. All prices include VAT and
postage and packing. Add £2 per board for overseas airmail.
Remittances should be sent to: PE PCB Service, Practical
Electronics, Practical Electronics Magazines, 16 Garway Road,
London W2 4NH. Cheques should be crossed and made
payable to Practical Electronics.

Please note that when ordering it is important to give project
title, order code and the quantity. Please print name and
address in Block Capitals. Do not send any other
correspondence with your order.

Readers are advised to check with prices appearing in the
current issue before ordering.

NOTE: Please allow 28 days for delivery. We can only supply
boards listed here.

TELEPHONE ORDERS
(LINES OPEN 24 HOURS)
You can now order your printed circuit boards by telephone,
quoting your Access credit number. The number to ring is:
0268 710722. In stock items will be despatched within 24 hours
of receipt of order. If you ring out of office hours please state
your order, credit card number and address clearly, as the
order is recorded on an answering machine.
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CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECT

PE PROMANDER
PART THREE BY MIKE DELANEY

The play back unit

Having arrived at a method of producing programmed EPROMS for display applications, we can now
describe how to build the play -hack unit which once again requires no programming knowledge or computer.

IN part one and two the basic idea
behind Promenader' was discussed,

and this part now brings all the theories
together. The pudding is ready to eat!

Having arrived at a handful of
programmed PROMs, we now need a
unit to convert the digital information
back into a display. This is the purpose
of this month's feature. During the early
stages of design, I decided to split the
complete system into two, part one
being the programmer, and part two the

playback unit. This was to reduce the
weight and bulk of the equipment
necessary to carry from gig to gig. A
spin-off for anyone using the system in
a permanent set-up is the ability to
program at leisure, transferring only the
2532s from home to venue. By further
arranging for the playback unit to be
reasonably accessible, changing the
lighting became a simple affair.

The exact means of mounting the
completed unit is left very much to the

Photo.l. Internal details of the Programmer

Photo.2. Internal details of the display unit

reader's requirements and ingenuity.
Bear in mind that the main p.c.b. is
connected to the 240V supply, and
ensure that access is suitably restricted.

During the first test run it immediately
became apparent that, in order to give
a display of worthwhile duration, more
than one PROM was required. This now
brought in another problem: what to do
if only part of the second, and any
subsequent PROMS, has been
programmed? And of course, if one
extension PROM is possible, why not
more? And what happens if any
extension board is not completely filled
with memory? Clearly, It is not
acceptable to have long chunks of
blackness while the system sorts itself
out. The change -over time between
memory chips must be as fast as possible,
within reason, and any blank
(unprogrammed) areas of memory must
be skipped over.

These two requirements were the
prime deciders of the method used to
decode the recorded information, and
the final design satisfies them both. Any
number of PROMs up to a maximum of
six can be loaded into the boards. The
two p.c.b.s are connected together by
two ribbon cables, one replacing the
second PROM on the master board, and
the other fitting into a 16 -pin socket.

It didn't take long for us to discover
that ribbon cables and transportation in
an old van do not mix! Mod. no 123
coming up! Both p.c.b.s have holes
strategically placed so that lacing cord
may be tied round the plugs, preventing
them working loose.

The EPROM containing the program
information is shown roughly in the
centre of the diagram, with address and
data buses on either side, much as you
might see in any PROM -based system.
This is where the similarity ends though,
for, as you will recall from the way the
data bus is made up of part data and
part address, it cannot be called a true
data bus.

Part of the data, the highest three bits,
are used as address bits for the latches,
and are decoded by the decimal decoder.
This information is used either to fire
the monostable, giving a pause so the
display can be seen, or fire the bistable
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Fig.10. Display unit circuit diagram

and enable a different PROM in the
sequence.

The EPROM is clocked by the address
counter, a 4040, 2'4 binary divider. This
is a ripple counter, i.e. the clocking
action ripples through in a slow (digitally
slow, that is) progression. This is fine, as
long as enough time is allowed for the
sequence to finish and the address bus
to settle before actually attempting to
use the bus.

Since one of the prime concerns in
this system is timing, things must always
happen in the right sequence.This allows
the use of a sequencer as an elegant
solution. Sequencer 1, in this case. Clock
pulses at about 40kHz are fed to
sequencer 1, and this steps round at one
tenth of that frequency. Sequencer 1
does most of the housekeeping, and the
system is guaranteed always to remain
synchronised, despite having counters

which take a week to settle and
monostables with a variable mark -space!

By simply arranging a second
sequencer, sequencer 2, clocked by
sequencer 1 and the bistable, we can use
the data bus to clock automatically to
the next PROM, and the timing is locked
neatly together.

Once the data is latched into the
latches it may be considered as steady-
state so far as synchronising with zero -
crossing, etc. is concerned. It was for
the sake of maximum system flexibility
that latches are fitted in this position.
Synchronisation to the mains would
have been much more difficult to
achieve if the outputs had been strobed.

THE CIRCUIT
The circuit diagram is shown in Fig.

11. The heart of the circuit is the
sequencer IC5, a 4017, with which I am

sure any enthusiast is likely to be well-
acquainted. Only four of its outputs are
used. Referring to the timing pulses in
Fig. 12 will help to understand exactly
how they are used. At the start of a
sequence of loading seven bytes into the
latches, IC5 is clocked by IC4, a 555
timer. The address counter is at address
000, and the data at this address is
present at each of the latches , IC12-16,
on pin 3. Q1 of the sequencer goes high,
and this is inverted by gate 8d, latching
the data through to the outputs of the
latches, appearing on pin 10 of the 4099s.

Having stored the first byte, Q1 goes
low, and Q2 goes high.This in effect asks
the AND gate, 7d, whether a '7'
(BINARY 111), is now present at the
three highest bits of the data bus. Since
this was the first in this particular
sequence, the answer is 'NO', (actually
`1' (001)). The output of 7d remains low.
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Q3 now goes high in its turn, and when
it goes low, it clocks the 4040 by one.
The Q4 output is not used, allowing the
address to settle. 05 now goes high, and
tests for a high on the output of IC10,
pin 1. This output will have been set low
on power -up, via its R input, pin 4, so
again, the answer is 'NO'. The output
of IC7b, pin 4 also remains low.

The address bus is now set to '1', and
the data bus carries the information for
this address. Once again the data is
latched, checked for contents, and the
address counter is clocked. This
sequence is continued until D5, D6 and
D7 are all high - decimal 7, binary 111.
IC9 pin 4, '07', goes high immediately
the seventh byte appears on the outputs
of the PROM. Thus, when Q2 of IC5
puts a high on gate 7d pin 13, the output
goes high. This positive pulse is
differentiated by C7/R7, and appears as
a short negative -going pulse on the
trigger of IC11, which starts the time-out
pulse on this 555. This trigger pulse also
clocks IC10 when it returns high, setting
pin 1 high.

While this is going on, the output of
IC11 has been inverted by gate 8c, and
this low is taken to pin 4, RESET, of
the main system clock, IC4. This stops
the clock, and its output remains high.
The system now twiddles its fingers until
the mono decides to flip back. Just how
long this takes is dependent upon the
value of R8 and VR1 in combination
with C8. For relays, this will need to be
fairly long, since they take a relatively
long time to pull in. C8 should be a
tantalum type, to minimise leakage. The
mono flips over again, into its stable
state, and releases the clock. The next
negative -going edge on the address bus
clock pin will take the address to decimal
'8'

The contents of this address on the
PROM decide whether the system
continues with this PROM, or clocks to
the next. I will take the situation of a
continuing program first.

At the recording stage we know that
directly after a '7' comes a '1' on the
highest three bits of the data byte. Using
this '1', after it has been decoded by IC9.
pin 14, to RESET the bistable, IC10,
which the '7' has just SET, ensures that
when 05 of the sequencer goes high,
the output of gate 7b remains low, and
the sequence of events will continue as
before.

Let us now look at the sequence when
one '7' is followed directly by a second
'7', as would happen when the program
comes to an end.

The first '7' will have toggled over the
bistable, so pin 1 will be high. 03 of the
sequencer now clocks the 4040, and,
because the program is at an end, the
highest bits of the byte remain high,
since there is nothing to pull them low
- another '7'.

Pin 14 of IC9 remains low, so the Q
output, pin 1 of the bistable stays high.
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F1g.11. Display timing diagram

When 05 of IC5 now goes high gate
7b output pin 4 also goes high.This high
is inverted by 8e, and this RESETS the
mono, IC11, preventing another time-
out period. 7b output is also used to
clock sequencer 2, IC2, and at the same
time to reset the address bus counter.

Once again, recalling the recording
sequence, at address 000 we will always
have a decimal '1' programmed on all
the EPROMs. This being the case,
provided the second sequencer has now
selected a slot wherein resides a PROM,

we will have a '1' (001) on the highest
bits. This will reset the bistable and allow
the sequencer to run through the
program on the PROM. If the slot has
no PROM in it, then the LATCH -
CLOCK -SEARCH sequence will be
repeated until a new PROM is located,
or it arrives back at the first (and only)
PROM.

This is a fairly simple process, the one
drawback being the comparatively
lengthy delay incurred in a system with
only one memory chip fitted. To be
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honest though, the system as it stands is
designed around six EPROMs, so that
situation should not arise. One way in
which the delay can be visually
minimised when using between two and
six PROMs is to space them out in the
two boards, say in every other socket.
Data present on the outputs of the driver
chips can be used to drive either resistive
or inductive loads directly, provided the
current sunk by any single output does
not exceed 500mA, and the external
voltage applied to any of the outputs is
less than 40V.

The 2003 buffer chips used in this
design may not be familiar to everyone,
so I have included a pinout, Fig. 13.
These chips are open -collector
Darlington pairs, and each pair has a
series resistor on -chip, making
interfacing easy.This, combined with the
suppression diodes, offers a very useful,
if slightly costly method of output.

If it is intended to use the playback
unit to control mains -powered lamps, it
is worth noting a couple of points.

FIg.13. The 2001 buffer

Driving 35 mains bulbs, each rated at,
say, 100 watts, requires an awful lot of
power. Do your sums . . .! Make
absolutely certain that all wiring, plugs,
sockets and whatever are suitably rated.
I would certainly not recommend using
much above the 25W pygmy bulbs, and
even then, 35 x 25 = 875 Watts!

Now, unless you want the C.E.G.B.
down on you like a ton of bricks, you
must synchronise the firing point of the
bulbs to the zero -crossing point of the
mains. Failure to do so, particularly
when using triacs or s.c.r.s as the
switching elements, will cause a very
great deal of mains -borne interference.
Don't forget, when calculating currents
for any type of 'bulb', that the cold
resistance is a lot lower than the hot, so
allowance must be made for cold inrush
current.

Probably the safest way of driving a
bulb, unless you are confident of what

you are doing, is to stick to a
transformed, low -voltage system. Quite
a good display can be obtained by
making multiple colour, multi -bulb
displays, using mini wire -ended bulbs.

The power supply is a straightforward
affair. The supply is switched by the
speed pot, so this needs to be a two -pole
type. It is worth fitting a neon indicator
on the front panel, as this can save some
time when trying to fault -find a 'dead'
system. The p.c.b. is provided with the
necessary space to accommodate a 6VA
0-6, 0-6 transformer with the secondary
windings connected in parallel, and
rectified by a bridge.

The d.c. present across the main
smoothing capacitor, C2 should be about
8.2V. This voltage is regulated and
reduced to 5Vby IC22, a 7805. C3 should
be a tantalum type to improve h.f.
response. A test loop has been included,
enabling the regulator to be isolated
from the remainder of the circuit if
required. This enables the circuit to be
debugged without the danger of blowing
the PROM.

As can be seen from the component
layout detail, a further capacitor, C10,
has been included near to the PROM
sockets. This is required to reduce the
effects of the drivers sucking current and
putting noise onto the supply line, so
should not be forgotten. Outputs from
the second sequencer, IC2, are inverted
by IC1 before being taken to the 16 -pin
header socket. This feeds the extension
PROM card with OE inputs to the
memory chips, and is connected to the
card by a 16 -way ribbon. The address
and data lines are interconnected by a
24 -way ribbon which replaces PROM 2
in the main board.

THE PROM CARD
Outputs from the PROM 2 position

on the main board are connected to the
extension card via a 24 -way header,
including the +5V and OV lines. A
capacitor, CIL is included to decouple
the supply. Should it be necessary to
make the inter -board distance more than
a few inches it would be advisable to
replace the power connections with a
slightly thicker grade of wire. The
PROM ENABLE lines are connected
to the extension card via a 16 -way
header. In this way the system addresses
each PROM in turn, and each one
outputs its data onto the data bus.

If, during test, it is necessary to unplug
the 24 -way header, it will probably be as
well to remove the 16 -way also. If it
should be left plugged in, the PROMs
on the extension would have voltage
levels applied to their ENABLE lines,
with nothing on the supply lines. This
could possibly damage their internal
structure.

CONSTRUCTION
Quite a few wire links are required.

This approach was used instead of a
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Fig.14. Details for high current output

double -sided board, to minimise cost,
but I certainly would agree that they are
an irksome chore. Fit them first, and get
them out of the way.

Building up through the heights of the
components, starting with diodes, going
on to resistors, and so on is probably the
most satisfactory method of assembly.
Check the polarity of the capacitors
before and after `glueing' them in.
Tantalum caps take on the appearance
of a dried current when abused and they
also let out quite a bit of smoke, which
I am told is toxic! When fitting the
regulator, use a liberal amount of heat -
sink compound. No insulator is
required, and this helps thermal
conduction. The heat -sink is a home-
made affair, a piece of 18swg (fairly thin,
for those of you used to thinking in
metric) ally sheet with a hole in one end
for the fixing bolt, a righ-angle bend,
and a matt black coating. This should
not get hot to the touch; if it does, there
is something wrong. A test loop has been
included which enables the 5 volt line to
be isolated to assist with fault diagnosis.

Before fitting any i.c.s, the 5V line
should be checked, first with the test
loop open, and then with it in place.
Refer to the layout while fitting the i.c.s.
once you are satisfied the supply is
correct. For the first checks it is not
necessary to fit more than one PROM.

It may be as well to offer up the
completed board to the case, and
determine the length of flying leads
required to connect to the output socket.
Fitting this wiring and the socket at this
stage will make testing easier,
particularly if using a similar method of
test display as used by the author (see
photo). The type of socket is
unimportant, just make sure it can
handle the current. The author used a
50 -way D type, which are available from
a number of sources. Use any spare
connections in the plug for the low -volt
return. These should be connected to the
p.c.b. at the terminal adjacent to IC17.

When a 50 -way socket is used, this
will allow ten inputs to be connected in
this way.

To assist with fault finding I have
included oscilloscopes A to L from
strategic positions throughout the board.
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There is also a 'TEST' prom available,
along with some PROGRAM' PROMs,
so check the small ads in this edition.
The test PROM is designed to check
individual light outputs, the columns and
the lines, and is pretty mundane as far
as disco use goes. Do not forget, when
testing the playback unit, that the
outputs are open -collector. They are
current -sink devices: they have no

means of sourcing current. Therefore an
external power source is needed, and it
must be connected so that the collectors
of the outputs see a voltage higher than
the low return. This sounds obvious, but
it is just the sort of thing which is easily
overlooked, and it takes a few hours to
find!

In use, it has been found very useful
to have the LED board testpiece on

hand. It comes into its own when trying
to discover whether the cause of a non-
working lamp is the bulb or the driver.
Replacing the lamps with the I.e.d.s
soon shows where the problem lies.

Although there is no setting up to do,
you may wish to do the maximum or
minimum time-out periods of IC11. R8
and C8 can be altered within reason to
suit individual taste or need. The master

lig.15. Playback
p.c.b. details
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COMPONENTS . .

RESISTORS
R1
R2,R6,R7
R3,R8
R4
R5,R9
VR1

RN1

CAPACITORS
C 1,C7

C2
C3
C4,C8
C5
C6,C9
CIO

470k
39k (3 off)
4k7 (2 off)
lk
3k3 (2 off)
250k lin. with d.p.
mains switch
10k x 8 s.i.l.

100n disc ceramic
(2 off)
2200µ 16Velect
10µ 16Vtant
2µ 16V(2 off)
0.3n3 disc
10n disc (2 off)
47µ 16Vtant

DIODES
D 1,D2.133 ,D4, All 1N4148 or
D5,D6 equivalents

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1,IC8
IC2,IC5
IC3
IC4,1C11
IC6
IC7
IC9
IC10
1C12,1C13,IC14,

4049
4017
4040
555
2532
4081
4028
4013
4099 (5 off)

1C15,1C16
1C17,1C18,1C19, 2003 (5 off)
IC20,IC21
1C22 78M05

MISCELLANEOUS
TX1, 0-6/0-6 @ 6VA p.c. b. mounting
transformer (RS 207 829); REC 1,
bridge W0-01 (1A); neon indicator
with internal resistor, panel
mounting; fuse clips (2 off); panel
mounting fuse holder, 20mm; IEC
mains inlet socket and plug;
aluminium for heatsink, with
heatsink compound; 50 -way D -type
plug and socket set (or outlet socket
of choice); tinned copper wire, turret
tags, connecting wire, mounting
hardware; p.c.b.; case/box to suit
(see text).

EXTENSION PROM BOARD
CAPACITOR
C1

SEMICONDUCTORS
ROM2,ROM3,
ROM,ROM5
ROM6

22u 16Vtant

2532 (5 off)

MISCELLANEOUS
24 -way and 16 -way header/ribbon
cable assemblies (see text); 24 -way
sockets (6 off); 16 -way socket (1 off);
tinned copper wire; insulating
sleeving; p.c. b. ; mounting hardware.

For details of the p.c.b. design see
page 32 and the p.c.b. service.

clock is taken to a test point, TP3, and
can be enabled as follows: connect a
small jumper lead to zero volts (YP1)
and short the cathode of diode D6 to
the other end. This will prevent the '7'
reset pulse from triggering the flip-flop,
IC10, or from resetting the time out 55,
IC11. Thus IC4 is not reset on pin 4, and
the clock free -runs at about 40kHz. This
can be checked with a counter or scope
on TP3, and should be a nice 'clean'
square wave, of almost equal mark to
space.

While carrying out this test, any
program PROM will be addressed at the
full clock rate, so the display will be a
blur.

If the suppression lines are used, care
must be taken to ensure that they are
connected to the correct side of the load.
Failure to do so can destroy the output
drivers. Treat the suppression lines
exactly the same as the cathode of the
suppression diode usually connected
across the coil of a relay.

Connecting the low side of the 5V
power supply to mains earth was found
to reduce some problems encountered
with mains borne interference. If this
could prove to be a problem in your
particular environment, and earthing
does not completely clear the problem,
using an in line connector, like the one
used in the PROGRAMMER unit, will
almost certainly do so. EN
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SPECIAL REVIEW

REDBOXES REVIEW
BY RAY STUART

Red leader to control!

At long last, computers in the home can actually do something useful. Practical Electronics has for years been showing
how to build useful computer add-ons such as mains controllers, alarm systems, and detectors. Now, as we predicted,
a commercial "add-on system" is now available- Red Boxes. We can put it to the test and the results were quite impressive.

One area in which home computers
could usefully be employed is that of
home automation. Imagine having the
curtains automatically close when it gets
dark, and room lights turning on when
you enter a room. It is true this has been
possible for some time, but as this
usually requires extensive, and costly,
modifications to the house wiring not
many people have attempted to do it.
However, all this has changed thanks to
a new product called Redboxes.

WHAT IS THE REDBOXES
SYSTEM?

The Redbox system consists of a
number of units communicating with
each other, and a home computer, via
the existing house wiring by using a
technique called mains -borne data
transmission. This technique can be
likened to radio transmissions except the
transmission medium is the house wiring
instead of the air. In fact the devices
modulate a 129 KHz carrier with data
which is then injected onto the mains.
At the receiver this signal is separated
from the 50 Hz mains and demodulated
to reveal the data.The Red Boxes system
currently consists of three different
units, Red Leader, Red One and Red
Two and is available for a range of home
computers.

Red leader, as the name suggests, is
the system controller. It is a complete
6502 based microcomputer that runs its
own version of BASIC, about which
more will be said later. Red Leader is
programmed by a home computer via
an RS232 link. It should be noted,
however, that the home computer acts
only as a terminal and can therefore be
removed once Red Leader is
programmed where upon it transmits
and receives, via the mains, encoded
data to and from Red One and RedTwo.
Regular readers will not be surprised to
know that I tested the BBC Micro-
computer version.

Red One is an electronically con-
trolled 13 amp switch. It is simply
plugged into any convenient mains

socket and the appliance to be controlled
is plugged into Red One. Upon receipt
of an appropriate command from Red
Leader the appliance can be switched
on and off. In addition a small switch is

Photo.l. Red Boxes basic set-up

fitted to allow manual switching if
required.

Red TIvo is an infra -red sensor that
can detect movement over a wide angle
and up to a distance of several metres,
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it will also detect a fire. When either of
these is detected Red One sends a
message to Red Leader which can then
take appropriate action.

DATA SECURITY
The manufacturers claim that, even

though it would normally only be used

listed on the screen and evoked by
entering a single character. The system
responds by prompting the user for the
required information, thus it can be
operated without having to have any
knowledge of programming techniques.
However, compared with the other
mode, the range of operations is limited.

OCHE MICRO

RED LEADERF -
SOYA INT

LAMP. WATER
Y SET. etc

TAPERS 423

MEAT BEAM --

MOST
COMMUNICATIONS

INTERFACE

RED ONE
r -
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3A SAT

CPU PONS RAN

L

RED TWO

R DETECTOR

SINGLE [NIP
CONTROLLER

RAINS MODEM

SINGLE CHIP

CONTROLLER

MAINS MODEM

MOUSE
RING
MAIN

ITA WIT

Fig.1. Block diagram of the basic Red Box and starter kit

within one house, the system can
transmit data over a distance of about
400 metres; I successfully tried Red One
in a friend's house some 250 metres away.
Now you may think that with this kind
of range it is possible for two systems to
interfere with each other causing all sorts
of havoc, but you would be wrong. Each
Red One and Red Two has a unique
address, and in addition, each packet of
data has a secret key which is further
encrypted with a random number. This
random number is changed with each
transmission to further enhance security.
With almost one million device addresses
available and over 16 million keys the
possibility of more than one device being
accessed is prevented.

INSTALLING THE SYSTEM
Installing the system is straight-

forward as the units are simply plugged
into existing mains sockets as required.
One thing that infuriates me when I buy
electrical devices is to find, usually just
after the shops have shut, that I have
not got a spare mains plug. The manu-
facturers are obviously aware of this and
not only supply the units with fitted
mains plugs but also supply wall
mounting brackets, screws and wall
plugs. Once installed the system can be
operated in one of two modes. The first
mode allows the units to be controlled
by the home computer's keyboard, in the
other the home computer can be
removed whereupon Red Leader takes
complete control.

USING THE SYSTEM
The home computer is put into

terminal mode, (on the BBC simply type
*FX2,1), after which Red Leader is
switched on. The computer displays a
control panel via which the system can
be programmed. This is mode one. In
order to make the system user-friendly
this part of the programming is menu
driven. That is to say all commands are

First Red Leader has to know the
identity of any Red One and Red Two
units being used. Each unit has a unique
18 digit identity number which should
be entered together with an arbitrary
device name, LAMP for example. This
is repeated for all the devices used and
a list of them is displayed on the screen
together with their current status i.e. on
or off. Red Leader has a real time clock
which can also be set via the control
panel. Individual devices can be
switched on as required, be programmed
to switch on at a particular time and off
at another or be controlled by the status
of another device. For example, Red
One could be switched on when Red
Two detects movement. It took me three
attempts before I entered the identity
numbers correctly, so I was thankful that
the designers have provided a SAVE
command allowing the data to be saved
on the computer tape or discs, and a
LOAD command to transfer it back.The
menu has a QUIT command which
allows Red Leader to be programmed
in Red BASIC.

RED BASIC

Red BASIC is an extended version of
BASIC with a strong resemblance to
BBC BASIC.This is not surprising when
you learn that the head of Red Boxes is
none other than Chris Currey, co-
founder of Acorn Computers. The
additional statements and commands,
such as TELL and STATUS, allow units
to be monitored and controlled. If you
have used any version of BASIC before
you should have no problems using Red
BASIC. When Red BASIC is invoked it
responds by displaying the character as
a prompt, the unit can now be
programmed using the home computer
as a terminal. This is an important
feature as the home computer is not
required once the Red BASIC
programme is run.

A sample programme is shown
below: -

10 IF DEVICES = 0 THEN END
20 PRINT 'Name', 'Status'
30 FOR device= TO DEVICES
40 PRINT NAME$device,

STATUS$devices
50 NEXT device

When RUN the home computer will
display something like:

Name
LAMP
SENSOR

Status
ON
OFF

When the complete programme has
been entered it can be SAVEd and
LOADed to or from tape or disc.

With this sort of computing power
complex systems can be implemented.
Should it be necessary, the home
computer can remain connected to allow
user defined messages and graphics to
be displayed under control of Red
Leader.

APPLICATIONS
Applications for Red Boxes include

security systems and home automation,
and more as new units become available.
Further units currently under
development include analogue input/
output devices, light dimmer controls,
RS232 interface units, and door and
window contacts switches. The RS232
interface units will allow computers and
periphal devices such as printers to be
inter-connected. With a range of 400
metres it could allow you to
communicate with a friend's computer.
One addition I would like to see is a
battery backed RAM facility for Red
Leader so that a programme is not lost
due to a intermittent mains failure,
particularly important in a security
system.

STARTER PACK
A Red Boxes starter pack is available

for use with the BBC Micro,
Commodore 64 Spectrum 48K and 64K
and Amstrad computers. The pack
contains three units, Red Leader, Red
One and Red "No. Each unit is housed
in a custom moulded red plastic case and
supplied with a red mains lead and red
mains plug, hence the name Red Boxes.
The kit also contains the necessary
mounting brackets, screws and wall
plugs, and an RS232 cable to suit the
selected home computer. BBC users
should note that even though the
computer end of the RS232 lead is
marked TOP, it is fitted with this mark
facing the analogue port. I particularly
liked the easily understood 50 page user
guide, a refreshing change from those
supplied with some systems.

The starter pack costs £130 inc VAT,
additional Red Ones and Red 'Nos are
available at £36.95 each. Full details are
available from: General Information
Systems, Croxton Park, Croxton,
Cambridge, PE19 4SY. 1111
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CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECT

THE PE 30 PLUS 30
PART ONE BY GRAHAM NALTY

An amp of excellence!

The PE 30 + 30 is a very high quality amplifier with engineering features and sound quality well in advance
of any comparable manufactured amplifier. With its high quality case, it will look as well as sound attractive
in any hi-fi environment.

ITWAS
originally intended to aim the

PE 30 + 30 at a £100 budget, but this
proved too ambitious and I see no
advantage in sacrificing sound quality
for a lower price when more readers will
probably want to build their amplifier
better than the original - and this article
will give quite a few suggestions in this
direction. At the final count the cost of
building the PE 30 + 30 works out at
just over £140.

An audio amplifier needs a good clean
power supply free of ripple voltage
generated either by rectification or by
currents drawn by other amplification
stages. The power supplies are separate
right back to the mains transformer. This
results in much greater clarity and stereo
imagery than if one DC supply was used.
The circuits for low and high current
stages of the power amplifiers are
separated so that the high currents
drawn when speakers are being driven
at high levels do not affect the sensitive
input circuitry. A single power supply is
used for both output stages. Separate
circuits would result in better sound, but
would also add considerably to the cost
and size of the amplifier. However, the
separation of low current supplies to
different parts of the circuit is very cost
effective as the parts required are not so
Costly.

The disc preamps are built around very
simple circuitry using no negative
feedback. The first stage transistor is
biased via a resistor from a 1.2v supply
obtained using two conducting silicon
diodes in series. This gives a high input
impedance which enables lower value
high quality plastic film capacitors to be
used without compromise on space or
cost. A tantalum coupling capacitor is
used for the MC input. Although plastic
film capacitors would give better sound,
they would be more prone to hum
induced from the mains transformer.
Radio frequency interference rejection
is achieved with C2 in the MC stage and
with R12 and C5 in the MM stage.

The input switching permits the use of
disc plus two line inputs together with
record and play facilities for two tape
recorders. Although the tape sockets are
DIN type their signals should be

connected to the line (phone) sockets of
your tape recorder. Tape to tape dubbing
both ways is possible. Tape 1 button
depressed on its own enables the signal
playing to be recorded on to tape 2 and
to feed the power stages of the amplifier.
Tape 2 button depressed enables tape 2
signal to be recorded on to tape 1 and
to drive the amplifier output.
Depressing both tape buttons enables
the signal on tape 1 to be recorded on
to tape 2 whilst the monitor output of
tape 2 can be heard via the amplifier.
This facility may be quite useful when
you want to hear the output during
dubbing.

The tone amplifier input buffer is an
emitter follower (TR6). This feeds a
variable frequency network formed
from R27-R30, C14-C17 and VR3 and
VR4. As the sliders of the pots are
moved, the impedance of one leg of the
feedback chain increases whilst the
impedance of the other leg decreases.
The gain at any frequency is determined
by the ratio of the impedances of the
two parts of the network. The gain at
bass frequencies is controlled by VR3
and at treble frequencies by VR4.

Capacitor C18 is not used.
As the tone amp inverts the signal,

the power amplifier is connected in an
inverting mode so that the correct phase
response is achieved at the speaker
output. The power amplifier design is
fairly standard, but has a number of very
important features which are all very
relevant to sound quality.

1. Cascode transistorsTRll andTR12
not only improve .open loop high
frequency gain, but also improve power
supply ripple rejection as ripple present
in the supply lines are filtered by R41/
Dli and D12. This prevents ripple from
reaching the collectors ofTR9 andTRIO.

2. The use of two transistor constant
current sources TR13rf R14 and TR18/
TR17 achieves a much higher dynamic
impedance than the single transistor/two
diodes constant current source. The
dynamic impedance (and ultimately the
sound quality) can be further improved
by replacing R39 and R43 with constant
current diodes J505 and J507.

3. Cascode transistor TR16 holds the
collector of TR15 at constant voltage,
considerably improving its linearity.

4. The use of TO -220 type transistors

Photo.2.
External view
of the PE30+30

Photo.l.
Internal view
of the PE30+30

-------------------
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PE 30 PLUS 30
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Fig.2. Tone and power amp circuit diagram

for TR16 andTR18 and fitting them close
together on a joint heat sink achieves
fast dissipation of the changes in heat
caused by the varying level of the audio
signal. As a result, the junction
temperature is kept very steady and
changes in gain (giving rise to
Temperature generated distortion) due
to temperature variations is very greatly
and audibly reduced.

5. The bias transistor is a TO -220 type
of low thermal resistance. As a result the
bias transistor follows the changes in
temperature of the output devices very
closely and the amplifier sounds better
as a result.

6. The output transistors are
darlington types. The advantage is that
the drivers, being inside the package
have a low thermal resistance to the heat

sink without taking extra space.
7. As a result of the close thermal

tracking of the bias transistor, a lower
value emitter resistor can be used, giving
better linearity of the output stage. The
actual component quality affects the
sound and space is provided on the board
to fit a pair of Holco 1W 1R0 resistors
in parallel.

8. Holco resistors of high sonic
quality are used in the critical feedback
positions R34,R40,R42.

9. Space is provided for a second pair
of output transistors for readers who
require high output current capability.
Higher power can be obtained by using
a transformer with a 25-0-25v secondary.

All components except the mains
transformer, switch and reservoir
capacitors are mounted on a single p.c.b.

This reduces the internal wiring to a
minimum. Cables of fairly high current
rating should be used for wires to and
from reservoir capacitors and speaker
terminals (3-6A).

It is wise to follow a planned
procedure when building a project such
as this. Whenever I build a PCB, I follow
the same order - wire links, terminal
pins, diodes, resistors, semiconductors
and then capacitors. This way I avoid the
problem of trying to fit a small
component in the space between two or
more large capacitors. With the
availability of both four bar and five bar
resistor colour codes it is wise to have a
meter on hand to check resistor values
before inserting them into the board.

PART TWO: NEXT MONTH
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SPECIAL REVIEW

PE 30 + 30 AMPLIFIER
REVIEW

BY R.A. PENFOLD

Just to make sure that Graham Nalty was not blowing his own hi-fi trumpet too hard, we commissioned an independent
review of the PE 30 + 30 - these are the results.

"The results were as good as anything
that I've heard previously".

FT-1EN years or so ago, high quality
1 amplifiers were in great demand and

new designs, whether ready made or for
the home constructor, were generally
met with great enthusiasm. Interest in
hi-fi has waned somewhat over the
years, presumably due to a severe case
of 'seen it all before' syndrome. Recently
there has been a revivification of interest
in hi-fi due to the introduction of
compact disc players, and the very high
quality source signal that they provide.
The absence of 'hiss' and 'clicks' allows
the music, the complete music, and
nothing but the music to be heard, but
only if the amplifier and loudspeakers
are up to the task. Any lack of
performance in either department is
likely to be very much more apparent
than it would have been in the past, and
a lot of people who have bought compact
disc players have modernised other parts
of the system in order to do justice to
the new medium.
The PE 30 + 30 stereo amplifier is

intended to be an extremely high quality
unit suitable for use with any normal
signal source, including compact disc
players. It sports two tape input/output
sockets, a CD input, a tuner input, and
a cartridge input. A switch at the rear
enables the latter to be set to suit both
moving coil and moving cartridge types.
The low profile styling is made possible
by the use of a toroidal transformer and
horizontal mounting of the hefty
smoothing capacitors. Very high quality
capacitors, resistors, and semiconduc-
tors are much in evidence when the top
cover of the case is removed, with an
obvious lack of electrolytics in the signal
path. The design originates from 'Audio
Kits' incidentally, who specialise in very
high quality components for hi-fi use
including resistors which each cost the
sort of money that you would normally
expect to buy a hundred or even a
thousand of these normally cheap
components.

ACID TEST
Simply using the right ingredients

does not automatically provide palatable
results, so how does the PE 30 + 30

amplifier actually perform? A few quick
checks with the test equipment proved
little apart from the fact that the
amplifier is superior to my test gear.
Subjective tests are very much the in -
thing these days, and with two amplifiers
that have virtually identical specifica-
tions sometimes souding quite different,
this is quite understandable. The reason
this occurs is generally attributed to the
fact that real input signals are not steady
sinewaves, but complex and constantly
changing waveforms. Tests such as using
short bursts of signal will often reveal
differences that steady signals will not.

LOW HISS
Something that often lets down

otherwise excellent amplifiers is a poor
signal to noise ratio with the cartridge
preamplifier switched into circuit, but
this is certainly not the case with this
design. The use of special low noise
devices is presumably the reason for low
'hiss' level, particularly with the unit set
to the `MC' mode where the sensitivity
is very high (but with a low input
impedance) and conventional low noise
devices offer less than optimum results.
There is a total absence of the main hum
that afflicts some amplifiers.

Results during tests with various
records were very encouraging, and the
very high quality of reproduction
provided by this amplifier is undeniable.
Many amplifiers can provide good
results when dealing with medium power
levels and predominantly mid -band
frequency components. It is at the
extremes of the power and frequency
ranges plus rapid changes in dynamic
levels that sorts out the true super-fi
designs from the interlopers. Tests were
made with various types of difficult
material including cymbal crashes,
organ music, and Stravinski's 'Rite Of
Spring'. I am not a paid -up member of
the hi-fi writers union and so I will
refrain from waxing lyrical about this
amplifier, but it always gave a clean
sounding output with no signs of distress
on any of the test passages. Passages
having powerful high frequency signals
are less than convincing with many
amplifiers, including some up-market
types, but this design handles this type
of thing particularly well. The amplifier

used for test purposes was actually fitted
with a lower voltage mains transformer
than will be used in the final design, but
there was still plenty of power output
available and the unit would seem to be
conservatively rated at 2 x watts.

Being a very definite compact disc
fanatic I was keen to try out the amplifier
with some modern 'DDD' (fully digital)
recordings. I must admit to being a little
disappointed at the background noise
level with any of the high level inputs
selected. The 'hiss' was clearly audible
(even with the volume control set right
back) with one of these inputs selected,
and although the noise was never
apparent with a disc playing, even during
the quietest of passages, I feel that an
amplifier in this class should be better.
There are plenty of designs from ten or
more years ago which seem to achieve
a lower noise level.

In other respects the quality of
reproduction was all that could be hoped
for, the results were as good as anything
I have heard previously. I could not claim
to have heard all the super-fi amplifiers
ever made, but I have heard a number
of quality units and have previously
considered power MOSFET designs to
be the best. However, despite being
somewhat sceptical initially I would have
to rate this design with its bipolar power
and power Darlington devices at least
on a par with any MOSFET amplifier I
have ever heard.

CONCLUSION
The unit is mechanically strong and

neat, has all the inputs you are ever
likely to need, but apart from a
headphone socket and click -stopped
centre settings on the tone controls it is
free of any frills. However, it was
designed for the hi-fi enthusiast who is
interested first and foremost in sound
quality, and anything remotely gimmicky
is not normally included in designs of
this type (some do not even have tone
controls). The real test of hi-fi equipment
is whether or not you can listen to the
music remaining oblivious to its
presence. The PE 30 + 30 amplifier
passes this test apart from the noise level
on the CD input mentioned earlier. This
is only a minor quibble though, and it
would certainly not stop me from
building one.
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AFFORDABLE
ACCURACY

Quality Multimeters
from

ANALOGUE

HM102 BZ - 20kC) V DC. DC
voltage range; 2.5-1000V, AC volts
10-1000V; resistance 10k-1MC) DC
current 5-500mA + 10A, battery
and continuity test 112.50
HM -1015 - Rugged, Pocket sized
meter, for general purpose use
16 measuring ranges 17.50

Battery, Test Leads and Manual
included with each model.

Please add 15% for VAT
and 70p for P&P

Cirkit
A comprehensive range of
Analogue and (Pushbutton
or Rotary Switched) Digital
Models

DIGITAL
HC -7030
0.I"). Accuracy. Standard Model £39.50
HC -6010 (Illustrated above)
0.25% Accuracy. Standard Model .. £33.50
HC -5010T
0.25% Accuracy. TR Test Facility 539.50
DM -105
0.5% Accuracy. Pocketable £21.50

All models have full functions and
ranges and feature 3' 2 digit 05' LCD
display - low battery indication - auto
zero & auto polarity - ABS plastic casing
- DC AC 10amp range (not DM -105) -
Overload protection on all ranges -
battery. spare fuse, test leads and
manual.

Full details and specification from:

Cirkit Distribution Ltd
Park Lane, Broxboume, Herts ENIO 7NQ
Telephone (0992) 444111 Telex: 22478
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HIGH SECURITY LOCK KIT POWER STROBE KIT
Designed for use with Our
lock mechanism (701 150)

," this kit will Operate from a
9V to /5V supply drawing a
standby current of only
50uA. Mere are over 5000

possible 4 -digit combinations and the sequence
can be easily changed. To make tlings even
more difficult for an unauthonsed user an alarm
can be sounded after 3 to 9 incorrect entries -
selectable by means of a link. The alarm can
sound for a few seconds to over 3 minutes
durina which time the keyboard it. disabled
preventing further entries. A latched or
momentary output is available makiieg the unit
ideal for door locks, burglar alarms, car
immobilisers. etc. A membrane keyboard or
pushbutton switches may be used and a beep
sounds when a key is depressed. Kit includes
high quality PCB. all components, connectors,
high power plezo buzzer and full assembly and
user instructions.

XK121 LOCK KIT . £15.95
350 118 Set of keyboard Switches . £4.00
KB/2S 12 -Way Membrane Keyboard

£9.101
701 150 Electric Lock Mechanism £16.50

MICROPROCESSOR
TIMER KIT

Designed to con-
trol 4 outputs
independently
switching on and
off at preset times
over a 7 -day cycle.
LED display of
time and day, easily programmed via 20 way
keyboard. Ideal for central heating control
including different switching limes for
week -ends). Battery back-up circuit.
Includes box. 18 time settings.
CT600K £42.90
8K114 Relay Kit for CT6000 incledes PCB,
connectors and one relay. Will ac ept up to
4 relays. 3A/240V GO contacts ..... £4.30
701 115 Additional Relays £1.80

_11/

VERSATILE REMOTE
CONTROL KIT'

This kit includes
all components
(+ transformer)
to make a sensi-
tive IR receiver
with 16 logic out-
puts I0 -15V) which with suitable interface cir-
cuitry (relays, triacs, etc - details supplied)
can be used to switch up to 16 items of
equipment on or off remotely. The outputs
may pe latched (to the ast received code)
or momentary (on durirg transmission) by
specifying the decoder IC and a 15V stabil-
ised supply is available to power external
circuits.
Supply: 240V AC or 15-24V DC at 10mA.
Size (excluding transformer) 9 x r x 2 cms.
The companion transmitter is the MK18
which operates from a 9V PP3 battery and
gives a range of up to 60ft. Two keyboards
are available MK9 (4 -way) and MK10
(16 -way), depending on the numoer of out-
puts to be used.
MK12 IR Receiver (incl. transformer)

£14.85
MK18 Transmitter £7.50
MK9 4 -Way Keyboard £2.00
MK10 16 -Way Keyboard £5.95
601 133 Box for Transmitter £2.80

Designed to produce
a high intensity light
pulse at a vanable
frequency of 1 to
15Hz. this kit also
includes circuitry to
trigger the light from
an external voltage
source reg a

loudspeaker) via an
opto isolator
Instructions are also supplied on modifying the unit
for manual tnggenng, as a slave flash in photographic
applications or as a warning beacon in secunry
applications The kit includes a high quality pcb.
components. connectors. 5Ws strobe tube and full
assembly instructions. Supply 240V ac Size
75050445
10(124 Stroboscope Kit £12.50

X

8 WAY SEQUENCER KIT
The DL8000K is an 8 -way sequencer kit with
built in opto-isolated sound to light input
which comes complete with a pre-
programmed EPROM containing EIGHTY -
YES 80! different sequences including stan-
dard flashing and chase routines. The KIT
includes full instructions and all components
(even the PCB connectors) and requires
only a box and a control knob to complete.
Other features include manual sequence
speed adjustment, zero voltage switching.
LED mimic lamps and sound to light LED
and a 300W output per channel.
And the best thing about it is the price:

ONLY £28.50

DISCO LIGHTING KITS
DL1000K This value -for -money 4 -way
chaser features by -directional sequence
and dimming. 1kW per channel. . £17.50
DLZ1000K - A lower cost uni-directional
version of the above. Zero switching to
reduce interference. 69.85
13LAJ1 Optional opto input allowing audio
'beat/light response 70p
DL3000K -3-channel sound to light kit
features zero voltage switching, automatic
level control and built-in microphone. 1kW
per channel. £14.25

DVM/ULTRA SENSITIVE
THERMOMETER KIT

Based on the ICL
7126 and a 31/2

digit liquid
crystal display,
this kit will form
the basis of a

digitial multimeter (only a few additional
resistors and switches are required - details
supplied), or a sensitive digital thermometer
(-50°C to +150°C) reading 0-1°. The kit
nas a sensitivity of 200mV for a full-scale
reading, automatic polarity and overload
indi-cation. Typical battery life of 2 years
(PP3). £17.00

ELECTRONICS
13 BCSTON RD.
LONDON W7 3SJ
Tel: 01 567 8910
ORDERING INFORMATION:
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT

FREE P&P on orders over £20 (UK only), otherwise add 75p + VAT.
Overseas P&P: Europe £2.75. Elsewhere £6.50. Send cheque/PO/

Barclaycard/Access No. with order. Giro No. 529314002.
LOCAL AUTHORITY AND EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME

GOODS BY RETURN SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY

SEND 9" x 6" SAE & 50p FOR
CATALOGUE OR CALL AT
SHOP Mon -Fri 9-5 pm
Saturday 10-5 pm
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THE two most famous space -craft of
1986, Voyager 2 and Giotto, are

continuing their journeys. Voyager 2,
having left Uranus far behind, is now in
what is termed 'cruise mode' with most
of its experiments switched off, but it is
hoped that it will be in full operation for
the pass of Neptune in 1989. Giotto,
which had a rough ride through the heart
of Halley's Comet in March 1986, has
lost its camera, but many of the other
experiments are working, and it may
well be that further work can be carried
out. Giotto will be back in the
neighbourhood of the Earth in 1990, and
it is possible that it may be sent on to
rendevous with another comet.

Considerable attention is being paid
to the Sun at the present time. The last
maximum was curiously 'double', and
since then activity has been generally
rather low, though there have been
occasional outbursts - as at the time of
the perihelion of Halley's Comet. when

SPACEWATCH
BY DR PATRICK MOORE OBE

Our regular look at astronomy

Venus: the Schroter effect plus news from the two famous space -craft of
1986.

a solar flare blanked out all messages
from Pioneer Venus, which alone was in
a position to monitor the comet! During
1986 there have been many spotless
days. American astronomers now
forecast that solar minimum will occur
in July 1987, and the next maximum at
some time during the summer of 1991,
though it is never possible to tell just
how the Sun is going to behave. In any
case, we cannot expect major spot -
groups or displays or aurora' for some
time yet. Looking still further ahead, a
Chinese forecast gives a minimum in the
spring of 1998 and a maximum in the
autumn of 2002.

For some time we have been hearing
about 'gravitational lenses', which
involve a massive object splitting up the
light from a more remote source (usually
a quasar) and making the remote source
appear double. Seven instances have so
far been tracked down with fair
certainty. Now an American team has

found that QS0 2345 + 007, a double -
imaged quasar in Pisces, has an apparent
separation of over seven seconds of arc.
No visible lensing galaxy has been
found, and the researchers conclude that
the body responsible must be 'compact'.
with a mass at least thirty times that of
a large galaxy such as the Andromeda
Spiral. Just what this compact body may
be is still a matter for conjecture.

VENUS: THE SCHROTER
EFFECT

During this January, Venus is a
magnificent object in the morning sky -
even for British observers, though its
declination is well south of the celestial
equator. The planet reaches its greatest
western elongation (47 degrees) on the
15th, and the maximum magnitude is
-4.5, much brighter than any other star
or planet.

At western elongations, of course, the
phase steadily increases. Theoretically,

The Sky This Month
Wits time last year we were still looking forward to the
1 best part of the return of Halley's Comet. Now, alas,

the comet has disappeared from the view of all except
the owners of large telescopes. If you feel inclined to
look for it, the position on 1 January is RA I 1 h 29m.4,
declination 160S 16', close to the star Delta Crateris;
but it has lost its coma and tail, and now appears as
nothing more than a dim, blurred starlike object.

Of the planets, Mercury is out of view. Venus is a
brilliant morning object, and will be only 1.8 degrees
north of Saturn on the 24th, in the constellation of
Ophiuchus. Mars and Jupiter are close together in the
Pisces/Aquarius region, and are easily observable after
sunset. Jupiter, at magnitude -2.2, now far outshines
Mars, whose magnitude has dropped to 0.8 - about the
same as that of Aldebaran, though at opposition. Last
summer, Mars actually outshone Jupiter or any other
object in the sky apart from the Sun and the Moon.

The Moon is full on the 15th and new on the 29th.
There are only two eclipses during 1987, both of the
Sun - and neither is visible from the British Isles.

The main meteor shower this month is that of the
Quadrantids, which usually has a short, sharp
maximum, due this year on 4 January at 3h - early
morning. This should be a favourable maximum, and at
their best the Quadrantids can be really spectacular,
with a z.h.r. of at least 80. (The z.h.r., or zenithal hourly
rate, is the number of shower meteors which might be
expected to be seen with the naked eye by an observer

under ideal conditions, with the radiant at the zenith;
in practice, of course, these conditions are never
fulfilled, so that the observed rate is always less than
the z.h.r.)There is no known comet associated with the
Quadrantids, which derive their name from the old
constellation of Quadrans Muralis (the Mural
Quadrant) deleted from modern maps. The nearest
bright naked -eye star to the radiant is Beta Bootis, not
far from the brilliant orange Arcturus.

The brilliant winter star -groups now dominate the
night sky. Orion is at its best, fairly high in the south
after dark; the starry Belt points upward to the orange
Aldebaran in Taurus (the Bull) and downward to Sirius
in Canis Maor (the Great Dog), which shines as the
brightest star in the sky even though it is very feeble
compared with celestial searchlights such as Rigel in
Orion. Capella, in Auriga (the Charioteer) is almost at
the zenith. Close beside it you can see a triangle of
fainter stars, often nicknamed the Haedi or Kids; two
of these (Epsilon and Zeta Auriga) are remarkable
eclipsing binaries, and Epsilon is particularly strange
inasmuch as the eclipsing companion, which dims its
primary for a while every 27 years, has never been
directly detected. It was once believed to be a black
hole, but is now thought to be a smaller star surrounded
by an opaque cloud of material. Ursa Major, the Great
Bear, is in the north-east, with Cassiopeia high in the
north-west; in the east Leo, the Lion, has started to
come into view in the late evening.
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the illuminated part of the disk is 44 per
cent at the start of the month, exactly
50 per cent on the 15th (dichotomy or
half -phase), and 58 per cent at the end
of the month. Meanwhile, the apparent
diameter decreases from over 28 seconds
of arc to only 22 seconds of arc, as the
planet moves away. The phase will
continue to increase during the summer
until superior conjunction is reached on
23 August, by which time Venus will be
more or less behind the Sun and will
have been lost to view - though it will
soon reappear in the evening sky.

Telescopically Venus is somewhat
disappointing, because no definite
surface features are visible; the planet
is permanently veiled behind a layer of
cloud, and it was not until the space -
probe era that we had any real idea of
what the conditions there really are.
(They are not welcoming. The
emperature is intolerably high, the

atmosphere is made up chiefly of carbon

dioxide, the ground pressure is about 90
times as great as that of the Earth's air
at sea level, and the clouds contain large
amounts of sulphuric acid, while it seems
likely that there is much active vulcanism
on the surface.) But there is one minor
point which is of interest to observers.
When the planet is an evening object,
and waning, dichotomy is always early;
during morning apparitions, when the
phase is increasing, dichotomy is late.
This was first pointed out almost two
centuries ago by the great German
observer Johann Hieronymus Schroter.
I once nicknamed it 'the SchrOter effect',
and this seems to have become part of
astronomical terminology! It can
amount to several days.

I have given a full account of this
elsewhere*, but it is always worth a
check, if only because we are still not
sure of its cause - though it must be
linked with the planet's deep, dense
atmosphere. Observers usually have

difficulty in deciding the exact date of
dichotomy, partly because the
terminator (the boundary between the
sunlit and the dark hemispheres) is
sometimes irregular, and partly because
it nearly always happens that several
cloudy evenings or mornings intervene
at the critical time! But it seems safe to
assume that the next dichotomy will
occur around the 26th to 29th of January
rather than the theoretical 25th.

Whether Mercury, which virtually
lacks atmosphere, shows a similar
Schroter effect seems to be a matter for
debate, but the innermost planet will be
well placed during February, so that
energetic observers may care to check
its behaviour as compared with that of
Venus - though Mercury is, of course, a
much more difficult object to study.

*Tke Planet Venus; Garry Hunt and
Patrick Moore (Faber and Faber,
London, 1984).

ASTRONOMY NOW
Please send me the first six issues of NAME

"Astronomy Now" at a special price of ADDRESS
only £6.00. I also enclose cheque/postal order
made payable to Intra Press
(Please add for overseas)

EDITOR IN CHIEF: PATRICK MOORE OBE
FIRST ISSUE OUT FEBRUARY 1987
AS A READER OF PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS YOU ARE ENTITLED TO A 'PREFERRED
SUBSCRIPTION RATE'. POST THIS COUPON TODAY AND YOU WILL RECEIVE THE
FIRST SIX ISSUES OF "ASTRONOMY NOW" FOR ONLY £6.00 inc p&p- SAVING £1.50

PE BAZAAR

Logic Analyser Thurlby La -160 Buffers
and logic grabbers. Still in box, never
used. Cost £500 - offers. Paul Beldom,
No. 3 Manor Road, Huntanton, Norfolk
PE36 5AY. Tel: 04853 2940.
Wanted: Audio Video adapter for Philips
video VCR 2022. Mr S Trebicki, 85
Bardley Crescent, Tarbock, Liverpool
13S 1RJ.
PSION Micro £10. 7445783 £10.25;
6809E £3; 2765 £1.95; 4164 £1.00; 12V5A
PSU Cased £18.00. Nick Spiers, 114

Green Way, Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN2
3JN. Tel: 0892 44070.
Wanted: AAA Battery Holders, long flat
2x2's if possible. Adrian Mitchell, 78
Castlemore Avenue, Belfast BT6 9RG.
Watford rhythm generator £22;
Phonosonics reverb unit £18; Texas
speech synthesiser £35; TV sound tuner
£17. R.W. Hearn, 10 Speedwell Close,
Pakefield, Lowestoft, Suffolk NR33
7DU. Tel: 0502 66026.
Wanted: Service manual for Hewlett

Packard vacuum tube volt meter model
410B. M .0 . A . Chari , Ladersattravagen
97 3TR, 175 70 Harfalla, Sweden.
Opus discovery disc drive for spectrum
plus multiface, one 'Black Box' for sale
only £100 o.n.o. Stephen Jones, Flat 7,
2 Marine Gardens, Bideford, Devon
EX39 2BN.
68 Telescope with Motordriven
equatorial mount and camera adaptor
cost £942.90 in July 1986 sell for £650.
J. Lathaam, 15 Cartmell Avenue, St.
Helens, Merseyside WAIO 6QH. Tel:
0744 61727.
Parabolic Dish 48" x 12" steel painted
grey ex navy. First offer over £30.
Satellite TV? E.G. Priestley, FBIS, 6
Lynden Avenue, Windhill, Shipley, West
Yorkshire, BD181HETel: 0274 593382.
Engineer wanted for transmitter receiver
design construction, to share patent
right and exploit huge market. Lewis
Sautos, 174 Raeburn Avenue, Surbiton,
Surrey KT5 9ED. Tel: 01-399 6394.

UK101 Sound generator £8.50; eurocard
frame cabinet £23; Texas Speech
synthesiser £42; VDU console £60. R.
Hearn, 10 Speedwell Close, Pakefield,
Lowestoft, Suffolk NR33 7DU. Tel: 0502
66026.
Wanted: Golfball printer or typewriter.
Any condition considered provided
reliable. Mr. Bayes, 32 Kadon Road,
Burley, Leeds LS4 2HN.
48K Spectrum and Modem printer
recorder in exchange for good
oscilloscope 10Mhz minimum
bandwidth. David S. Jones, Garden flat,
72 St Pauls Road, Clifton, Bristol BS8
1LP. Tel: 6272 732382.
Softly 2 Eprom emulator and
programmer intermittent fault hence
only £95. Nick Sheldon, Hillside,
Kirstead, Norwich, Norfolk NR15 lEB.

wo 8" floppy drive cased with formatter
& PSU. Delivery negotiable. Sensible
offers.Telephone Keith on 06333 64697.
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LIQUID CRYSTAL
DISPLAYS

BY R.A. PENFOLD

The display technology of the future

Liquid crystal displays offer many advantages such as light weight, low power and decreasing cost and are
now finding their way into many applications which were traditionally catered for by CRTs. In the last few
years LCD technology has come a long way!

Isuppose there is a slight paradox in
that l.c.d.s (liquid crystal displays)

have been in common use for many years
now, but they are still the subject of a
great deal of research and development.
One reason for the continuing
development is probably the mediocre
performance of most early devices. This
was not just a problem of poor display
quality with low contrast and restricted
viewing angle, but also one of reliability.
Even today I.c.d.s are fussy about their
driver circuits and have an operating life
which is significantly less than that of
most other electronic components, but
some of the early devices deteriorated
to the point of being useless in under
two years, and in some cases in just a
few months. This led to several
manufacturers pulling out of l.c.d.
production or even going out of business
altogether. The effects of this are still
evident today, with noticeably fewer
companies producing 1.c.d. than (say)
I.e .d.s, or most other types of
components come to that.

The other reason for the continuing
development of l.c.d.s is that they lend
themselves well to applications which
require complex displays, such as
television receivers and computer
displays. In other words, the type of
application that would normally have a
conventional cathode ray tube (c.r.t.) to
provide the display. Although c.r.t.s have
themselves been the subject of a great
deal of research and development, they
do not rival I.c.d.s in terms of
compactness and power consumption,
and it is difficult to envisage them ever
doing so. L.c.d. technology has probably
progressed more than most people
realise, and there are now 'off the shelf'
devices available which go well beyond
the familiar 31/2 digit displays, watch
displays, and so on. High resolution
displays for computer use, pseudo
analogue displays, and even multicolour
displays for television applications are
now produced, and we are likely to be

FIg.l. (a) With now power applied to the electrodes the liquid crystal is in the 'relaxed'
state and light is able to pass through the cell. In (b) the cell has been activated,
shifting the orientation of the molecules and blocking the passage of most light.

seeing a great deal more of l.c.d.s in the
future.

LCD FUNDAMENTALS
Liquid crystal display technology is a

complex and confusing subject, and
there are actually several different
effects which can be used, giving rise to
more than one type of display. The
general scheme of things is to have two
transparent electrodes with a thin layer
of liquid crystal material in between
them, as in Fig. 1(a). Liquid crystal
materials produce a strong electro-
optical effect, and consequently this
layer can (and normally is) very thin
indeed, at typically 3 to 50p.m. The
molecules are rod shaped, and with no
signal applied to the electrodes (the
`relaxed' state) they are arranged in the
manner shown in Fig. 1(a) so that light
can pass through the device. The axis in
which the molecules are aligned is called
the director, and this is indicated by the
arrow in Fig. 1(a). By applying a suitable
potential across the two electrodes the
orientation of the molecules changes to
that depicted in Fig. 1(b), and the
passage of light through the device is
blocked.

In this basic form the display must rely
on a backlight to provide a light source
that causes the transparent segments of
the display to apparently light up when
they are in the transparent state. When
using a filament bulb or other electrical
light source this method can be a bit
pointless, since the main advantage of
liquid crystal displays is their very low
power consumption, which would
obviously be sacrificed by adopting an
electrically backlit method. A more
common arrangement is one which has
the electrode acting as a reflector so that
in the relaxed state ambient light is
reflected from this electrode and out of
the device, but when energised the path
of the light is blocked. The area around
the segments of the display is made
reflective to match appearance of
relaxed state segments, and the display
therefore provides the familiar black
energised segments on a silver-grey
coloured background.

An obvious advantage of a passive
display such as a liquid crystal type over
emissive types such as light emitting
diode displays is that under bright
conditions they are not rendered
unreadable. On the other hand, they are
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Sections through twisted nematic
liquid crystal in the relaxed state (the
molecules when activated).

less than ideal for applications where
they will be used in low lighting levels.
There are ways of rendering these
displays readable in darkness without
sacrificing the low power consumption,
and one of these is to have a form of
backlighting which relies on a chemical
light source that will last around five to
twenty years (the modern equivalent of
the old luminous hands and numerals on
watches and clocks). Another is to have
a miniature bulb to provide backlighting
when a switch is activated. Although
displays of this type are often referred
to as `backlit' types, the ones I have
encountered have in fact been
illuminated from the front. Both
solutions are less than perfect, and in
applications where a display is likely to
be read in low light levels and power
consumption is not a major
consideration (such as clock radios),
light emitting diode and other forms of
emissive display are still the more
common choice.

A liquid crystal of the type described
above is the basic 'nematic' type, and
although many of the early displays were
of this type, modern displays are
generally of the `cholesteric' or 'twisted
nematic' type. The problem with the
basic nematic displays is that they are
only readable over a rather narrow range
of viewing angles, and well off axis the
active segments completely disappear.

With a twisted nematic display the two
electrodes are coated with a material
that lines up the molecules in a certain
way, but the electrodes are positioned at
90 degrees to one another. This gives a
structure of the type shown in Fig. 2
which represents three slices taken
through the liquid crystal material (at
each electrode and half way between the
two). The point to note here is that the
director twists through 90 degrees from
one electrode to the other. With
cholesteric liquid crystals there is the
same twisting of the director, but by
greater amounts.

If the pitch of the `twist' is suitable,
light travelling through the liquid crystal
will be twisted or changed in phase. By
applying a potential across the
electrodes the molecules are made to
shift more or less perpendicular to their
relaxed state positions, and light passing
through the device is then no longer
subjected to the phase change. In itself
this does not provide the ability to
enable or block the passage of light
through the device, but with the aid of
polarising filters light of one phase can
be blocked while light of the other phase
is not. The usual arrangement is for light
to be steered through the cell when it is
in the relaxed state, and blocked when
it is activated. The way in which this
system operates is illustrated in Fig. 3.
This system is not just suitable for backlit
displays, and it will work properly in
conjunction with a reflector. It provides
displays of good contrast over a wide
range of viewing angles.

GUEST -HOSTS
The guest -host effect is obtained by

adding special dyes known as
`pleochroic' dyes to the liquid crystal,
and these have rod shaped molecules
which tend to align themselves in
sympathy with the liquid crystal
molecules. Thus the dye molecules are
the `guests' of the liquid crystal 'host'
molecules, and it is from this that the
name of the effect is derived.

A pleochroic dye absorbs light more
or less strongly depending on whether
the light is polarised parallel or
perpendicular to the axis of the rod -like
molecules. By changing the orientation
of the director the axis of the dye
molecules is also shifted, and in
conjunction with a polarising filter a
change in colour can be obtained. In
other words a sort of voltage controlled
optical filter is produced, and it would
presumably be quite accurate to describe
a device of this type as a v.c.f. Provided
the dye and liquid crystal molecules are

accurately matched, and the absorption
of the dye is relatively high so that only
a small quantity is required, this system
can be very effective with a reasonably
short response time.

RELIABILITY
Reliability problems were mentioned

at the beginning of this article, and these
all revolve around maintaining the liquid
crystal free from any contamination.The
easiest way of producing contamination
is to drive the device with a d.c. signal.
It is a common misconception that liquid
crystal displays will not respond to d.c.
drive signals, but in fact they will do so.
However, this gives so-called `burning'
of display segments which fail to work
properly after a fairly short period of
operation (as little as a few hours). What
actually happens is that an electrolytic
action produces contamination which
soon renders the liquid crystal material
useless.

Using an a.c. signal is the standard
approach to avoiding electrolytic
problems, but in order for this method
to be effective it is essential to have no
significant d.c. component on the drive
signal. In the case of liquid crystal
displays the d.c. component normally
has to be kept to less than about 25mV
to 50mV.

The liquid crystal cells must be
hermetically sealed as they would
otherwise react with the atmosphere,
particularly with any water vapour in the
atmosphere, which could lead to
chemical decomposition. It is also
important that the electrodes or any part
of the display that comes into contact
with the liquid crystal material will not
eventually cause contamination that will
lead to the failure of the device.

Most modern liquid crystal displays
have an `expected' operating life of at
least five years, and are certainly
superior to the original devices in this
respect. On the other hand, an operating
life of this order is much less than that

In the "relaxed" state the cell produces a 90 degree twist which steers the light
through the polarizers. When activated the twisting effect is eliminated, and the light
is blocked by one of the olarizers.
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of most other types of electronic
component, including l.e.d. displays
(only about half that of filament
displays!). It means that with some of
the cheaper products that use liquid
crystal displays, including many watches
and calculators, the life of the product
is likely to be determined by the staying
power of the display, since the cost of
replacing the display would almost
certainly be greater than the value of the
product. I have certainly had one or two
products with liquid crystal displays
which have fallen into this category.

With more expensive products such as
cars and up-market cameras it would
obviously be financially viable to replace
a failing display, and with something like
an expensive camera which might be
expected to last for twenty to thirty years
(and quite possibly much longer), there
is the prospect of having to replace the
display several times during the lifetime
of the product, assuming that
replacements remain available. The
adoption of liquid crystal displays in
many expensive products would tend to
suggest that the manufacturers of these
goods have faith in the medium and long
term reliability of these devices, or is it
simply that there is presently no viable
alternative in applications that require
micropower operation? This is
something that will become apparent in
the fullness of time.

DRIVING
Liquid crystal displays are not

normally in the form of completely
separate cells for each segment of the
display, but usually have a common
lower electrode which is termed the
backplane, with individual connections
to the other electrodes. Most circuits
which use liquid crystal' displays utilize
special driver integrated circuits which
provide suitable a.c. drive signals. This
is not achieved by earthing the
backplane and feeding the other inputs
with a.c. signals, and the most common
arrangement is to drive the backplane
with a squarewave signal which has an
accurate 1 to 1 mark -space ratio. This
signal is often generated via a divide by
two flip/flop circuits which ensures a
suitably accurate mark -space ratio. The
individual segment electrodes are then
driven from an open circuit output if they
are to be switched off, or connected to
an accurate mid -supply reference point
if they are to be activated.The backplane
is switched symmetrically either side of
the reference level giving the required
a.c. signal across the activated cells.

There is an alternative arrangement
where each segment is driven from an
ordinary logic signal via a two input
exclusive OR gate, with the spare inputs
and the backplane driven from a
squarewave signal. This general
arrangement is outlined in Fig. 4. If you
work out the signal produced across a
cell for each of the two input logic levels

you will find that with the input low the
squarewave signal appears at both the
individual cell input and at the
backplane. In other words there is no
potential difference across the cell, and
it is set to the relaxed state. With the
input taken high things are very
different, and the exclusive OR gate
effectively becomes an inverter. This
gives antiphase squarewave signals
across the cell, driving it with an a.c.
signal with a peak to peak value of
almost double the supply voltage.

exceptionally slow by electronic
standards, they appear to change quite
crisply and cleanly and they are much
improved in comparison to these early
types. The slowness of the response is
due to the viscosity of the liquid crystal
material which prevents a very rapid
realignment of the molecules.

A real drawback of the slow response
time is that it prevents the use of
multiplexing in multidigit displays. In
fact multiplexing of small displays is
possible, but there is relatively little to

(!)

SOUAREWAVE
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F1g.4. Driving an 1.c.d. via XOR gates

The drive voltage requirement varies
between about two and twenty volts
peak to peak, and operation from low
voltage battery supplies is possible with
many devices. There is usually plenty of
latitude as to the precise drive voltage,
with higher voltages generally giving
wider effective viewing angles. Most
modern displays are usable over a
viewing angle range of around plus and
minus 60 degrees. Of course, the real
attraction of liquid crystal displays is
their low drive current requirement, and
something like a 31/2 digit display with
all segments activated would typically
require a total of only about 2 or 3p,A
of drive current. This compares with
about 100 to 300mA for a comparable
high efficiency l.e.d. display.

The acceptable range of drive
frequencies is normally quite restricted,
with 30 to 100 Hertz being typical. Allied
to this is the relatively slow response
time of typically around 75 to 100ms. In
fact some early types seemed to find it
difficult to keep up with a one second
count on a clock display, giving a
decidedly blurred image, and although
modern liquid crystal displays are

be gained by multiplexing these, and it
is with medium and large displays that
multiplexing has the most to offer. There
is an alternative to multiplexing that has
been adopted for some displays, and this
technique is known as `triplexing'. It is
basically just a 'rows' and 'columns'
arrangement which enables displays as
large as eight digit types to be driven
from a single integrated circuit (albeit a
40 pin type in most cases).The necessary
drive signals are highly complex though,
and it is only a practical proposition
when using a special driver integrated
circuit. Actually most liquid crystal
displays have matching driver devices
and it is unusual for them to be driven
in any other way. Although single and
double digit l.e.d. displays are readily
available, there seems to be no liquid
crystal equivalent to these. A 31/2 digit
type seems to be the most simple form
of liquid crystal display that is widely
available.

DEVICES
A useful range of standard multidigit

liquid crystal displays is available,
ranging from simple 31/2 digit types to 8
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digit triplexed displays. Many types have
additional segments to provide `+' and
-' indication, tan. low' indication, etc.

For every liquid crystal display you are
almost certain to find a matching driver
of some kind, and popular choice for
home -constructor projects is the
ICL7106 digital voltmeter chip driving a
standard 31/2 digit display.

Liquid crystal displays now go well
beyond simple multidigit displays
though, and a lot of much more complex
displays are now being produced. The
most widely available of these are the
alphanumeric displays. These are not
exactly new and have been around for
a number of years, but the original types
tended to have limited capacity (about
16 digits) and high cost. The latest types
offer typically something like two rows
of 40 digits, with each digit being made
up from a 5 x 7 dot matrix. In other
words, the display has around 1400 cells,
which could obviously make driving the
device something of a nightmare. In fact
there is no problem here as these devices
have built-in drivers, and from the
interfacing point of view they are very
much like an ordinary microprocessor
peripheral device. The built-in drivers
are more than that, and they often
provide an extended ASCII character
set, plus facilities such as a flashing
cursor and left or right scrolling. With
some justification these are often termed
`intelligent' displays.

Taking the RS range of alphanumeric
displays as an example of what is
available, these range from a simple 16
x 1 type to a 40 x 4 display. They are
suitable for interfacing to both 4 and 8
bit systems (although 4 bit systems are
often regarded as obsolete they are still
widely used in some Control
applications). An integral character
generator ROM provides a range of 192
characters including the full ASCII set,
and there is provision for up to eight
user defined characters. The devices are
governed via a number of control
registers which enable the desired
display to be produced with a minimum
of work by the microprocessor (and the
programmer).

The obvious application for these
displays is in portable computer
equipment, but they are also suitable for
such things as shop window displays and
medical or other monitoring
applications. Obviously ordinary
monitors could be used in these
applications, but these are less than ideal
for situations where they will be left
unsupervised or only partially
supervised for long periods of time.
Liquid crystal displays are far safer,
offering far less of a fire hazard.

A facet of liquid crystal displays which
is sometimes exploited is the ease with
which display segments of practically an)
desired shape or size can be produced.
The guise in which this most often
appears is the pseudo analogue display.

Although digital displays have
advantages in terms of accuracy and lack
of reading error, there are certain
applications (notably vehicle displays)
where they have proved to be less than
100 per cent effective. The problem
seems to be that it takes time to read a
digital display, even a large type, with a
consequent break in concentration.
After a little familiarisation with an
analogue display it can be read literally
at a glance.

Pseudo analogue displays can take
many forms, but the basic idea is to have
a normal analogue scale with a series of
pointers along the scale. By activating
the appropriate pointer the requried
reading can be generated. Note that this
is not a genuine analogue display in that
there is only a limited number of pointer
positions available, whereas with a true
analogue display an infinite number of
positions is possible.

As far as I am aware there are no 'off
the shelf' pseudo analogue liquid crystal
displays available, not even in the form
of a simple bargraph type. Companies
such as Epson (of printer fame) offer a
custom display service to OEMs,
including the 'black -shutter' range,
some of which will operate over an
impressive temperature range of -30 to
+80 degrees centigrade, and are
primarily aimed at automotive
applications. These displays use
conventional guest -host principles, and
consist of a black panel with segments
which become transparent when
activated. They are used with
backlighting to offer a high contrast of
16 to 1 or more with a wide viewing
angle.

LARGE DISPLAYS
In the past it has been normal for lap -

held computers to have displays which
provide something like two or four lines
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Photo.2. High contrast black shutter
l.c.d.

of forty characters per line, and while
these are quite usable in many
applications, such a small display has
severe limitations and is often difficult
to use. Recently introduced lap -held
machines have often been equipped with
much larger displays, and liquid crystal
types offering the full 640 x 200 high
resolution IBM mono graphic mode are
now produced.

The first high resolution displays were
not well received by the computer press,
and the machines that used them
achieved only limited sales success.
Things move on, and the latest displays
have been improved by the use of anti-
glare treated polarisers, and a new
development from Epson is the use of
s.t.n. (super -twisted nematic)
technology With displays of this type the
90 degree twist of a standard twisted
nematic display is increased to 180
degrees or more, and the polarisers
provide a bifringence effect rather than
a shutter type.The practical result of this
is an improved contrast ratio of 4.5 to 1
or more, but with a reduction in the
response speed (about 300ms at room
temperature). As these displays are
intended for word processing and the
like rather than space invaders this
reduction in speed is acceptable.

Photo.I. EG 2201$-AR 128x64 dot graphic module
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Photo.3. Graphic l.c.d. with X -Y touch
key overlay

For battery powered portable
equipment large liquid crystal displays
are a very attractive proposition, with
the Epson EG-7003 l.c.d. module, for
example, having 640 x 200 dot
resolution, a size of 290mm x 154mm x
just 11.5mm thick, a 266 x 119mm
viewing area, and a typical supply
current of only 20mA. No current
cathode ray tubes offer a similar display
area together with such a small overall
size and low power consumption. The
EG-7003 is an STN display which is
available with either silver or yellow
background colour - TN types are grey/
green in colour. Special driver devices
are available for these complex liquid
crystal displays, and the latest idea from
Hitachi is a driver device designated the
HD6345 which provides software
compatibility with the 6845 CRT
controller chip (as used in the IBM,
BBC, and Amstrad computers amongst
others).

TELEVISION
So far in the UK miniature television

sets with liquid crystal displays have
failed to make much impact, but it is
early days yet and they could well turn
out to be the next electronic 'craze'
product. To say the least, there are
problems in producing a liquid crystal
display having suitable characteristics
for television use. Response time is one
obvious problem, and the large number
of pixels required is another. The
resolution of the 625 line television
system justifies the use of around
500,000 pixels, but with a miniature
television having a screen size of about
two inches (diagonally) far fewer pixels
gives acceptable picture quality. Current
liquid crystal screens use resolutions
from 15290 (139 x 110) to 52800 (240 x
220) pixels. This still leaves massive
problems to be solved.

The screens use a system of
multiplexing, and it is not that difficult
to produce a complex rows and columns
type display. In its most basic form the
rows electrodes are placed on one glass
substrate with the columns electrodes
fitted on the other. A more complex
arrangement has the usual common
electrode with the rows and column

electrodes placed on the opposite face
of the display. By activating each row in
turn, and then activating the required
pixels in that row by driving the
appropriate column inputs, a process
which has strong similarities to a
standard television scanning process is
produced. The problem is the relatively
short time during which each pixel is
addressed, and the consequent low
contrast of the display.

Epson's solution to the problem is to
use a system called 'active -matrix
addressing', and with this method some
active circuitry using t.f.t.s (thin film
transistors) is an integral part of the
display. The general idea seems to be to
have the scanning signals activate
transistors which drive each pixel cell for
the amount of time needed to give a
good contrast display, rather than just
for the brief period when the scanning
signal addresses a pixel. The results are
certainly impressive, and the picture
quality is about as good as the small
picture area permits. The screen area of
these sets is perhaps rather less than one
might expect, and it has to be
remembered that screen sizes are always
the measurement from corner to corner,
not the screen width. Thus a two inch
screen actually measures only about 1.6
by 1.2 inches, which is only about 1.9
square inches.The 2.7 inch screens fitted
to some of these televisions actually
gives a screen area not far short of
double this (about 3.5 square inches).

The screens of all these televisions are
minute by the standards of conventional
sets, and even by normal portable
standards, but they are intended for
viewing distances of only about 300mm
and give quite good results when used
in this way. The screens are of the backlit
variety, and normally use ambient light
as the light source although electric
backlights are often available as an
optional extra. The screen is viewed via
a mirror which provides a convenient
viewing angle, as well as enabling the
area around the screen to be a dark
background, even though the screen
itself will normally be against a bright
background (the light source).

Liquid crystal colour screens have yet
to appear in the UK, but they do exist
already in products for Japan and the
USA, and will presumably arrive here
in the not too distant future. A colour
display is produced using what is
effectively three sets of cells with each
one fitted with a minute red, green, or
blue colour filter. In other words what
is really just the standard RGB approach
applied to the new type of display.
THE FUTURE

It seems a fair bet that liquid display
crystal devices will continue to get bigger
and better, and will steadily replace
c.r.t.s, perhaps even appearing in full-
size high definition colour sets before
too long. C.r.t.s have reigned supreme

for a great many years and they are
certainly well overdue for replacement
by a modern high-tech display.
Improvements in portable television
displays and computer displays seems to
be a more likely development in the
short term, with perhaps a high
resolution multicolour graphics screen
being the obvious next stage. The
problem of limited lifespan is less of a
drawback in applications which would
conventionally be handled by c.r.t.s,
since the latter have similarly restricted
lifespans.

Liquid crystal displays have achieved
little success in test equipment such as
oscilloscopes, where they lack
compatibility with the standard type of
circuitry due to their slow response
speeds. They are better suited to
applications such as digital storage
oscilloscopes, and have already
appeared in such instruments. Perhaps
low cost instruments of this type will
eventually be developed, together with
inexpensive circuitry to enable standard
liquid crystal graphics displays to
operate in equivalents to conventional
oscilloscopes.

There is an alternative type of liquid
crystal effect known as the `smectic'
type, which exploits the temperature
phases of liquid crystals. This effect can
be used to produce displays which
effectively have a memory, with the
liquid crystal material being electrically
heated to enable the required display
pattern to be set in the normal way, and
then allowed to cool to 'freeze' this
pattern permanently in place, or at least
until the display is activated again.
Whether this type of display has many
worthwhile practical applications is
debatable. Television sets which can be
hung on the wall like paintings already
exist, perhaps someone will make a
fortune with smectic displays selling
them as programmable pictures.

An interesting development in liquid
crystal technology is the Epson 'touch
key' display. This is basically a standard
display with a membrane keyboard
positioned over it, but the keyboard is
formed from glass and a sheet of flexible
transparent film with transparent
electrodes. It does not therefore obscure
the view of the display, and provides a
touch screen for menu selection (or
whatever). There are two types
available; an `X/Y' matrix type, and the
'A/D' variety which is read via an
analogue to digital converter.

In the early days of liquid crystal
displays there was speculation in the
photographic press that they would
eventually replace conventional
mechanical shutters in cameras. This
speculation was probably just grounded
on the fact that Seiko produced camera
shutters and also produced liquid crystal
displays, rather than technical feasibility
at that time. As far as I know there has
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yet to be a camera fitted with a liquid
crystal shutter, and there are a number
of severe problems that have to be
overcome before such a set up could
work satisfactorily. At present contrast
ratios of about fifty to one or more can
be achieved, but in order to give no
significant light loss when taking the
picture, and to avoid 'fogging' between
exposures, a contrast ratio many times
this figure would be required. Liquid
crystal devices are slow even by
mechanical standards, and shutter
speeds of around 1ms look to be well
out of range with current techniques. No
doubt these problems can be overcome,
but with so-called 'still video' cameras
making rapid progress, the liquid crystal
shutter for conventional cameras could
be irrelevant before it becomes a reality.
Still, it is an example of the sort of
application where this technology could
suddenly take over, and liquid crystal
technology is not necessarily limited to
display applications. Ell

Photo.4. EG8001$-AR 640x 400 (80 characters x50 lines) super TN graphic

TECHNOLOGY FEATURE

MICROWAVES
PART TWO - BY ANDREW ARMSTRONG

Whats cooking in technology today?

CONTINUING from last month, we now
take a close look at more applica-

tions of microwave technology.

Doppler radar also has many applica-
tions requiring less precision than
previously described. Traffic lights used
on roadworks are increasingly fitted with
doppler radar to detect the approach of
vehicles. There is then no problem with
stationary objects being falsely
registered as waiting vehicles.

The doppler modules used are not
direction sensitive, and the control units
seem to be fitted with a counter which
changes once a few vehicles are waiting.
On an otherwise empty road, the lights
can sometimes be induced to change if
one reverses a little and approaches the
lights again a couple of times.

The limited beamwidth of the doppler
module prevents it from falsely
triggering on vehicles passing the other
way, so long as it is angled correctly.

The other application of doppler radar
is intruder alarms. Radar modules for
this purpose are very simple, and
generally use a gunn diode for
transmitting. A small amount of

transmitter power is leaked through to
the receiver and mixed with the reflected
signal to form a beat frequency. If the
intruder could move at the speed of an
elderly snail, he might avoid detection,
but in general these types of alarm are
effective and reliable.

COMMUNICATIONS
For some years microwaves have

played a major role in communications,
and it is a role which is growing in
importance. The glamour industry at the
moment is satellite television, but
Telecom were using microwave links to
carry calls before they were split from
the GPO.

The Telecom trunk network traffic is
currently split approximately equally
between microwave links, coaxial
cables, and optical fibres. It is expected
that both the microwave and optical
fibre shares will expand at the expense
of coaxial cable.

The microwave links operate between
Telecom towers, and are now mostly
digital.

4GHz and 6GHz bands are used, with
bandwidth and power depending on the
application. An analogue system would

use 18MHz for a 960 channel link, or
19MHz for an 1800 channel link. The
small difference in bandwidths is due to
the supervisory channels and the guard
bands. For these types of link, 10W
transmitters are used, which means that
7.7W reaches the antenna after losses.

In the case of a digital system used to
transmit a television signal, a digital
information rate of 140Mbits/second is
needed. The r.f. bandwidth used
depends on the modulation scheme
used. Four phase modulation needs
134MHz, while 16 level q.a.m.
(quantised amplitude modulation)
needs 34MHz, and 64 level q.a.m. needs
only 6MHz. This last is down almost to
the analogue bandwidth, and the
obvious question is "Why not use
analogue?" The answer is that using a
level quantised signal the original can
be reconstituted exactly unless
interference equivalent to at least half a
level occurs.

Of course, the more levels of q.a.m.
that are used the less interference and
fading can be tolerated. This is a fine
example of the tradeoff between
bandwidth and transmitter power which
is so often relevant to microwave
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communications. Even so, the
transmitter powers used in the digital
links are lower than in analogue links.
Powers range from one to four watts.

Not only are television signals routed
round the country via the Telecom
towers, but feeds from different regions
are automatically switched at the towers.

Telecom also provide short haul
microwave links, for example to office
blocks in areas where there are not
enough telephone lines, and they will
provide private circuits, for example
where a computer centre has to be
connected to several major users.

Communication to North Sea oil rigs
is provided by using very high powered
microwave transmitters and high gain
aerials, and relying on tropospheric
scatter to feed through a small signal
even when it is over the horizon. For
this purpose, the 2GHz band is used.

Last but not least on the Telecom
front, about half the transatlantic phone
calls are not via satellite. There is
generally no distinguishable difference
between satellite and undersea cable
links, but sometimes there is an echo on
the satellite link due to the greater delay.

Higher powers and different bands are
used for satellite communications.
Uplinks on the 14GHz band run 500W
and 1000W and downlinks on the 11GHz
band use 10 to 20W

The subject of satellite television has
recently been covered in Practical
Electronics and it needs no more
exposition here.

INSTRUMENT LANDING
SYSTEMS

The availability of a highly directional
beam makes microwaves ideal as a
means to detect and control aircraft
position on approach and landing.
Lower frequency systems can suffer
from the effects of reflection from
nearby buildings, etc.

At present a doppler system is being
considered, in which a moving and a
fixed source of the same microwave
frequency are provided at the runway.
The doppler shift of the moving source
relative to the fixed one will be
proportional to the cosine of the angle
between the aircraft and the line of the
moving source. The moving source is in
fact a commutated line array, which
produces the same effect.

The use of two arrays at right angles
can provide azimuth and vertical
information.

Britain's first microwave landing
system (m.l.s.) is on trial at Heathrow
Airport. The system, manufactured by
Plessey, will initially be used only on one
runway, and will be backed up by the
present instrument landing system. The
International Civil Aviation
Organisation intends to make m.l.s. its
preferred standard by 1988.

A major reason for this is to reduce
the problems of reflection from
surrounding buildings and hills which
bug ordinary ILS. Some five per cent of
the world's airports cannot use the
present type of ILS at all.

HAZARDS
When microwave cookers were less

common in Britain than nowadays, there
was a period of serious concern about
the health hazards associated with
microwaves. In particular, there was the
fear that microwaves could cause
cataracts, and that there was enough
leakage from some domestic microwave
cookers to constitute a serious risk.

Most of the anxiety has died down,
but some information has emerged. Any
heating of the eye can increase the risk
of cataracts, as can exposure to any
ultraviolet or even far blue light. The
most plausible cause of damage to the
eye by microwave radiation was through
simple heating. Any given 'safe'
exposure limit for the whole body might
be too high for the eye, which has blood
supply only to the periphery, and
consequently cannot dispose of
excessive heat rapidly.

Heating of body tissue is the only
scientifically accepted cause of health
damage due to exposure to microwave
radiation. There has, however, been
some speculation that damage can occur
even at exposure levels too low to cause
significant heating of the eye, let alone
any other part of the body. How this
could happen is not clear, because we
know from quantum theory that the
frequency is far too low to cause
ionisation, and hence to induce any
known chemical change.

Is this a case of popular myth without
any factual basis, or is there some subtle
but as yet undiscovered effect at work?
Evidence in support of the latter comes
from Russia. The Russian limit for
exposure to microwaves is set at 10µW/
cm2, while in Britain it is 10mW/cm2.
Perhaps they know something we don't.
On the other hand, there has not been
a rash of illnesses attributed to
microwave exposure now that
microwave cookers are ubiquitous.

You must make up your own mind,
but you are well advised not to peer too
closely into the microwave cooker while
it is running, just in case . . .

SHARP END TECHNOLOGY
At present, work is going on to

combine microwaves and optics,
particularly in the field of phased arrays.
The idea of a phased array is to have an
antenna consisting of many elements,
each having a carefully controlled phase
and amplitude response to produce
whatever directional characteristics are
required. This is of particular interest for
military radar systems, such as early
warning radar. For general surveillance,
a wide beamwidth is needed, but for

tracking a target once it has been found
a narrow beamwidth is needed.

If a phased array could be made with
all its elements rapidly adjustable under
computer control, then it could both
scan and track. At present separate
radars are needed for this purpose.

In order to move towards this ideal,
an array of individual transceive
elements is used, and in recent research
the local oscillator to each one is a laser
signal supplied via an optical fibre. The
laser signal is modulated with the
microwave local oscillator signal, and
the phase of the signal to each element
may be adjusted by controlling the
optical path length. An optical i.c. would
perform this function.

The mixer which responds to the
optical signal would be fabricted using
gallium arsenide. This is optically
responsive and is suitable for microwave
frequencies. The light generates electron
hole pairs in the active area of the mixer,
which would be a schottky type device.

Gallium arsenide is also used to make
experimental microwave integrated
circuits. The undoped gallium arsenide
forms a good microstrip substrate, and
the devices are doped into it using ion
implantation. The active devices and the
matching elements are all on the same
chip. One thing that has held this
development back has been the
difficulty of producing an adequately
pure, monocrystalline gallium arsenide
substrate with few enough defects to be
usable.

An exciting possibility for the future
is the use of conformal arrays, taking
the planar aerial array one step further.
Such devices are already under
development for military use, but in the
future it may become possible to mould
an aerial into the shape of a car roof,
and control its beamwidth and direction
electronically to track a satellite as the
car moves. Telephone calls could be sent
and received directly from the satellite,
on the move. Eat your heart out, cellular
radio.

On a more down to earth front, there
is a lot of interest in 60GHz at the
moment, both for military and civilian
uses. The great advantage of this
frequency is that it is absorbed heavily
by oxygen, so that the range is limited.
This is ideal on a battlefield when you
do not want your short range
communications to reach the enemy. It
could also help with the problem of
overcrowded . cellular radio, by
permitting much smaller cells, and much
closer geographical reuse of each
frequency.

Development is proceeding. Will we
have (or need) microcellular radio, or
will this band be allocated purely for
military uses?

In any event, there is a lot happening
in the field of microwaves. Is it any
surprise that job ads for microwave
engineers normally quote good salaries? El
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THE BEEB BRAKE
BY J. NOLAN

A slow -down device for the BBC

COMPUTER BRAKE
MFIE circuit shown in Fig. 1 allows the
1 slowing down specifically of the BBC

Computer, although it should be
compatible with most systems with a
clock output and interrupt request input.
The circuit has numerous uses, which
include a device to slow the computer
down when arcade type games are being

Other uses include the slowing down
of programs and of devices connected
to the I/O port. This allows each step of
the program to be analysed. I have also
found it extremely helpful in listing
programs and, although the speed of the
listing is software variable on the BBC
Micro, I found the IRQ device very
useful for controlling listings speed, as
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played. This allows the computer to be
slowed down to a set speed at crucial
moments and consequently makes
negotiation of the game dramatically
easier. The circuit shown in Fig. 3 allows
control of the circuit from a non -latching
type switch which could be fitted near
to the fire button in the joystick, and
consequently the circuit can be easily
controlled in conjunction with the rest
of the game.

unimportant lines can be listed quickly
and lines of greater importance can be
listed slowly or stopped.

As can be seen, the circuit is extremely
easy to build and could be fitted inside
the computer itself. Connections for the
BBC micro are shown in Fig. 4; however,
if the circuit is fitted internally the
connection wires could be soldered to
the relevant points. The interrupt circuit
shown in Fig. 1 consists of a dual
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retriggerable monostable (IC1), but as
only half is used there is plenty of room
for modification. It should be possible
to use most monostables in the circuit,
but the timing components Cl, R2, VR1
and VR2 may have to be changed in
accordance. IC1 is triggered on the
positive -going edge of the clock signal
and creates an interrupt of length
determined by the timing components
and position of S2, which switches either
the Q or Q outputs of the monostable
to the IRQ input. As can be seen, the
system is based on the generation of
interrupts, which temporarily divert the
microprocessor.

The circuit shown in Fig. 3 allows the
interrupt circuit to be used in
conjunction with a fire button type
switch. This switch S3 is debounced by
IC2a and associated circuitry, IC2a being
a Schmitt trigger NAND gate. The
output is then fed into IC3a (a p -type
flip flop) which is connected to act as a
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!MED

Fig.4. GND

1MHz BUS

0000
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0000
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VIEW FROM FRONT OF COMPUTER

divide by two counter. The output from
this is then fed into IC2b which enables
the interrupt signals from IC1 to pass
through to the computer. If used this
circuit should be placed between the
points indicated on Fig. 1, e.g. A and B,
and the link Ll removed.

The system has worked with all the
programs I have tried it on, including
Revs, along with numerous other
machine code and BASIC programs.

To save on IDC connectors, and as
one connection only is required on the
I/O port (+5V), it is possible to use a
crimp terminal (Fig. 2). It is then
advisable to mark the connection point
on the I/O connector, to avoid any
confusion.
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VU Meters to suit

STUART TAPE RECORDER CIRCUITS
coml.', arid Pas system Iry wet to reel ret orders

These oil/. will IOW ialidlOtloalthe With a good tat., deck Separate sec
Iporns rvi toil and replay rime optimum performance and allow a thud

ad r, 111111,11, system to Ile used where the der k has this fated Stan
lard 250,1V moot and levels
V tit nese,. tie al otir fists

Personal callers are always very welcome but please
note that we are closed all day Saturday

1.

TRAINEE
RADIO
OFFICERS
If you're leaving the Services within the next 12 months and

wish to continue in the trade you hove enjoyed then consider

pursuing o career In Telecommunications as o
RADIO OFFICER with GCHQ. After
32 weeks special training you will be

equipped to undertake o vonety of
specialist duties coverma the us hole 04 the

We offer you: Job Security  Good
Career prospects  Opportunities
for Overseas Service  Attractive
Salaries  and much more.

To be eligible you must naa o' -lope
to obtain on MRGC or HNC in o
Telecommunications subject with an

ability to read Morse at 20 wpm.
Anyone with PMG, MPT or 2 years
relevant radio operating expenence
is also eligible.

-e Cml Service is on equal opportunity employer

Salaries: pay for trainees Is age pointed to 21 years. For those aged 21
be of £6,572. After Training on RO will start of £9,758 nsing by 5

'vents to £14,387 inclusive of shift and weekend working allowance, Write c ',-,ephone Io, okotion............
-94. la:-

laCHQ THE RECRUITMENT OFFICE, GCHQ, ROOM A/1108
OAKLEY, PRIORS ROAD, CHELTENHAM, GLOS GL52 SAJ

OR TELEPHONE (0242) 32912/3

as
, 14

Do YOU/ tapes lack treble, A wool head could be the problem 1,1111,1
Of our replacement heads could ree performance better 0,stor
Standard mountings make hump easy and DUI TC1 Test Cassette t
set the ntornuth spot on We are the actual importers which meat
the benefit of low°r seises for prime parts Compare us wall other sup,. ts
and see' The following is a list of our most popular heads all are suitable
for use on Dolby machines and are ea stock

14C2OPerrnelloy Stereo Heed. This is the standard head fitted as original
equipment on most decks (7.66
4516 Sendust Alloy Super Head. The best head we can find Longer
itte than Permalloy. neghet output than Ferrite. fantastic frequency
response (14.96
110551 4 -Track Head for auto reverse or quadrophonic use Full speech
cation record and playback head (14.60
SM166 Standard Mounting 2/2 Eras. hood. Compatible with above or
40551 4 Track head (5.90
14524 Standard Erase Head. Semi double gap. high efficiency (2.25
4561 Metal Tape Erase Head Full double gap 17.35
145100 Special Offer Stereo RIP Heads 0.49
HRP373 Sendust Alloy Stereo Combination Head E3610
HRP373 Technical specification 15p
HS9510 2 4 Stereo DC Erase Head E6.70
413751E 4.4 Erase compatible with H0551 (39.70

HART TRIPLE -PURPOSE TEST
CASSETTE TC1

One tnexpenswe test cassette enables you to set up VU level head azimuth
and tape speed Invaluable when Soong new heath Only (4 .66 plus VAT
and 50n Maki.),

Tape Head De magnetiser Handy site mains operated umit prevents
build up of residual head magnetisation causing noise on playback C4.54
Curved Pole Type for tnaccessible head

send tin rout tree copy at out LISTS Ouetseas please send 2 IRCs If.
sottace Post ot 5 CRCs In, Awned
Please add fad, COSI at post patAlno and 1/15104111, as O&M'

INLAND
Orders up to 110
Orders 110 to (49
Otters ovet f50

50p
11

1150

fl 30 n

24 Hour Sales Line PLEASE ADD VAT
(0691) 652894 TO ALL PRICES

OVERSEAS
Please send sub I relent to mu.
Surface or Air Post as
required

OsgaE Svc

SAMOfl MOSFET AMPLIFIERS

UNBEATABLE PRICES!!!

Saxon PP 100 sLrert

a 
do On 591005

i ' ' t *  "
RP 00

SLAVE MODEL

AP 100 100WRMS E69
AP 200200W RMS £89

2 INPUT GENERAL PURPOSE
MODEL

 
MO*

AP 1005
AP 2005

* TREBLE/BASS EACH CHANNEL * INDIVIDUAL
* MASTER PRESENCE

Write or phone for a FREE BROCHURE on
these incredible amplifiers

P E HYPERCHASER

P.A. MODEL
* 6 INPUTS
* 3 CHANNELS
* ECHO IN/OUT

VOLUMES

AP 100M £99
AP 200M £119

£84.95
14 CHANNEL PSEUDO INTEUJGENT

LIGHT UNIT
I* 16 Programmes * Manual Flash Buttons

* Manual/Auto Programme * Strobe Ouputs
1* indriAdJal Dimming * Sound To Ugh!

Not iust a light unit but a sophisticated 8 comprehensrve effects unit A full kit of parts including
P CB, Facia, Case, etc RepnM of article on request

P E STAR DESK f209
+ 4 CHANNEL LIMIT MOONS DESK

* 8 Channel Twin Preset Mixer * Strobe Outputs
* 4 Independent Channels * 4.13 Channel Sequences
* 8 Programmes * Manual Rash Buttons

'kW OutpufChannel (can be boosted to 2KW'CIU
* Timed Crosstade * Soh/Hard Sequence

A truly magnificent unit ideal for clubs, groups, drama, etc. A full kit of parts Inc PCB, Facia, Case,
etc Repent of article on request

CROYDON DISCO CENTRE
327 Whitehorse Road, Croydon, &trey CR0 2H8

;01) 684 8007 9am-5pen. Mon -Sat (Closed Wad.)
Post & Pecking £4 per item. Please allow 14 days for delivery
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NEWS AND MARKET PLACE

INDUSTRY NOTEBOOK
Efficiency vs. employment and labour productivity

INFORMATION
storage is at the very

heart of digital electronics and
communications. With the technology
still developing it's not surprising to find
that the business of making and selling
places for bits to come and go is in a
state of flux. Mergers, takeovers, joint
ventures and other deals are the surface
phenomena of the underlying economic
mechanisms of supply and demand still
working themselves out.

At the moment, for example, there is
a noticeable move among US companies
to pull out of semiconductor memories.
This is part of the general semiconductor
recession, of course. So we see Fujitsu,
the Japanese electronics firm which
concentrates on memory chips, buying
80% of Fairchild Semiconductor from
the Schlumberger group, its American
owner. Apparently Fujitsu will be
combining this acquisition with its
existing US and European operations.
Schlumberger, whose main business is
in oil prospecting and instrumentation
and, incidentally, owns Solartron in the
UK, is letting Fairchild go at a very low
price which will result in a f140 million
loss on the deal.

In optical information storage there
has been a welcome agreement between
several big companies to standardize the
basic specifications of a family of 130 -
mm optical disc drives and media with
the idea of assisting interchangeability.
The agreement is based on standardiza-
tion discussions on cartridges between
the USA, Europe and Japan. Along with
the ISO (International Standards
Organization) the firms involved are the
Philips and Du Pont Optical Company
(Netherlands), Alcatel Thomson
(France), Laser Magnetic Storage Inter-
national (USA) and Sony Corporation
(Japan).

Hewlett-Packard have been
introducing some new technology into
their magnetic disc stores.They have just
brought out a family of 8 -inch
Winchester disc drives in which the
magnetic recording surface is a sputtered
thin film. Recording density of bits per
unit area is increased by this production
technique as it allows the head to be
closer to the medium, thereby reducing
the space needed for a bit to be stored.

REPORT BY TOM IVALL - PE's NEXUS

Memorex is a well known name in
magnetic storage tapes and discs. In
recent years it has been a subsidiary of
Burroughs, the computer firm, which
last year acquired Sperry (as I reported
in September 1986). But as part of the
general rationalization of Burroughs and
Sperry - which incidentally now have
the single new name of Unisys - much
of Memorex has been sold off to a group
of its own managers and a New York
financier, Eli S. Jacobs.

The Memorex activities disposed of
include its sales and service organization
for computer peripherals, its communi-
cations engineering and manufacturing,
and its media products business. This
little lot, which has about 6000
employees and an annual turnover of
about £650 million, will continue to
trade under the Memorex name. Unisys,
though, are holding on to the design and
manufacture of large disc drives.

So we now have this new name Unisys
to remember. To arrive at it Sperry -
Burroughs held a competition among
employees and were assisted by an
'identity consultant' called Anspach
Grossman Portugal. I haven't yet
discovered what an identity consultant
is, but it sounds like some kind of
psychotherapist for mentally disturbed
companies. To me the name Unisys is
almost abstract - featureless and
forgettable. But perhaps this is
appropriate for organizations which get
together not because they like each
other as people but defensively, on
behalf of shareholders who are not really
interested in the actual work that creates
the money. No wonder they need help
for an identity crisis.

Manufacturing industry, which of
course includes electronics production,
now provides only 21% of all
employment in the UK. Sir Terence
Beckett, who retired last year from the
director generalship of the CBI
(Confederation of British Industry)
thinks this figure is going to fall even
further. "There are a good many plants
which could work without any people at
all" he said recently. "Even a flourishing
manufacturing industry will employ
fewer people." The CBI being an
association of employers, Sir Terence
should know

Over the past year or so,
manufacturing industry has been
shedding jobs at a rate of about 10,000
per month. According to the Institute of

Manpower Studies a further 100,000
jobs will be gone by 1990. This process,
of course, is exacerbating unemploy-
ment generally, which is currently over
13% of the total working population of
about 28 million people.

Opinions differ on the cause of
unemployment in the British economy.
Some say that a free market economy
cannot be relied on tb deliver in this
respect. Their opponents say the free
market system would 'provide enough
jobs if it were not restricted by political/
social considerations.

But all are agreed that unemployment
really 'took off' in the mid -1960s due to
structural changes in British industry.
Among these changes was modern
automation, with electronics providing
the information processing between
transducers and actuators and" better
overall control of factories through
computer systems (computer integrated
manufacturing). The effect of this
electronics technology was certainly to
put many people out of work. Last year
the Policy Studies Institute estimated a
loss of 87,000 jobs over two years.

But more often than not the primary
purpose of this new automation has been
to improve the speed, reliability or
accuracy of processes, or the utilization
of capital or materials, to give better and
cheaper products. Human beings have
been displaced, not so much because of
their cost in wages but because of their
limitations as instruments of production.
This could be socially beneficial if it also
frees people from the degradation and
tedium of being servants to machines -
though they could just be displaced into
other forms of industrial discipline in
which they become servants to systems.

The term 'labour productivity', well
known as a measure in business
economics, could acquire a somewhat
different meaning through the march of
electronics. Hewlett-Packard have just
introduced a new electronic patient
monitoring equipment for maternity
hospitals. Called an Obstetrical
Management System, it allows a single
nurse to monitor physiological variables
such as heart -rate in up to nine mothers -
to -be. In publicising this sytem H -P say
that "this capability is a major step
towards increasing productivity in the
labour and delivery ward . . ." I must
say I find the association of ideas in this
techno-speak a somewhat chilling view
of birth in an industrialized society. EN
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BINPAK BARGAINS
Pack Park Pei
No. ay Dead Millon Rice etc. Jty Dekrboon Pam Otv Desmond Pam

RESISTORS

VP1 300 Assorted %sem mad values 6 types C1.00 VP205 10 Send Green LEDs 369, £1.00 VP161 25 611831. So Trans NPN 30v 200rnd 7092 E1.00

VP2 300 Carbon Resistors war prelormed roved C103 VP206 10 Large Veber LEDs, 5rnm ELM 50162 5 SJE5451 So Power Tres NPN 80v 4a leen - E1.00

VP3 20.3 watt Mn Carbon Resslors mad values C1.00 VP207 10 Smel telow LEDs km £1.00 50163 2 NPNPNP pars SI Pam Trans de SE5451 ELM
504 200 A-1 watt Readers mud values & types £1.00 VP206 10 Large LEDs Clear sherffing red 7 E1.00 50164 4 2946289 Sr Power Trans NPN 40v 40w 7a lite30 - _= E1.01)

VP16 50 %rewound Resslors alerted wan values E1.03 ROOS VPI65 6 13FT33 NPN So Trans 80.4 Sa H1050-2001039 £1.00

VP112 1 5.40 Resstance Boa 36 rakes 5 onrns-1K ohm £1.75 5029 30 Assorted was Zeners dOrm-2w E1.00 VPI66 5 BFT34 NPN 54 Trans 100, 50 Hfe50-200 1039 E1.00

VP140 50 Preoson Readers 1% To. E1.03 VP30 10 Assorted was Zones 10w. °ere E1.00 VPI67 BUV69C SIPS 103 VCS 50010a 16.05 66815 - £1.00

50181 100 1 and 2 wan Resotors assorted values 0.00 VP31 10 5a SCRS 1066 50-400v coed E1.00 VICO 10 614713 erm 61571 PNP 54 Trans T018 £1.00

VP32 20 SCRS TO66 up to 400v. waded £1.00 50199 10 60521 eon BC394 NPN S4 Trans 93+ 501501018 C1.00

CAPACITORS

VP5 200 Assorted Capaotors all types C1.00

VP33 200 Si Dales aka 1144148
VP34 MO Sr Does ska 04200/W13-16

E1.00

E1.00

VPI70 10

50171 10

Assorted Power Trans AP74179417 coded 6 data

I3F355 NPN TO -39 S4 Trans eqn 131258 1000

E1.03

01.00

V1713 200 Ceram Capaotors /An cored values E1.1)) VP35 50 la 194000 Nees at goat uncoded £1.00 VPI72 10 SM1502 PNP TO -39 SA Trans 160v 10000. HF4.100- 51.00

VP8 100 Mixed Ceranw Disc 6801- 015p6 E1.00 VP49 30 asscrte0 SO 118616 141-101 maid volts C1.013 VP200 30 0071 type Gen IS Tranststors. encoded £1.00

VF9 100 Assorted Polyester Polystyrene Capaolks C1.00 VPI41 40 1144002 SY netts las 103v. prearned pen 0.00 VP201 25 0145 Gown FR Treaders £1.00

VPIO 60 C280 Capaoiks Metal bit. med vaiues C1.03 50142 4 40a Power %COWS silicon 1046 330PV 0.00 VP202 15 BP151 Cgs Si 1 a Transistors £1.00

VPII 50 Eleckeyks al sons C1.00 VP143 5 85187 121(5 54 Doles in camels. 2 5I14 £1.00
VP12 40 Elelrtedics .47rri-15014. mood cols 5P154 3 la 4005 lbws. plastic C1.00
VP13 30

25

0.00Elscaddes. 150ml-10000. mud cols5015

.01293. Ian. Layer Mere Caps 01.00
50187 10 SCRS 800I0 200v 2945064. pasuc. 1092
50194 50 0691 pod =tact Gent Diodes. uncalen

0.00
C1.00

LC.S.

VP40 40 TTL I C s a4 new gates Ro rico - IA51 Data C1.00
VP146 25 Sold ladakeri Cam woad values E1.00 50195 50 0047 gold bonded Ger Dales. uncoded E1.00 500 40 CMOS IC s al new Data £4.00
VP180 25 Taidat Bead CAR 1800617 alas 01.00 VP196 50 017049 detector Dodes. Gent E1.00 VPS5 10 ICs 4116 rnenvorys 122.00

50182 4 10011N 50.880101.itC6 E1.00 VP197 50 0490 type Gent Dales. unaided EICO VPS9 20 Assorted C s linear ek. al ccdec £2.00
VPI92 30 Mn 086901,9611 need value .4791-1030n4 6-16v 11.00 50196 40 84248 Srl Dories 350v 2a ha1 reeves E1.00 VP209 12 741500 £2.00
VP193 6 Sub Me. E6t0900C11. 2 a 100022083300a 10-16. E1.013 VP222 20 3a SW Roars. 50-400 E1.00 VP210 12 741574 £2.60

VP211 10 10418116 £2.00
OPTOS IIIMISSTORS VP212 10 CD4011B CIAO
VP24 10 C1.00 VP38 100 SO Trans. NPN 08616 coded WO data £3.00 VP213 10 1D401713 0200
VP25 10 Hued same en colours LED's C1.00 VF39 100 54 Trans PNP plasbc. coded. Was data 03.00 VP214 10 CD406913 MOO
VP2I3 15

VF27 15

Serial 1251Red LEDs C1.00
.

£1.00
VP45 50 BC10713 NPN Terriers Good. uncoad
VP46 50 8117718 PNP Transistors good, uncocled

E1.03

E1.00
VP215 10

50216 10

741P8 on

555 Toes 8 pen
£1.50

£1.50
VP3 10 Redlanpar .2' Rad LEDS .. 5047 10 54 P09967(663 Soma 294305.5. uncoded 01.00
VP57 25 Oplo Spiced Peak Maxie Super value C5.00 VP48 5 Pars NPNRNP piesoc Pow Trans. 4a. data £1.00 MOLS
50130 RED 7 Sit CC 14tren 3 75an RDP Re 353 LED Display £2.00 VP50 60 NPN 54 Swedleg Trans 10-16 and10-92 E1.00 VP102 13 pate TO01 Set Screntenvers plows etc L7.50
50131 GREEN 7 Sag. CA If LDP MA6520 LED Dopey E2.00 VP5I 60 PNP SO Swelling Trews T0-16 and TO -92 E1.00 VP103 6 peace 5044115 Screvodnver set. Rat 8 CrosePeol E3.50
50132 RED 7 Seg. IX .6* LDP WOW LED Dopey £200

RED Omtra IrCA arCC Daday 12.00
VP60 100 Au sorts Transeas NPNPNP E1.03 50104 Ratchet Scrawdowe Set 4 Rees Real Value £1.75

vPna VP150 20 BC18313 Sr Teas NPN 3134 200 56 Hie240. 1092 E1.00 50139 PeleUo Ica sore 6.880 £1.75.6* 863060 LED
GREEN Oderlow M CA MR8530 LED Cutely 120050134 VP151 25 51171054 Trans NPN 459 10010 14240 7092 E1.00 VP217 Hide Hand 14.00

50135 RED 7 Seg. CA .3' WWI LED Cvered 12.03 VP152 15 T1590 SO Trans NM 45810058 911e100.- 1092 C1.00 VP216 Welch milers Screwdrwer Set 5 pace E1.75
VP136 DUAL RED 7 Seg. CA D1527 DR LED Dooley 1200 VP153 IS 11591 Si Tres PNP 40v 40058 81.200- TOR 01.00 VP2t9 lanolore Sale Cutters E1.55
50137 DUAL RED 7 Sag CA DL727 DPR LED Display £200 50154 15 MPSAS6 54 liens PNP 804 8000 81950+ 1092 E1.00 VP220 Wean Bent -nose Refs £1 .56
50138 20 Medd LED Dielgs. Our rm. WC dad MOO VP155 20 BF595 Sil Trans NPN EOVT BF184 11F T092 E1.00 vP221 Mrsature Log -nose Piers 01.55
VP147 Par Opel Credlad likdolos 00.60 VP156 20 51495 Si Trans NPN EOVT BF173 H F 1092 £1.00
VPI99 D1707R LED Doped CA E1.00 VP157 15 ZTX500 sass SO Trans PNP E1.00
VP203 15 Trooper awe LEDS laded coed, E1.00 VP156 15 21X107 SO Trans NPN EOVT BC107 pose E1.00
V0204 10 Large Green LED's 5nen UM 50I59 19 rxwe Si.Trans APN EOVT 9C106. plask E1.00Bi Send you.onics to Dept. ERI PO

TERMS ORDER. SAME
BARCLAYCARD GIRO 388 7006
ADO % VAT £1.00

Use your credit card. Ring us on 0763-48851 NOW
and get your order even faster. Goods nommily
sent 2nd Class Mad.

41111k
Remember you must add VAT at 15% to your onder.
Total Postage add Cl 00 per Total order.

THE SOCIETY OF
ELECTROSCIENCE

MP"

An association which is widely recognised and respected, which
endorses the status of its members, protects and promotes their
interests, assists their careers and encourages their ethical
standards is the foundation of every profession.

The Society of Electroscience is the specialist association for men
and women who are professionally engaged in research, develop-
ment, design, manufacture, commissioning, control and test of
electrical, electronic and micro -electronic projects and equipment.
The designatory letters of corporate membership, D.S.Elec.,
F.S.Elec., and M.S.Elec., confirm the prime status of these
engineers and scientists throughout the Free World.

Concerned for professionals in computer circuitry, the Society of
Electroscience and its parallel organisation for software profes-
sionals, the Institution of Analysts & Programmers, list members
in more than fifty independent states and countries. Every electee
including each Technician, Graduate and Associate Member, i.e.
T.S.Elec., Grad.S.Elec. and A.M.S.Elec. respectively, are under
personal obligation to maintain the highest standards of pro-
fessional conduct to protect the prestige of themselves and their
fellow members and to justify the international recognition which
is extended to them.

A guide to the gradings and requirements of membership and an
application form is available free of charge upon request to the
Applications Officer either by letter or, in normal office hours, by
telephone on 01-898 2385.

THE SOCIETY OF ELECTROSCIENCE
GIBSON HOUSE, FOURTH CROSS ROAD, TWICKENHAM

MIDDLESEX, TW2 5EL, ENGLAND

MAKE YOUR INTERESTS PAY!
More than 8 million students throughout the world nave found it worth their while. An
KS home -study course can help you get a better lob. make more money and have more
fun out of life, KS has over 90 years experience in home. study courses and as the largest
correspondence School In the world. You learn at your own pace, when and where you
want under the guidance of expert 'personal tutors Find out how we can help YOU
Post or phone today for your FREE information pack on me course of your choice (tick
one box only)

Electronics Ei
'-'

Radio, Audio
and TV Servicing 0

Basic Electronic
Engineering (City & Guilds) 0 Radio Amateur Ucence

Exam (City a Guilds) 0
Electrical Engineering (2 Car Mechanics 0
Electrical Contracting/
Installation 0

Computer
Programming 0

GCE over 40 '0' and 'A' level subjects 0
Name

Address P Code
Internavonel Correspondence Schools. Dept EDS 27 312914 High St.
Sutton. Surrey Sh11 1614 Tel 01.643 9568 or 041.221 2926 (24 hre).

OMNI ELECTRONICS
* NEW CATALOGUE NOW READY*

We stock a wide range of components:
transformers, switches, pots, ICs, capacitors, resistors,
diodes, boxes, triacs, LEDs, cable, connectors, PCBs -
in fact, all you need for your projects.
Send 2 x 18p stamps for a copy of the catalogue or call
at our shop Mon - Fri 9am - 6pm, Sat 9am - 5pm.

174 Dalkeith Road
EDINBURGH EH16 5DX

031-667 2611
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* 6502 MICROPROCESSOR CONTROL CARD
* 2K SRAM SUPPORTS 8K EPROM

* 6522 VIA 16 LINES OF I/O WITH HANDSHAKE

* ASSEMBLED OR IN KIT FORM
* FULL HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE BACKUP

£55 ASSEMBLED £46.40 INKIT FORM £30 BARE BOARD

* SUBSTANTIAL REDUCTIONS FOR LARGE ORDERS

For further details
JMJ ELECTRONICS

14, BLENHEIM CLOSE
SHEPRETH

NR. ROYSTON
HERTS SG8 6PT

ROYSTON 107631 62184

ELECTRONICS

BARGAIN PACKS
PK 1 350 Maenad mortars Full legth Wads
PK 2 400 Assorted resistors Preferred Inds
PK 3 60 Assorted renters Wn nand
PK 4 200 Aserted caseate'

PK 20 2

PK 21 25

PK 22 15

PK 23 50

Pats 0 C pitqs B olatz c w rex &PP3 dp
Amen treentors AS new 8 coded
Asertad I C s AY neer & .1.11

Kann fr I CSinverted assegai
Amon eonsPK 5 200 Came Canner% PK 24 200

PK 6 60 Electrolyte capeotors PK 25 20 (8 T *ens
Urge NI Nam*. 703PK 7 2 2200u1 100 wilt capacitors PI( 28 3 wow
4 wow 7 event d dock despeyPK 8 2 4700uf 30 von capaoton PK 27 I

PK 9 12 Assorted rote), poirrnorneers Snjle PK 20 20 Assorted nem. Pen resumes h win reed
PK 10 6 .sorted rotary potenttiewtors Gil PK 29 I Maraphom crar nod rend plops 8 stand
PK II 12 Assorted slide, potestrorneuel PK 30 3 facraprom nom

Dynerr Mil tr 3 SeerPK 12 44 Awned pre se potertiorreten PK 31. 3 nrpece ovr plug

TiocandPK 13 5 100K et ,,.Amon pewit:mews P1( 32 2 lanes
Stow endPK 14 5 1 nee kn rreltiturn potenterneters PK 33 1 mem up.
UMPK 15 12 Astacus' swedes P034. 2 OWL nun
(.91 Ginn. wenPK 16 1 bank 4 rimy push button swedes ',yr krobs PI( 35 1

Pit 17 1 4 prat 5 way Wee, swnch PK 315 1 Wn pad Manz ,sale
We, SoundPK 18 15 Assorted °enrol knobs PK 37 1 pd sprint can
Wn pd Unsnap we, AssertedPK 19 20 Assorted pees and soden PK 38 1

Postal order or cheque wrth order Meese add 1 postage & packing per order Shop open
9 30-600 Mon to Sat Closed all day Thursday.

NUR WHOLESALE, 238 Waterside,
Chesham, Bucks HP5 1PG Tel 0494 771033

II   
PE

The new PE 30 + 30 integrated Amplifier
(featured Practical Electronics Feb 87)

The PE 30 + 30 integrated amplifier o. the first to benefit from Graham Nalty's research
intoTemperature Generated Distortion in transistors. As a result it exhibits a smoothness
and musicality normally only expected from expensive valve amplifiers. Advanced power
supply electronics and the use of Holco precision resistors in critical positions reaffirm
its ability to give greater musical pleasure from your records. CDs and tapes. Yet you

can buy the complete kit from AUDIOKITS for only £1411 to build it yourself.

All parts for PE 30 + 30 arc available separately.

HI FI 87, HOLIDAY INN, BRISTOL, FEB 20-22
Visit AUDIOKITS stand for PE 30 t 30 and other AUDIOKITS kits plus IAR
Caps. Holco precision resistors, gold plated switches and connectros, low not,sc

transistors. best type of audio power transistors etc.

For details: 9" x 4' SAE to AUDIOKITS. 6 MILL CLOSE. BORROWASH. DERBY
1>F7 3GU. TEL: (1332-674929.

TO: AUDIOKITS, 6 MILL CLOSE, BORROWASH, DERBY DE7 3GU.

Please supply:
lick
hyro

Price lists of kits and components. I
enclose 9" x 4" SAE.
Parts list for PE 30 + 30. 1 enclose 9"
x 4" SAE.
One complete PE 30 + 30 kit @ £140.
Two complete PE 30 + 30 kits @ £135
= £270.

O Four complete PE 30 + 30 kits @ £130
= £520.

The Archer Z80 6bC
The SDS ARCHER - The Z80 based single board
computer chosen by professionals and OEM users.
* Top quality board with 4 parallel and 2 serial ports.

counter -timers, power -fail interrupt, watchdog timer.
EPROM & battery backed RAM.

* OPTIONS: on board power supply. smart case.
ROMable BASIC, Debug Monitor. wide range of
memory extension cards.

from £185 + VAT.

The bowman 68000 &V
The SDS BOWMAN - The 68000 based single board
computer for advanced high speed applications.
* Extended double Eurocard with 2 parallel & 2 serial

ports, battery backed CMOS RAM, EPROM. 2 couriter-
timers, watchdog timer, powerfail interrupt, & an
optional zero wait state half megabyte D -RAM.

* Extended width versions with on board power supply
and case.

from £295 + VAT.

Sherwood Datasystem Ltd
Sherwood House, The Avenue, Farnham Common, Slough SL2 3JX. Tel. 02814-5067
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PE SERVICES

P. C . BOARDS
Printed circuit boards for certain PE constructional projects
are now available from the PE PCB Service, see list. They are
fully drilled and roller tinned. All prices include VAT and
postage and packing. Add £2 per board for overseas airmail.
Remittances should be sent to: PE PCB Service, Practical
Electronics, Practical Electronics Magazines, 16 Garway Road,
London W2 4NH. Cheques should be crossed and made
payable to Practical Electronics.

Please note that when ordering it is important to give project
title, order code and the quantity. Please print name and
address in Block Capitals. Do not send any other
correspondence with your order.

Readers are advised to check with prices appearing in the
current issue before ordering.

NOTE: Please allow 28 days for delivery. We can only supply
boards listed here.

TELEPHONE ORDERS
(LINES OPEN 24 HOURS)
You can now order your printed circuit boards by telephone,
quoting your Access credit number. The number to ring is:
0268 710722. In stock items will be despatched within 24 hours
of receipt of order. If you ring out of office hours please state
your order, credit card number and address clearly, as the
order is recorded on an answering machine.

Board description Code Qty Prim

Name & Address:

Please supply the p.c.b.(s) listed on the enclosed form.
Remittances should be sent to: PE PCB Service,
Practical Electronics, Practical Electronics Maga-
zines, 16 Garway Road, London, W2 4NH. Cheques
should be crossed and made payable to Intrapress.
Printed circuit boards for certain PE constructional
projects are now available from the PE PCB Service,
see list. They are fully drilled and roller tinned. All
prices include VAT and postage and packing. Add £2
per board for overseas airmail.

Power Control Interface
Disc Drive PSU
Modular Audio Power System APRIL '85

Pt-3:Test Signal Source
Power Supply

504-01
504-02

504-09
504-10

£3.90
£6.54

£4.20
£4.17

Amstrad Synthesizer Interface 505-01 £4.23
Rugby Clock Pt -2 504-03 £24.22

MAY '85 504-05 £5.12
II 504-06 £9.54
" 504-07 £5.40
. 504-08 £10.24

CBM64 Music Keyboard
Keyboard JUNE '85 506-02 £4.55
Main PCB 506-03 £3.90

MTX 8 ChannelA to D
'85 507-01 £3.92

JULYVoltmeter Memory Adapter 506-01 £3.90
Envelope Shaper AUG '85 508-01 £3.90

Car Boot Alarm SEPT '85
RS232To Centronics Converter

509-01
509-03

£3.90
£4.95

Touch Control PSU OCT '85 001 £4.90
Exp. with Robots (double -sided) 004 £16.91
Modulated Syndrum 005 £4.90
CBM User Port Expander 006 £3.93
Model Railwagrack Control 010 £5.44
*Bytebox: ROM Board (double -sided) 002 £12.75

ZIFSocket 003 £3.90
RAM Board NOV '85 007 £4.95
Battery Backed RAM 008 £3.90
EPROM Board 009 £3.90
*Special Price -Complete set of

5 boards 00A £23.00
DEC '85

Model Railway Rec Board -A 016 £3.90
Track Control Rec Board -B 017 £4.86

Rec Board -B Ext 018 £3.93
Test Load 019 £3.90
Exp. with Robots 022 £3.90
Spectrum Speech JAN '86

Synth & 8 -Bit I/O Port
(double sided) 023 £6.49

Burglar Alarm
Main Board 020 £4.97
Bell Driver FEB '86 021 £3.90

Logic Probe 024 £4.20
Computer Movement Detector 509-02 £3.90
ClockTimer 027 £6.38
Fibre Optic Audio Link

rfransmitter MAR '86 025 £3.90
Receiver 026 £3.90
Set of two boards 00B £5.87

Hardware Restart (double -sided) 508-02 £6.98
Temperature/Analogue Interface 101 £3.90
Sound Activated Switch 102 £5.30
PhotographicTrigger Unit

Set of two boards APRIL '86 00C £6.63
IEEE1000 PSU 105 £4.62
Scratch and Rumble Filter 106 £4.51
Notcher Effects Unit 107 £5.61
Logic Checker MAY '86 108 £4.09
D.F. BeaconTimer 109 £5.31
STEbus backplane 110 £10.90
GuitafThacker 111 £5.92
Thermocouple Interface 112 £3.90
PE Hobby Board JUNE '86 113 £22.81
BBC Light -pen 114 £3.90
Passive IR Detector 115 13.90
200MHz counter

Main board JULY 136 116 £16.26
Display board 117 £12.35
Set of two baords OOD /25.88

Fibre Optic Data Link
Set of two boards SEPT '86 00E £8.46

PEHB D/A-A/D 120 £6.42
Drum Synthesizer OCT '86 121 £6.42
Time Delay -Mains (Set of 2) 122 £6.64
Mains Dimmer 123 £3.90
Remote control Joystick NOV '86 124 £8.90

Set of two boards
Wireless Baby Alarm 125 £8.79

Set of two boards
Video Enhancer DEC '86 126 £4.90
Video Fader JAN '87 127 £4.50
Scrambler 128 £6.50

(set of two) 128a £12.00
PE Promenader (double side) main board 129 125.00

Power supply 130 £8.50
FEB '87

PE Promenader Playback Unit 133 £12.90
PE Promenader Extension Prom 131 £7.90
PE Hi -Stab 132 £6.90
PE 30 Plus 30 134 £14.90
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PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS
ADVERTISING DEPT.

FULL-TIME
TRAINING
COURSES

2 YEAR
B-TEC National Diploma (OND)

ELECTRONICS &

COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING
(Television & Computing,

15 MONTHS
B-TEC National Certificate ((INC)

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SERVICING

15 MONTHS
B-TEC National Certificate (ONC)

COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY

9 MONTHS
B-TEC Higher National Certificate (HNC)

COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY
& ROBOTICS

HIGH PERCENTAGE OF COLLEGE BASED
PRACTICAL WORK

SHORT COURSES WITH PREVIOUS
KNOWLEDGE

NO EXTRA CHARGES FOR OVERSEAS
STUDENTS

COURSES COMMENCE
5th JANUARY 20th APRIL 1987

LONDON ELECTRONICS

COLLEGE

Dept: AA, 20 Penywern Road,
London SW5 9SU. Tel: 01-373 8721

SURPLUS/REDUNDANT ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS WANTED
1,,cs -Tuners - Transistors - Valves - Diodes
etc. any quantity considered - immediate
payment.

ADM ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES

Tel: 0827 873311

Carbon Film Resistors V/W E24 series 0.51R to10M0 1p

100 off per value - 75p 1000 off in even hundreds per value -
Metal Film VaW 1000 to IMO 5% E 12 series - 2p 1% 524 series - 3p
BC1078 9 - 12p BC547 89 - 8p BC182L 184L - 10p

BFYO 5 52 - 20p 2N3055 - 50p TIP31A,32A - 25p TIP,41.42, - 40p

Tantalum head subminiature electrolytic* IMidsNolts)
0.1 35, 0 22 35, 04735. 3316, 47/16 - 14p 4 7 35 - 15p
2 2 35, 4 7 25, 10 5 - 15p 4735, 6/13 16 - 16p 1016,226 - 20p

Aluminium Electrolytics (Mids/YoftsI
1 50, 2 2 50. 47 25 4 7 50, 10 16, 10 25, 10 50 - Sp 22/16.2225 -Op
22 50, 47 16 47 25 47 50 - 6p 100 16, 100 25 - 7p 10060 - 12p
100 100 - 14p 220 16 - 111p 220 25, 220 50 - 10p 47016, 470 25 - 11p
100 25 - 25p 1000 35. 220 25 - 22p 4700 25 - 70p

Miniature Polyester Capacitors 250V Wkg. Vertical Mounting
01, -015, -02'1, 033 047 068 - 4p 0 1 - 5p 0 15, 22 - 6p 0 47 - Op

Mitt°, Capacitors 100V Wkg. Vertical Mounting E12 Series
1000p to 8200p - 3p 01 to 068 - Op 0 15p 0 15. 0 22 - 6p

Subminiature Ceramic Plate 100V Wkg. E12 Series Vertical Mounting
2a. 1P8 to 4'P 33 56P to 330P - 4p 10°, 390P to 4700P -4p

Polystyrene Capacitors 63V Wkg. E12 Series Axial Mounting
ICIP to 820P - 3p 1000P to 10,000 - 4p 12.000P - 5p
1N4148 - 2p 154002 - 4p 155404 -14p WOl bridge - 25p
0A91 - elp
Zener diodes E24 series 3V3 to 33V 400mW -8p 1 watt - 12p
L.E.0* Red, Greer & Yellow 3mm & 5mm - 10p Stern - 35p
20mm fuse 0 1A to 5A quick blow - 5p 5P Anti Surge - Bp
High Speed dulls 0 8mm, 1.0mm, 1.3mm, 1 5mm, 2mm - 25p
Expo Reliant drilling machines 12Vd c.with improved 3 -law chuck 6.50
Nicads AA - 80p HP11 -f2 PP3-£4.20 Universal Charges - f6.50
Glass reed switches sing le pole make contacts- Magnets -12p

VAT inclusive Return postage 20p (free over £51 Lists free

THE C.R. SUPPLY CO.,
127 Chesterfield Road,

Sheffield S8 ORN. Tel 557771.

PROMs-EPROMs-PALs
ANY PROURANNABLE IC SUPPLIED OR 3LOWII

!VICES ffecimilieg PregiseseNee
-C2.85 2 732-C3.10

2764-f 2.60 27128-C3.85 e:c
BIPOLAR PROMS from 01.50
a c 825123, 18S030. 74S288
PALS. PLDs etc. from f4.05

 g 82S153, 16L8, EP300
Full design and prototyping serrice

Any qua -day )rogrammed- SAE or phone for details,
P.L.S.. 16 Nordsworth Drive, Chown, Surrey,

SM 3 8HF Phone 01 -644 8095

Vellernan Electronic Kits
 Test Equipment & Tools
 Instrument Cases

(Mon -Sat. 9.30-5.30 Closed Thurs)

13A Station Rd, Cullercoats, North Shields,
Tyne & Wear NE30 4PO. Tel. 091 2514383

OMEGA ELECTRONICS
DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

SOFTWARE & HARDWARE FOR AMSTRAD & MSX
COMPUTERS

ATTENTION!! SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, UNIVERSMES,
GOVERNMENTINSTITUT1ONS, ELECTRONICS REPAIR FIRMS

AND DISTRIBUTORS.

WE CAN SUPPLY YOU WITH ALMOST ANY ELECTRONIC
COMPONENT IN I OFF OR QUANTITY ATVERY COMPETITIVE PRICES.

THESE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE LINES WE HANDLE

TRANSISTORS FET'S MOSPOWER DEVICES
4000 SERIES CMOS

74HC CMOS
CONSUMER - MICROPROCESSORS - PERIPHERAL IC's

DYNAMIC RAMS
STATIC RAMS

EPROMS - EPROM PROGRAMMERS
RECTIFIERS - BRIDGE RECTIFIERS

LED's - 7 SEG DISPLAYS
CONNECTORS - ALL TYPES

IC SOCKETS
DISC DRIVES

3.5", 5.25" and 8" FLOPPY DISCS
PRINTERS

.NE CAN SUPPLY SURFACE MOUNTING DEVICES
WE ALSO SUPPLY SOFTWARE & HARDWARE FOR

AMS-RAD & MSX COMPUTERS. LIST & PRICES ON REQUEST

A 4000 013 4029 0.29 4082 013 L

L 4001 013 4030 013 4085 0.24 0
L 4002 013 4040 0.30 4093 016 W

4006 0.28 4042 0.23 4094 0.49
B 4007 0.13 4043 0.31 4099 0.37 L

R 4008 0.28 4044 0.31 4508 0.70 0
A 4009 016 4047 0.39 4510 0.30 W
N 4010 0.16 4049 016 4511 0.45
D 4011 013 4050 016 4512 0.34 P

4012 0.13 4051 0.31 4514 0.61 R

N 4013 019 4052 0.31 4516 0.34 I

E 4014 0.29 4053 0.31 4518 0.34 C

W 4015 0.28 4054 0.52 4520 0.34 E

4016 017 4056 0.55 4526 0.34 S

D 4017 0.27 4066 0.19 4528 0.30
E 4018 0.27 4068 013 4532 0.47
V 4019 0.27 4069 0.13 4538 0 39

I 4020 0.29 4071 013 4539 0.36
C 4022 0.29 4073 0.13 4543 0.39
E 4023 013 4075 0.13 4555 0.31
S 4024 023 4076 0.37 4572 0.20

4025 013 4077 0.21 4584 0.34
4027 D.16 4078 0.13 4585 0.85
4028 0.24 4081 0.13

PLEASE ENQUIRE FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNT
SPECIAL OFFER NEC 6164-15 DRAMS ONLY 0.90p EACH.

MAIL ORDERS ON ABOVE WELCOME PLEASE ADD 50p - VAT

EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME

TEL: 01-951 5526
PO BOX 135. EDWARE HA8 5NA

TEL: 01-727 7010

THE SCIENTIFIC WIRE COMPANY
811 Forest Road, London 617 Telephone 01-531 1568

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
SWG 1 lb 8 or 4 oz 2 oz
8 to 34 363 209 1.10 0.88

35 to 39 3.82 2 31 1.27 0.93
40 to 43 6.00 3 20 2.25 1.61
44 to 47 8.67 5 80 3.49 2.75
48 15.96 958 6.38 3.69

SILVER PLATED COPPER WIRE
14 tp 30 909 5.20 2.93 1.97

TINNED COPPER WIRE
14 to 30 3.97 2.41 1.39 0.94
Flue core
Solder 5.90 125 1.82 0.94
Prices include P&P VAT. Orders under £2 add 20p

SAE for list of copper and resistance wire.
Dealer enquiries welcome.

ORDER FORM PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Please insert the advertisement below in the next availble issue of Practical Electronics for

insertions. I enclose ChequeiP.O. for E
(Cheques and Postal Orders should be crossed Lloyds Bank Ltd. and made payable to Practical Electronics)

NAME

ADDRESS

The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 20 pence
per word (minimum 12 words). box number £1 00 extra
Semi -display setting E8 per single column centimetre
(minimum 2 5 c ms) All cheques, postal orders, etc to be
made payable .o Intrapress and crossed Treasury notes
should always be sent registered post Advertisements,
together with remittance, should be sent to Practical
Electronics, 16 Garway Road, London W2 4NH. Tel
(0322) 521069

Published on 1st Friday of each month by !nosiness In (lama, Road rund4in 11Spesett.ng artwork and him bs Gilfillan lad and ponied in England by lelcCorsmodale Maganncs I id Andoser. Danis Ihstributed
hi Seymour Press 01.773 4444 PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC'S is sold sutaect to the following conditions. namely that it shall not. without the written consent of thePublishers first having been gone. be lent resold, hired
,utt or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling price shown on the cover and that a shall not he lent. resold. hired Out or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any
unauthorised cover by way of Trade or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising. literary or pictorial matter whatsoever
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT
20p/WORD TEL: 01-727 7010 - ITS EASY

d.c.electronics
THE Source For All Your Component

Requirements.
ALL components are professional grade,
brand new with manufacturers marking

and guarantee.
SPECIAL BARGAINS - ONLY £1 EACH

200 0.25W resistors, mixed values
(max 5 your choice)

50 0.4W resistors, mixed values
max 5 your choice)

40 1N4148 computer diodes
30 1N4001 IA power diodes
15 BC182L NPN transistors
15 BC212L PNP transistors
30 Ceramic plate caps - you specify

value
10 Electrolytic caps 47-47OuF - you

specify value

Only our catalogue can tell the full story -
send SAE (9x6) for your FREE copy now.

Dept. P, 34 The Platters,
Rainham, Kent, ME8 ODJ.

Marl order only, cash, PO or cheque with order.
60p PAP. Prices owl VAT

COMPONENTS

ELECTRONIC DESIGN SERVICES, EPROM programming
(2706-27512), PAL programming from Masters or Fuse Plots.
Also PAL Design Services from Text. Boolean Expressions,
etc. U.E.D. Ltd., Castlebellingham, Co. Louth. Ireland. Tel:
(142-72127.

DISCOUNT SPECIALS - Credit card calculators - Solar -
£3.50. Battery - £2.96, Car aerials - Manual - £1.75,
Automatic - £10.50, Multi Voltage adaptor - £4.90, Dyno-
torch - £2.35, Pack of 10 metres solder - 75p, Batteries -
Size C - 39p 2. Size D - 50p 2, Size AA- 45p 4. Full discount
pricelist sent with every order or send 20p coin. Please add
45p P&P to order total and send payment with order to:
I.C. Electronics. Mail Order Dept., P.O. Box 130, Aberdeen
A139 8H0.

NEW YEAR BARGAIN. 610 V2w Carbon resistors, 2,5,10%.
10 Each value E12 Series. £3.00 inclusive P&P Also 1000
of above resistors, good mix £2.50 inclusive. D.M. Evans,
12 Vicarage Hill, Rhostyllen, Wrexham, Clwyd LL14 4AR.

COMPONENT TESTER Turns any oscilloscope with X -Y
input facility into a valuable component tester. Tests all types
of semiconductors, capacitors, resistors etc, in or out of
circuit and displays result on CRT. Ideal fault finding tool.
Complete with test leads and instructions.
Only 19.95 + £2 p&p. Send cheque/P.O. to DM R Electronics
(PE), 23 Regent St., Queensbury, Bradford, West Yorkshire
BD13 IA U. Tel: (1274 R82892.

TURN YOUR SURPLUS
ICS transistors etc into cash, immedi-
ate settlement. WE also welcome the
opportunity to quote for complete fac-
tory clearance.
Contact COLES-HARDING & Co,
103 South Brink, Wisbech, Cambs.
ESTABLISHED OVER 10 YEARS
Tel: 0945 584188

SERVICES
DESIGN SERVICES, microprocessor, special interfaces,
analogue, digital, signalling, alarm systems, PCB design
and artwork. Prototype and small batch production.
ALAB ELECTRONICS. Grantham 10476) 860089.

SERVICE SHEETS tram £2.50/lsae ctv/mus-c/combis £3.501
I sae. Sac Newnes & TVTechnic Books in stock. Thousands
Service & Repair Manuals. SAE Free Review/pricelists.TIS
(PE). 76 Church St.. Larkhall (0698 883334). Lanarkshire.

NEATHKIT U.K. SPARES AND SERVICE CENTRE. Cedar Elec-
tronics, Unit 12, Station Drive, Bredon, Tewkesbury.
Glos. Tel. (0684) 73127.

AMAZING SCIENTIFIC &
ELECTRONIC DEVICE PLANS

Lasers, phasers, force fields,
surveillance ultrasonics, weaponry,

giant tesla coils, satellite TV,
pyrotechnics, many more. Catalogue of

DIY plans. 50p refundable.
INFOTECH, 29 Hinton Avenue,

Alvechurch [348 7LZ.

MISCELLANEOUS

CLEARING LABORATORY, scopes, generators, P.S.U.'s. bridges,
analysers. meters, recorders etc. Tel. 0403-76236.

CUSTOMISED FRONT PANELS
Self adhesive labels to your own design in plastic or
aluminium. Wide range of colours. DIY kit available.

FOTOBOARD
Single Sided & Double Sided in a wide range of sizes.
SAE for full price list.

MINIATURE CORDLESS SOLDERING'IRON
New product operates Irons butane gas.

ELECTRONIC ALARM SERVICES
143 Farnham Road, Handsworth, Birmingham 821 8EF.
Tel: 021-523 6747. Private & professional enquiries
welcome

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
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PE Services
Practical Electronics offers a wide
range of services to readers includ-
ing: p.c.b.s, books, subscriptions,
back numbers, and software list-
ings. However, due to increased
administration costs we can no
longer provide photocopies of arti-
cles over three years old.

Readers' Enquiries
All editorial correspondence
should be addressed to the editor
and any letters requiring a reply
should be accompanied by a

stamped addressed envelope.
Please address editorial corre-
spondence to: Practical Electron-
ics, 16 Garway Rd., London W2
4NH. Tel. 01-727 7010
We regret that lengthy technical
enquiries cannot be answered
over the phone.

Advertisements
All correspondence relating to ad-
vertisements, including classified
ads, should be addressed to: The
advertisement manager, Practi-
cal Electronics.

PE EDITORIAL TEL. 01-727 7010
ADVERTISEMENT DEPT.
TEL. (01) 434 0689
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CAP POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES
* PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. * PROMPT DELIVERIES * FRIENDLY

SERVICE * LARGE S.A.E. 28  STAMP

MP PoW PLI I - TOO Now enjoy a
world-wide reputation for Quality. reliability and performance at a realistic price Four models
available to suit the needs of the professional and hobby market e.. Industry. Leisure.
Instrumental and Hi.Fi etc When comparing prices. NOTE all models include Toroidal
power supply. Integral heat sink. Glass fibre P C B and Drive circuits to power compatible
Vu meter Open and short circuit proof Supplied ready built and tested.

OMP100 Mk II Bi-Polar Output power 110
watts R M S into 4 ohms, Frequency Res-
ponse 15Hz - 30KHz -3dB, T.H.D. 0.01%.
S N R. -118dB, Sens. for Max output
500mV at 10K, Size 355 x 115 >c 65mm.
PRICE £33.99 £3.00 P&P.

OMP MF100 Mos-Fet Output power 110
watts R M S. into 4 ohms, Frequency Res-
ponse 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB. Damping Factor
80, Slew Rate 45V uS, T H.D Typical
0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV. S N.R
-125dB. Size 300 123 60mrn PRICE
PRICE £39.99 £3.00 P&P.

OMP MF200 Mos-Fet Output power 200
watts R M S into 4 ohms, Frequency Res-
ponse 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB. Damping Factor
250. Slew Rate 50V - uS. T.H.D. Typical
0001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.

-130dB Size 300 150 100mm PRICE
PRICE £62.99 £3.50 P&P.

OMP/MF300 Mos-Fet Output power 300
watts R M S into 4 ohms, Frequency Res-
ponse 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping Factor
350, Slew Rate 60V uS. T H.D Typical
00008%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S N R

*'. -130dB. Size 330 147 102mm. PRICE
PRICE £79.99 + £4.50 P&P.

NOTE. Mos Fels are supplied as standard (100KHz bandwidth & Input Sensitivity500mVI If required.
P A versiont5OKH2 bandwidth & Input Sensitivity 775mV1 Order - Standard or P A

Vu METER Compatible with our four amplifiers detailed above A
very accurate visual display employing 11 L F D diodes (7 green. 4
red) plus an additional on/off indicator Sophisticated logic control
circuits for very fast rise and decay times Tough moulded Was!,
case. with tinted acrylic front Size 84  27  45mm
PRICE £8.50  50p P&P.

LOUDSPEAKERS 5" to 15" up to 400 WATTS R M S
Cabinet Fixing in stock. Huge selection of McKenzie
Loudspeakers available including Cabinet Plans Large
S.A.E. (28p) for free details.
POWER RANGE
8" 50 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fiz Disco.
20 or magnet ally voice coil Ground ally fixing escutcheon Res Freq 40Hz Freq Resp to
6KHz Sens 9208 PRICE(10 99Avadable with black grille C11 99 P&P f1 50 ea
12" 100 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Disco
50 or magnet 2" ally voice coil Ground ally fixing escutcheon Die cast chassis White cone Res
Freq
25Hr Frog Resp to 45H, Sens 95dB PRICE (28 60 (300 P&P ord

McKENZIE
12" 85 WATT R.M.S. C1285GP Lead Guitar/Keyboard/Disco.
2" ally voice coil. Ally centre dome. Res. Freq. 45Hz. Freq. Resp. to 6.5KHz. Sens 98dB.
PRICE E29.99 + 13.00 P&P ea
1r 85 WAIT R.M.S. Cl 285TC P.A./Disco 2" ally voice coil. Twin cone.
Res. Freq. 45Hz. Freq. Resp. to 14KHz PRICE E31.49  13.00 P&P ea.
15" 150 WATT R.M.S. C15 Bass Guitar/Disco.
3" allyvoice coil. Die-cast chassis. Res. Freq 40Hz Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. PRICE E57.87 + £4.00 P&P ea.
10" 60 WATT R.M.S. 1060GP Gen. Purpose/Lead Guitar/Keyboard/Mid. P.A.
2" voice coil. Res. Freq 75Hz. Freq. Resp. to 7.5KHz. Sens. 99d8. PRICE 119.9S + £2.00 P&P.
10- 200 WATT R.M.S. C10200GP Guitar/Keyboard/Disco.
2" voice coil. Res. Freq. 45Hz Freq. Resp. to 7KHz. Sens. 101dEl. PRICE 144.76  13.00 P&P.
15' 200 WATT R.M.S. C15200 High Power Bass.
Res. Freq 40Hz. Freq. Resp. to 5KHz. Sens. 101d8. PRICE E62.41 + £4.00 P&P.
15" 400 WATT R.M.S. C15400 High Power Bass.
Res Freq 40Hz Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. Sens 102dB PRICE 189 52 4- 14.00 P&P.

WEM
5" 70 WATT R.M.S. Multiple Array Disco etc.
1' voice coil Res. Freq. 52Hz Freq. Resp. to 5KHz. Sens. 89dB. PRICE £22.00 E1.50 P&P. ea.
8" 150 WATT R.M.S. Multiple Array Disco etc.
t" voice coil. Res. Freq. 48Hz. Freq. Resp. to 5KHz. Sens 92dB. PRICE £32.00  11.50 P&P la.
10" 300 WATT R.M.S. Disco/Sound re -enforcement etc.
ti" voice coil Res. Freq 35Hz. Freq Resp to 4KHz. Sens. 92dB. PRICE f 36.00 + 12.00 P&P ea.
12" 300 WATT R.M.S. Disco/Sound re -enforcement etc.
1i" voice coil. Res. Freq. 35Hz. Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. Sens. 94dB. PRICE 147.00 + 13.00 P&P ea.

SOUNDLAB (Full Range Twin Conel
5 60 WATT R M S Hi -Fr Multiple Array Disco etc

e coil Res Freg 63Hz Freq Resp m 20KHz Sens 86dB PRICE E9 99 f 1 00 P&P ea
60 WATT R.M.S. H i-Fi Multiple Array Disco etc.

e coil Res Freq 56Hz Freq Resp to 20KHz Sens 89d13 PRICE/1099 £1 50 P&P ea
8 60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Multiple Array Disco etc.

voice coil Res Freg 38Hz Freq Resp to 20KHz Sens 89dB PRICE (12 99 f I 50 P&P ea
10 60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/ !Disco etc.

URGLAR AL
Better to be 'Alarmed' then terrified
Thandar's famous 'Minder' Burglar Alarm System.
Superior microwave principle Supplied as three units.
complete with interconnection cable FULLY
GUARANTEED.
Control Unit - Houses microwave radar unit. range
up to 15 metres adjustable by sensitivity control.
Three position, key operated facia switch - off - test
- armed 30 second exit and entry delay.
Indoor alarm - Electronic swept freq siren.
10408 output
Outdoor Alarm - Electronic swept freq siren 98dB
output Housed in a tamper -proof heavy duty metal

cBaCisteh the control unit and outdoor alarm contain re-
chargeable batteries which provide full protection
during mains failure. Power requirement 200/260 Volt
AC 50/60Hz Expandable with door sensors. panic
buttons etc Complete with instructions
SAVE 1138.00 Usual Price f228 85
BKE's PRICE £89.99 + £4.00 P&P

why hug a ,i,,-.cnnn of soli assembly hoards,

IDEAL for Worx-
shops, FactoriEn.
Offices. Homt.
etc. Supplied
ready built.

lhandar
SECURTy

OMP LINNET LOUDSPEAKERS
The very best in quality and value. Made specially to sun toda
ired for compactness with high sound output levels Finished
.ird wearing black vyrude with protective corners, grille and care
.indle All models 8 ohms Full range 45Hz 20KHz Size 20'
, 12" Watts R M S per cabinet Sensitivity 1W 1 mtr dB

OMP 12-100 Watts 100dB. Price f149.99
per pair.
OMP 12-200 Watts 102dB Price f 199.99
per pair Delivery Securicor f 8 00 per pair

19" STEREO RACK AMPS

Professional 19" cased Mos-Fet stereo
amps. Used the World over in clubs, pubs,
discos etc With twin Vu meters, twin
toroidal power supplies, XLR connections.
MF600 Fan cooled. Three models (Ratings
R M S into 4ohms).
MF200 (100 + 100)W. f 169.00 Securicor
MF400 (200 + 200)W. C228.85 Delivery
MF600 (300 + 300)W. C299.99 £10.00

BSR P295 ELECTRONIC TURNTABLE
 Electronic speed control 45 & 33 , i p in  Pius
Minus variable pitch control  Belt driven  Alu
minium platter with sirobed rim  Cue lever * Ann
skate (bias device/ Adjustable counterbalance 
Manual arm Standard '-," cartrige fixings 
Supplied complete with cut cArt templare  D.C.
Operation 9-14v D.0 65mA

Price (36 99 (3 00 P&P.

ADC 04 mag. cartridge for above Price £4.99 ea. P&P

PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS MOTOROLA
Join the Piezo revolution The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Piero tweeter produces an'
improved transient response with a lower distortion level than ordina.y dynamic tweeters As a
crossover is not required these units can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 watts
)more If 2 put in seriesl FREE EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.

TYPE 'A' (KSN2036Al 3" round with protective wire
rresh. ideal for bookshelf and medium sized Hi-fi
speakers Price £4 90 each  40p P&P
TYPE '8' (KSN1005A) 3'/," super horn For general
purpose speakers. disco and P A systems etc Price
05.99 each  40p P&P
TYPE 'C' (KSN6016A) 2" , 5" wide dispersion
horn For quality Hi.fi systems and quality discos etc
Price £6.99 each  40p P&P
TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A) 2" n 8" wide dispersion
horn Upper frequency response retained extending
down to mid range (2KHz) Suitable for high quality
I-i Ii systems and quality discos. Price £9.99 each

40p P&P
TYPE 'E' (KSN1038A) 334," norn tweeter with
attractive silver finish trim Suitable for Hi-fi monitor
systems etc Price £5.99 each - 40p P&P
LEVEL CONTROL Combines or a recessed mown;
ing plate. level control and cabinet input rig k socket
85 85 mm Price £3.99 r 40p P&P

1 K -WATT
SLIDE DIMMER

Control loads up
to 1Kw
 Compact Si,
436" 1" 2

* Easy snap o
ing through
cabinet cut out
 Insulated west,
case
* Full wave con
trol using 8 amp
triac
 Conforms to

BS800
 Su4able for both resist
,ince and inductive loads In
numerable applications in
ndustry. the home, and

disco's, theatres etc
PRICE 1'13.99 75p P&P

,.ice cod Res Freq 35Hz Erect Resp to 15KHz Sens 8908 PRICE f 16 49 + f2 00 P&P

HOBBY KITS. Proven designs including glass
fibre printed circuit board and high quality
components complete with instructions.

FM MICROTRANSMITTER (BUG) 90/105MHz with very sensitive
microphone. Range 100/300 metres 57 46 14mm 19 volt)
Price: 1'8 62  75p P&P.
3 WATT FM TRANSMITTER 3 WATT 85/115MHz varicap controlled
professional performance. Range up to 3 miles 35  84 v 12mm
112 volt) Prize: £14.49 4- 75p P&P.
SINGLE CHANNEL RADIO CONTROLLED TRANSMITTER/
RECEIVER 27MHz. Range up to 500 metres. Double coded modulation.
Receiver output operates relay with tamp/240 volt contacts. Ideal for
many applications. Receiver 90 70 u 22mm (9/12 volt). Price:
£17 82 Transmitter 80 v 50  15mm (9/12 volt). Price: £11 29
P&P 75p each SAE for complete list

A II
3 watt FM
Transmitter

`VISA
POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER £1 .00 minimum. OFFICIAL
ORDERS WELCOME, SCHOOLS, COLLEGES. GOVERNMENT
BODIES. ETC PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A. T SALES COUNTER
VISA ACCESS C 0 D ACCEPTED

STEREO DISCO MIXER
STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 5 band L &
R graphic equalisers and twin 10 segment
L E D Vu Meters Many outstanding features
5 Inputs with individual faders providing a
useful combination of the following -
3 Turntables (Mag). 3 Moos. 4 Line plus Mic
with talk over switch Headphone Monitor
Pan Pot L & R Master Output controls Out-
put 775roV Size 360 280  90mm

Price £134.99 - C3 00 P&P
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UNIT 5, COMET WAY, SOUTHEND ON -SEA,
ESSEX, SS2 6TR TEL: 0702-527572
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Maplin's on top of the pack

ff& phi ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES LTD.
Mail Order: P.O. Box 3. Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR. Tel: Southend (0702) 554161

Shops
Birmingham: Lynton Square, Perry Barr. Telephone: 021 356 7292.
London: 159-161 King Street. Hammersmith W6. Telephone: 01 748 0926.
Manchester: 8 Oxford Road. Telephone: 061 236 0281.
Southampton: 46-48 Bevois Valley Road. Telephone: 0703 225831.
Southend-on-Sea: 282-284 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex. Tel: 0702 554000.
All shops except Manchester closed all day Monday.

Pick up a copy our 1987
catalogue from any branch of
W.H. Smith for just £1.50.
Or to receive your copy by
post send just £1.50 -4- 40p
p & p to Mail Order address.
If you live outside the
U.K. send £2.50 or 11 Inter-
national Reply Coupons.
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